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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, DC
Investigation No. 731-TA-405 (Preliminary)
SEWN CLOTH HEADWEAR FROM THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
Determination
On the basis of the record

!/

developed in the subject investigation, the

Commission determines, '!:./pursuant to section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), that there is a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States is materially injured or threatened with material injury
by reason of imports from the People's Republic of China (China) of sewn cloth
headwear

11 and visors, provided for in items 702.06, 702.08, 702.12, 702.14,

702.20, 702.32, 703.05, 703.10, 703.16 and part 6F of Schedule 3 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States, that are alleged to be sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background
On May 26, 1988, a petition was filed with the Commission and the

Department of Commerce by the Headwear Institute of America, New York, NY,
alleging that an industry in the United States is materially injured, and
1/ The record is defined in sec. 207.2.(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)).
'!:.j Commissioner Liebeler, although available to participate in this
determination, was unable to do so due to telecommunications difficulties.
She notes that had she voted, she would have made an affirmative determination
in this preliminary ivestigation.
1J For purposes of this investigation, sewn cloth headwear refers to hats,
caps, visors, and other headwear, whether or not ornamented, each comprising
cut-and-sewn woven or knit fabric of vegetable fibers (including cotton, flax,
and ramie), of man-made fibers, or of blends thereof, provided in the cited
provisions of the tariff scheduies.

2

threatened with further material injury, by reason of LTFV imports of sewn
cloth headwear from China.

Accordingiy, effective May 26, 1988, the

Commission instituted preliminary antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-405
(Preliminary).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's

investigatio~

public conference to be held in connection therewith was given by

and of a
post~ng

copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of June 3, 1988 (53 F.R. 20378).

The conference was held in

Washington, DC, on June 16, 1988, and all persons who requested the
opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

VIEWS OF VICE CHAIRMAN BRUNSDAl...E, COMMISSIONER ECl<ES,

COMMISSIOl\ILR LODWICK, COMMISSIONER ROHR, AND COMMISSIONER CASS

Based on the information gathered in this preliminary investigation, we
determine that there is a reasonable i.ndication that an industry in the United
States is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of
imports of sewn cloth headwear from the People's·Republic of China that are
allegedly sold at less than

Like Product and Domestic

f~ir

value (LTFV). ll

_Indu~tr..Y..

As a threshold matter, we are required to
the relevant "domestic industry" to be
material. injury.

E~xamined

defi.m~

the "like product" and

for the

purpo~e

of assessing

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,

defines the term "industry" as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like
product, or those producers whose collective output of the like· prbduct
constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production of that

,
. 2/
product." -

"Like product," in turn, is defined as "a product which is

like, or in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and as~s
with, the article subject to an ·investigation

!/

Material retardation is not an issue in this
be discussed fur~her.

'?:./

19 U.S.C:.

II

'}_/

investigt-~tion

and will not

§ 167'7(4)(A).

3/
19 U.S.C. §1677(10). "The article subjN:t to an irl\/estigatiun" is
defined by the· scope of the Department of Commerci~' s (Commerce)
investigation. Commerce, in its Notice of Injtialion, has defim'd the scope
of its investigation as follows:
The subjl'ct hrJadwear includes caps,· hats, and v:iscws made fn:.im
knitted or vJ0\/1,~n cloth of veg,~table f:i.b,~r·s "inclL1d:i.ng cotton, flax,
and ramie, of man-.. made fiber, and/or. blends thereof, and whjch is
cut and sevm. The subject h(;>adwc~cw 111dy b<~ ,~dor·r11?d vJi.th br-aid,
embroidery, or other applied, printed or sewn decoration or may be
plain
This i1111~~stigation dof:!s riot inclwfa heddtJJt~<'H' of str<.~tJJ, felt
or wool.
53 Fed. Rag. 23301 (1988).

4

The

Commi~sion's

d~termination,

fike product detision is

e~sentially ~

Factual

and the Commission applies the statutory standard of "like" or

"most similar ·in characteristics and uses" on a cas~~·-by·-case 'basis.
analyzing like product issues, the Commission
factors including, physical appearance,·
~hannels

g~nerally

In

considers a number of

interthan~eability

among the articles,

of distribution, customer perceptions of the articles, and the use of
4/

common manufacturing facilities and production employees. -

The product subject to this investigation is sewn cloth headwear from the
People's Republic of

Chin~

(PRC).

investigati6n, we adopt a single

For the purposes of this preliminary
lik~

product coextensive with the icope 6f

the investigation as defined by C6mrnerce.

The like product consists of all

cut and sewn cloth headwear, including caps, hats and v]sors made from any

.

combination of vegetable (e.g., cotton) or n1an·-·111ade fibers (MMF).

11

It

includes "blank" (undecorated) hE:iadwear as well headwear with decorations,
.
. t.·1ng, b ra1. d.ing, or em b ro1. d ery. -61
impr1n
from straw, felt, fur, or wool.

It does not

incl~d~

headwear made

Both children's l·1N\\dwear and adult headwear

are included within the like product definition.
Respondents made several l:ike product arguments.· First, respondents

y
.Certain Forge9 Steel Crankshafts from the Federal Republic of Germany
and the Unitr~d Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 731·--TA-351 and 353 (Final). USITC Pub. No.
2014 (September 19B'l); Certain Copier Toner from Japan, IniJ. No. 731-·TA-··373
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1960 (July 1987); Candles f~o~ the People's
Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-282 (Fin~l), USITC Pub. ~o. 1888 (August
1986).
~/
A "hat" is defined as h"1adwear with a brim around the entire body. An
example would be floppy tQnni s hat. A "cap" is defined as headwear without a ·
brim, but with a shade -0r visor in the front. An example would be a baseball
cap. A "visor" i.s definQd as h~~adwear which generally has· the shape of a cap,
but does not have a complete crown . . Petition at 4.
§/
Petitioner's Post-Conference Brief at 9.

5

asked the Commission to find three separate like products consisting of caps,
hats, and visors.

Because all three are manufactured at the same facilities

with the same employees and equipment, have similar channels of distribution,
are used primarily for promotional purposes, and appear to be perceived by
consumers as substitutes for each other, we will include all three within the

71
same l l'k e pro d uct d e f in1t1on. 00

•

•

Second, respondents argued that the

Commission alternatively should broaden the scope of the like product and
.
'
include headwear made of straw, fur, felt or wool.
argument.

We reject respondents'
.,

In this investigation, the record indicates that there are

significant differences between headwear mO\de of ·ttiese ma'teri.als and clo'th
headwear.

For ·example,- both typ·es 'of headwear are produced using sepa'rate

equipment and e~pldyees; marketed ttir6tigh d'i Fferen·t chanrfels of distributio~',
and directed to d·i fferent end users. !!,/.
Finally, respondents urged the Commission 'to find that childre~'s
headwear and ·adult headwear a·re s·eparate 'like products.

Respondents: ~lleged

· "·

that children's headwear is distinct from adult headwear because'it' is
manufactured in differerit faciYities~b~ diffe~en~ produ~ers, it is not ~riced
comparably, and it ·is purchased· for separate· groups of consum~rs. · The
available information, however,- indicabls' that there is some· overlap in the
domestic industry
headwear.

in

terms of the' production

of

children's' and adult

'

Ft.irther, ·there is 'insuffid~·nt :i~;format:ion for the Co1n111:ission to.

conclude at this time that the end-.. users of children's
significantly from those of adult headwear.

----..

..

·

·1~erefore,

hc~adwear

differ

we do not

mak~

a

--~---~-------:----·-

71
Vice Chairman Orunsdale and C6m~issioner Cass.note that
~ppear to .be m~rked price di ffer~nC(~S among thns~ categories.

th~re

do not
' .; ; .
!!/
Vice Chairman Bru,nsdale and Co'rnrni.sidoner Cass note tha't straw; fur, 'felt-:"
and wool headwear generally sells at su~stantially highe~ prices t~an doe~
· ..
sewn cloth headwear.
'

'.·

:

·.:

l

6

size-based distinction in this preliminary investigation. 2_/
Having determined

th~t

further determine that

th~

there is one like product, sewn cloth headwear, we
relevant domestic industr·y consists of the domestic

manufacturers of sewn clqth headwear.
Data Problems in this

I~ue~tigation

The record in this

pr.~liminary

investigation is deficient.

Although

staff sent out 120 questlq,nnaires, the Commission received only 10 usable
questionnaire responses from domestic sewn cloth headwear producers.
those respondents are
America OU.A).
largest U.S.

me~~ers

of the petitioner,

the'Headw,~ar

Institute of

The HIA members who responded are believed to· include the

~roducers.

There are at least 36 other domestic sewn c ioth headwear·
did not provide us
. . .

Eight of

with·~iilta.

produc~rs

who··

This number includes 10 members of the

10/

petitioner -· and 26 non-HI A members who indicated in writing or by
telephone that they did produce sewn cloth headwear.

In addition, there are

approximately seven members who did not respond at all, but may produce this

2_/
In any final investigation, we wi 11 more closely scrutinize these
alternative like product definitions. We will pay particular attention to
evidence concerning possible distinctions between sewn cloth headwear and
woolen headwear in terms of characteristics and uses, and seek additional
information regarding the alleged distinction .between children's and adult
headwear.
lQ/
~~~Report to the Commission (Report) at A--ll & n.4.

7

product.

fl/

The Commission is to determine whether, based upon "the best information
available at the time of the preliminary determination," there is a reasonablPindication of material injury or threat thereof to an industry within the
United States. JZ/

The Commission may conclude that no reasonable

indication exists only if "(1) the record as a whole contains clear and
convincing evidence that 'there is no material injury or threat of such injury;
and (2) no likelihood exists that contrary evidence will arise in a final
investigation ..!l/

Despite the Commission's efforts, the information in

this investigation is meager.

Based on an evaluation of th~ over01ll record,

we cannot cone lude, however, that the -record as a whole con,tains "clear and
convincing evidence" of no material injury or

.

thn~dt

14/

thereof ......-

In the

.·:.

event that this investigation returns as a final investigation, we expect more
complete information.

!!/

Although we d~cline to decide the standing of the petitioner, we have
serious concerns with regard to standing that should be scrutinized by
Commerce. Even crediting petitioner's estimates of production.and domestic
shipments, questionnaire response~ from produters in support of the petition
accounted for only 45 percent of U.S. production. This low response rate
raises serious questions about l•Jhether there is truly industry support for the
petition. Furthermore, there is alao a question as to whether petitioner
qualifies as, an "interested party" under the statute; 35 of its 60 members do
not prqdt.ice sewn cloth headwear. Report at A- . 11. A trade association
quaiifi.~s as an ":interested 'par·ty" only if a majority of its rnembP.r·s
'i
"manufacture, produce. or wholesale a like product in the United States." 19
U.S.C. § 1677(9)(E) .. It i.s possible th<tt enough of the 35 IHA membi~r·s 1.iho do
not ~roduce the subject product do wholesale it so that a majority of HIA
members either produce or wholesale sewn cloth h~adwear·; but we have no
information about this. Of course, any individual producer could be an
"interested party" under the statute. 1.9 U.S.C § Hi/l(9)(C).
Commissiorier Eckes does not join his colleagues in this footnote.
].21
1.9 U.S.C. § 1673b(a).
13/
AmP,r.:ic_?_rJ__!..a!!~.. CQ...:_!J_.~i te~-~t:.§lt~~-' 785 F. 2d 994, 1001. (Fed. Cir-.
1986) . See .~J.~o ~ll~_..flfs..:.....f2...:.___y_;____\,JnL!.g_L~.:ta...!.~.~ l l c. I. T. ......... ' 6 n F. 2d 123 9
I

(1987).
.!. Y
Id.

.

8

Condition of the domestic indust.!.J!
In determining the condition of the domest(c in.dustry, the Commission
considers, among other factors, domestic production, capacity; capacity
utilization, domestiG consumption~ shipments, inventories, ~~ployment, .~nd
financial performance.

151

No 'single factor is determinative.

investigation the Commission must consider the particular
relevant industry in making its determination.

In each

~dture

of the

.

Apparent U.S. consumption of sewn cloth headwear increased :in both value
and quantity throughout the· period ·under investi9ati9n from $222. 4 mi Ilion and
15.960 million dozen units (m.d.u.) iri 1~85, to $230~1 mfllion a~d 17.364
m.d.u. in 1986, to $253.0 million·and 19.070 ~.d.u. in i9~7, and.to ~6~.8
million and 4.818 m.d.u. in interim 1988 as eompared with $60.4 million and
4.822 m.d.u. in interim 1987.

161

Domestic production declined from 3.117 m.d.u. in 19a5 to 2.557 m.d.u. in
·--.

1986, and then rose to 2.664 m.d.u. 'in 1987·.

Interim 19.88 data indicate an

increase of.about 0.130.m.d.u. over inter·im i987 levels.

171

Capacity and

capaci tY utilization followed the same ··trend as production.

Capacity

de~lined

from 4.464 .m.d.u. in 1985 to 4.287 m.d.u. 'in 1986, atid 'then

increaS{~d

to 4.330

m.d.u. in 1987.

Interim 1988 capacity was slightly lower
18 I Capacity
.
. t:er1m
.
19 8 7 . -compare d w1. t h 1. O3 3 m..d . u. in
in-

percent in 1985, falling t6 60 percent· in 1986, and then
percent in 1987.

!..~/

..!._~/

Interim 1988

~apacity

at

1.019 m.d.u.

~tilization

r~covering ~o

utilizatiori was 73 percent

~s

was 70
only 62
compared

19 lJ . s . c . § 16 77 ( 7) ( c) ( iii )·_.

Report at A-16; in the case of .apparent U.S. consumptiOn, ··data on
domestic shipments are.based on questionnaire responses and are therefore
understated whereas official import data collected by the. Department of
Commerce are complete. ·We note the trend is upward.
j. 7I
Report at A-- ll .
.!_~/
Id.

9

with only 61 percent in interim
:

.

~987.

191
-

.

The·quantity of domestic shipments was 2. 961 m. d. u. in· 1985, declining to·~
I;

'.

•

2.701 m.d.u. in i986, and then .rising to.2.772 m.d.u. in 1987.

The quantfty

...

of domestic shipments for interim 1988 was 0.708 m.d:u. as compared.·with 0.651 .
m.d.u .. iri.1987~

.:c '·

The value of domestic shipments fell from $86.7 million in

c

"

.

..

,.

(

198~ to $81.7 million in 1986 and thenCincreased sharply to ,, $87.9
~illiori in.
. -·
..
:

1987,

a~

t

•

increased again to $23. 3 mil lion for interim 1988 as compared· to

$21.6 million for interim

19~7·: 2 ~ 1

Inventories declined

sb~adily

from

0.581 m.d.u. in 1985, .to 0;.436 m,.g\u,..:. ir:t 1986,_;to 0:325·1n.d ..u:. in_J9J)7; ~nd .•
.-:::.· ·,
.
. ..
.·
. .
21/
then increased slightly in interim 1988 to 0.354 m.d.u ......:..
!" :·::"

The numb~r of· work~~s e;~ploy~·d· in manufacturing sewn cloth headwear
'·,

: __.....

.'

·' ·,

declined from 1,960 i~ 1985, to 1,795 in 1.986, to 1,751 in 1987, and then rose
•.

-:. ,

i~terim l988 as c~mpared w,ith' interim 19~7.

slightly, by 20 employees, in

•l:_..i·.•

:.'

number 0f hours worked by these employ'°~es followed the Sdffie trend, declining ,
0

·~-

("'

•

..

-!,

,

•

•

!:

·,. f

! '; ': • • •

•: ..: :' • :

:

• ·. '. ';

i •,

~

'

:

.. •

I

.

;.

.,

from 1985. through 1987 and then rising slightly comparing interim 19.88 to
-...;

interim 1987 . .?1.1

....·' :-

.):-:.=:~~:::.r. ..... ,.i

.

.•".:.\~· ~

-~-.i

·•·•

...

;•

·,,
~·· [

.~

·'

:J:nformatl.on available in this preliminary inv~~tigation indi.cat;.es that
. ,· "

the sewn cloth headwear industry
~..

cours~ of th~ investigation.

o\ : ..

IS,

~

;. : <i·l

.·

~:

--:t ~; -· ; ;. '.,

: : ~.

:.

(

·, .; •

profitability has 'dee lined during the , ..,
.

' (

i

:

t

•

• •.•~ • • •

! ,. . . . .

: .'

t

~

,, •

•

.

: -=.

• •

Net saies fell from $81.5 millipn
in 1985 to ..
.. ;...
l

$79.5 million in 1986 and then rose ·to
$82.0
million•' in 1981 .. Ji;:a. co.ntrast,
·.!.
..
. . .
operating in<":ome declined steadily from $9.2 million in 1985, to $8.7 million.
in 1986, and $7.4 million in 1987, a drop of more than 20 percent.

Cash flow

19/
Id.
"
'·
20/
Id. at A--19. We note that the. unj t value for domestic shipment's ·whi~h
had increased from $29. 30 i.n 1985 to $33. 20 in interim, '(98T, decreas,~d ,"to
$32.94 in jnterim 1988 .

.li/

J_g. at

22/

Id. at A--22..

A-2 l.

..

10

231
also declined from $11.5 million in 1985 to $9.8 million in 1987_ . .
In sum, most of the indi~aiors fell durin~ the period of iM~estigation.
''

To t~e ex ten~ that ·there was '-improv"ement in interim 1988

I

. '"

••

a

t

we r1ote that ..

•

•

three"-mo,nth period may not be probative of
trend or re.versal of:a trend'.
.
''· . ' ' .
.
.
..
Based on our overa.11, ~ss.~~ssment of the available i~1forin~:t:ion of the record, we
determine.that. the~e. is a.!reason•bl~ indication of either material ih)ury to
~

'

.

the domestic industry. producing sewn cloth headwear or at
,·

.

·i!,,_·.··:.' .... ,

lea~t

that the

...

domestic industry is vulnerable to material injury.

(

.:··.

Reasonable Indication of Material Injury by Reason..:_Q.f A\le9~dly L:rFV Imports·
.from the PRC l.'V 25/ ·
. '· .., ,
·' · · ·
In making prelim~"Jary determinations in antidumping Jnvestigations·, the
Commission must ascert~in·wheth~r th~re is a ~eas~nable i~dication

.

.

i.ri.) u~y "by reason o_f'\ ,ttJe ':,imports under

in~~s~igati?n. ~ 61

~~teria1·

6f

. The statute.,...

dfr~cts the Commis~ion,,t9 c.onsider·,among other factors,. (l)the volume' of
. .. ,,
~·
~ ;
.
.
,

'•'

impo~~s o~ ~he merchandis~ ~b~t
.

',. ·.! ~ ;

:

'

. ~·- ~- . .. .

? ', :, .\~

"' .

.

s~b~ec~

·is fhe

th~

of

:

investigation,

c(~) t~~ -~

•

' '.

effect of imports of th~t merchandise on prices in the Upited; 11 States· .for
,

like products, and

•

.:0.

I

i

>

'

:

•

"

0).th~ . .il)lpact·of'iinports

< ' ;:

:•:

•

',

'.

•

:.

:i~.<".l

.. ·:.: .

•'

r

;

)

~-..

::.'..:

.
•

'

'.. •

of such mer:cha.r,idise·on domestic

produce~~-"of- ~~'.k~~-;~n>~·~~.P.·s .. 2 ~<.--·i Whii'e~ -~~~ :Com~i~~-~'on, c~n
. .;,~

,

the

we_igh'. the'

eviden~e

.. '. ,_·.

..·.. .

!

preliminar-y investigation, LoJe •1ave d{~cl:int~d to reach a hegative·' .
. •ii·,.. .. . . ·. ; :
determinaii~~ ~nless t~e re~ord as a-whole.c6ntains clear an~ convinping
obtained

i'~. ~

l

evidence cif

'.

rl~··~~terial

inju_r.y
•

' ... i

..

I.

:. .

Id.! 'at ~--25. ·
See Also Additional Views
'].5/
Commissioner Cass con~urs
discussion below, but relie.s i;m
Views of .G~mqi}ssiprie·r~Cas.s'.... ·
26/
19 U.S.C:,·§ 1'673d(b) ..
19

u.s.c.

•

thn~iilt thenwf~

b;y. reason

.of the impor:ts

.
;•

'1'
·...

;·

?-3 I
?-'4/ ·

'].7/

or

§ 1677(7)(8).

I·'

of Cammi ssioner Eckes.
in the concl.~sions· of .. hi s c.olle~gues iri the
·other j,riformat.i9n as. well'.- See Adctitio·n·a~
.~
1

~

;".:.

11

.under investigation, and "no likelihood '~xists t~lat (~ontr~r·y (~vider1ce .will ,.
'•

arise in· a final· investigation."

?JV

The v6lume of sewn cloth headwear imported fro~ the PRC ·increased in
quantity from 2.913 m:d.u.·in 1985 to·3.552·m.d.u. :in.1986, and then increased
291 . "
. 11 y to 6. 20 7 m. d ..u. 111
. 1 987.. --. . . son o f f.ir·s t. qucH' t er
n. compar1
d rama t 1ca

quantit;ies for 1987 and 1988 also showed a marked. increase, ·from 1.610 rn.d.u.
.

.

.

in the first-quart·er of 1987 to 2.057 m.d.u. for the same period in 1988.

!QI

PRC headwear imports also increas.ed i.n value during the period of

investigation, from $23"8 million in 19.85 to:$25.·9 nliliion in 1986, followed
by a 'jump to .$45.o million in' 1987.

ll/ ·. ori;

a quorter ..-:Year· compar'ison, the

value increaied from $10.9 million for J~n~ary~~arch o( 1987 to $15.6 million
. d -1n
. 198 8 ...32/
13/_
--f or th e -same· perio
,..- Market share· of the subject 'imports

'incr~ased

in t;erms of quantity and

va,lue. · Market share, based· on quanti"ty, rose .from UL 3 pen:ent in 1985 to
20.~·percent in 1986, t6 32.6 p~rtent i~ 1987.

42.2 percent as compared with 33.4 percent for

Interim 1988 ~arket share was
int~rim

1987.

JY ·Market

share, based on value, increased from 10.7 per:cent in 1985., to J.J.3 percent in
19°861, ·'to 17 .. 8 percent in 1987.
:~' .'. ~

On a valuP. b~s is_, interim 1988 market share

was 23. 8 percent as compared with .18. 1 'percent for- the SC\\me peri.od in
351
1987. .. ,·

',

, ·The record

indicate~

that the

se~n cl~th h.eadwea~

market

i~

price

sensitive ....-- particularly with regard to promotional headw,!ar, which accounts
.·

21!/

.~'!./

30/
31/

..

~

See American· Lamb, 785 F. 2d. at 1001 .
R<:!pt;>rt at A-32, Table. 12.
Id. .
.
"
.

_!g

....

,

I

. · Id.
33/
We note that 'the unit value of PRC headwear imports gNlet·al ly decreasE:~d
dJ°ririg the period of invest'.igation.·. The connection.betl1.1ecm t:his ·dedi.ne and
the corollary increases in ·ovtfraU vait.ie and quantity 1s L1nc lear·.
IY . Report at A-35, 'T~b le· 15.
;!§/
Id.
3~/

12

for the majority of the mar:ket.

The pricing information. avail'able .. in this

preliminary investigation is both limited •6d inconcl~~i~e; how~v~~' ihe
available data show a consistent patt_ern of :1,1_r,tdersellin9 by the ·subj'ect
imports.

36/

While domestic prices
most inve9tigat~d c•tegori~s
. . for.
~·

~

remained relatively stable, there ~as·-a·mar~Rd ~ecrea~e ih prices for on~
'

•

..

category of caps sold to distributors;
There is some
record evidence
of domestic
producers losing sales to PRC
;.
.
. ,.
;

h ead wear b ecalJse o f th e 1ower pn.ces
·
o f _tt1e PRC. - 1' 111por·ts_ ..·

37

I

In add:i.t:iori,

there are mixed opinions about_ the existence of S'ignifican't quality
distinctions between domestic an_d PRC _produced hea~wecu·. · Furthermore, the
record indicates that price is c;iften the k~y factor.,,in purchasing sewn doth
headwear.

Given evidence of underselling and .increasi'ng marke't t>enetration by

the PRC imports in thi!) priee-ser.isitive market; co_nsistent with the ~declin.:l.ng
.....

~.....

financlal. condition of . -. the
domestic industry,.we
cannbt conclud~ tHat· there 'ls
~
'
:'
.
.
"clear and
evidence"
that the subject.. imports a-re'>rio.t a c~use
.
. convincing
'
.
..
· ·
.
mate.r1' al . ·,ln]Ury
• ..
.

bf

.lll } 9 /

.,

. ··..

3~/
v:lce Chairman Brunsdale is reluctant to find a-: '.'pattern" in the 'ii~ited
undersel l'l.ng ev'idence presented :in thi. s c~se. 'shP. note~ thcilt the l,ack of da,ta ..
and its inconclusiveness make it difficult fbr he~•to.base her de~isio~ in
··
this case on',that evidence.
37/
Vice Chairman Bruhsdale notes that most lost sales a~legations
-- · investigated by the Commission revealed differences in the terms of sale other
than price. These differences included quality,·;respqnsiven~s~ of- the setler,
volume of sales, and qth.er f.Olctor.~s: She believes th;,.-c th:ese o'th<-H" difforences
do not permit h~r tb ~onciude that U.S; firms lost sales to the,Chinese
headwear based solely or· p~ic~-diffe~ence~.
38/
For the''preliminary investigation, the Commission notes and rejects
;:-~spondents' arguments.that the_ underselling by the PRC has not caused injury
to the domestic industry because the domestic industry serv.~s. a rhigh-quality
and specialty mark~~t _niche that is ;'insulated" fr·om import competition.
·3~_/
Vice Chairman Brunsdale also notes that the al'leged margins in this case
are high, ranging from 25 to 62 percent. She believes this provides further
evidence of a reasonable indication of material injury by reason of allege·d
dumped imports in this case. In .any final..,, investigation,
,sh.e
will· carefully
..
.
.
consicfor evidence co] l.2ct0.d by ·the. sti:ff'.f qr submi~t;ed ·by partiM on the· supply
and demand for headwear·in the U.S. mafk~~t.·, incl'ydil'.lg supply·from foreign
sources·, and the substitutability ·of the U
and· imported products i~ 'this
',·
case.

.'s :-:

,. 13
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Reasonable Indication of Threat of Material Injury by Reason of
Imports from ·Tai.wan 407

All~gedJ.L..L TF~

The statute sets forth a· series of fa'ctors -the Commission is to
in analyzjng the
injury.

~-!/

i~sue

of a reasonable

These factors include:

indication~·of

~

·

-.~~~:.

cons.ider•<f~.

threat df material

( l) any increase in production capacity

or existing unused capaci.ty in. the. exporting ·country lik'ely to

rc~sult

in a

signifiyant increase in imports,. to the·-United States; •(2) ariy 'rapid. increase
in United States market penetration and the 'likelihood that· the pi:!netratio'n
wi 11 increase to an '.injurious -level; '(3) the probability that imports· of the
merchandise will enter the United ·s·tates«at' phcf.~S that will have a depres.sing
price~

or suppressing effect on domestic

of the merchandise; (4) any
'

.

substantial iricrease in inventories of the merthandise in the United States~
(5) the. presence of underutilized· capacity· for producing.the me·rch'andfse in

the exporting country; {6) any· othe~·demonstrabl~ adver~e trcinds that indicate
ihjury~

the probability that the imports will be the cause of actual

and (7) ·

the potential for product-·-shi fting.
I_n·addition; in order to conclude that there·'is a reasonable indication
, ·;·

that allegedly LTFV imports arf-~

a

.1:.1

threat 'of mat9~ia~. :injury ·~o th~ d(~mestfc

industry, the Commi ss i_on must find that the threat of

~a~e:ial

iJ1J~ry

~-s

real .

and that ~ctual irijuri is irn~in~~t. · Such •'d~fermination
may
~cit• be
ma~e on~~
·'i • •
• .
.
•• •
•

:

'

the basis of mere" conjecture. or

..

~.

.

.

•.

•

•'

~

~

:

'

:

>

•

~;.tppos i. t_i·~·~ .. '~-~/

..

The information c't.1rf.entiy. ~vailable. to _the. Commission i.ndic;ates that PRC
marke't penetration ·increaseQ ·sharply, by q'ua;nti;ty .an,d ~~lue';' t~1rougho1Jt. the
~

'.->;

• .

,

.• 1; .
"! . . •

...

• .•.,

;.

.

•

,.. l

. •.

. ..,._

'

- .

~

Commissioner Cass dc;es not 'reach the issue of threat.
Views of Commissioner Cass.
1J/ 19 U.S.C.. § l677(7)(F).
_4JJ Id.
40/

.....

...

~·

{.

..

See Addi t i~Jna l
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period under investigation.

!-31

In addition, U.S. importers' inventories of

., ..

.

44/

PRC headwear have expanded rapidly throughout the same period. -~

We also

note. that sewn cloth headwear production "is extremely labor-·intensive --·-· a
factor which suggests that there is signific.ant ability to expand

_capa~ity

the PRC.

in

...

Finally, we recognize that the Multi-Fiber Arrangement (MFA) sets a quota
. h was ·f'll
. .198'7. -451.
on .PRC ·exports o f MMF h e.a.d wear, wh 1c
:t .• e d . in

Flecause .of

the .ai;?i l i ty '" h_owever, to shift,_ from MMF to cot1:;qn headwear product.ion, it -does
not. appear that the MFA pr.ovides a significant che_ck
increc.\se imports in the future.

~n

the

~bi

li ty to

Although
respondents asse~t that the PRC
.
. . . has
~

imposed voluntary restr~ints on this product category, we note that there is
46/

no binding quota on these ,products. -

Based on thfse.indicators.~ we find a reasonable indication that the
domestic sewn cloth he!)lqw.ear industry. is. threatened with materiai injury by;
reason

of

the subject.imports.

43/
R~port a:t A-35, Table 15.
See discussion of existing injury, supra.
44/
:i:d. at A:._29. Statements in the record indicate that th_e · pdmary reason
for the expan~ion of imported inventories is to fi 11 orders quickly. We note
that this expansion threatens the domestic industry's advantage of. shorter;·
shipping time.
. _
45/
See' Report at A·...:a-A:....11.
46/
.Commissioner Rohr further notes that in assessing the is.sue of threat,
it ''is . rie:cessary to" cons.id er the evidence of the intentions· and cap&ibi 1-i ties., of
foreign producers in t!ie contex.t of the performance of the domestic industry.
While he notes that the.. picture of the domestic industr·y · i. s far from compilE-~te
at this time and ther~~may be some question whether the condition can be
prope'rly described as currently e'xperi.encing mated.al injury' he" believes the
ev~dence indicates declines in the operating performance of the industry which
make it.part~cul~rly vul~erable td th~ current trends and prices of the ·
imports from the PRC. He further notes that the Commission's data concerning
the operations of the foreign industry are also extremely limited and must be
improved if this investigation returns to the Commission for a final
determination. ·
=

'
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Conclusion
-----·-For the above reasons, we determine that there is a reasbnable indication
that the domestic industr·y producing sewn cloth headwear is ri1aterially
injured, or threatened with material injury, by reason of
imports from the People's Republic of China.

~llegedly

LTFV
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ALFRED ECKES

'

I offer these additional views to aid the public in
understanding critical aspects of the "but for" 'app.roach used by
certain commissioners in this and other recent title VII cases.
-

.

~

.

It

.

is not my goal to discourage commissioners from trying to improve·
the agency's decisionmaking process..

I applaud such efforts.

At

the same time, however, I have a responsibility to ensure that our
trade laws are -administered in the sunshrne in accordance with
Congressional intent and common sense.

Ih this spirit I will

continue to give the new approach the careful scrutiny it
1

deserves.
The proper focus of any debate concerning the "but for" approach
is whether it provides an appropriate framework for Commission
determinations.

Because the so-called traditional commission
..

.

...

approach has withstood repeated

. .

jud~cial

scrutiny and Congressional

oversight and is generally understood and accepted by private

1

I note that .a substa_nti~l amou:-:t

of

s~aff time has been

devoted to formulating. the new approach. See Memoranda
EC-L-174 (june 6, 1~88.); EC-L-159 (May.18,1988); Ec-L.:..149
(May 10, i'988) ;_ EC-L-:-1.35 (May ·2, ,19'88) ; _and EC-L-t0_4
·
(April 28, 1988).

18

parties, there is'

hd

2

live question as to its . ·propriety.

approach must stand or fall on its own merits.

The new

Whether I choose to

adopt it in whole or in part will depend on resolution of the
serious problems.that pervade it in its current form.
While' the statute may permit unitary formulations of· the
.

.

materfal injury standard, the underlying premises of this particular
approach are seriotis+y flawed.

I beli~ve':the hypothetical,

formulaic and mecha#,i~tic nature of' this approach makes-it
vulnerable to court !'eversal, ·'and may constrict the flexibiiity
-congress .·intended 'cq;gimissi6ners ·to exercise in makinq ·injury'
detertidnations • . F4rther, given its i 1 counterfa?tual" nature, I
..

..

..

question whether th~ "but for" approach is consistent with· our
international obliqat;i.ons.

Finally, I am concerned about the a:dded

. ·costs that the new '.appr6ach will impose'··on the Commission
partie~ ·'appearing before us

in· title

arid

on the

vi:I cases.

Tfrese ·addition~! ··views address the· legal and policy· problems
surrounciing two of

tpe

underlying premis'e~ of the ."but. for" . ' ..... -

appro'ach:· "the· ass~~tio~ ·:that the unfai:r .trade·' practice .t.ook ·place
throughout the thre.e-year period of the Commission's il)vestigation,

2

one commissioner has nevertheless argued that the· "but· "· ·
for" approach is "the more sensible approach--and one that
comports more faithfully with the language and intent of
Title VII of 'the Tariff Act" than the so-called
tradi tiopa1· _apprqach ~ · see •'~er~ai~. Interna·l ·conibust:i;on .
Industrial Fo.rklift T~c~s f·rom Japan, '.In,v_. ·Net.- .7.3l~TA~377
(Final) ("Forklift -Trucks"), Additional· Views· of
>. · · .
Commissioner Cass at llO.

19

and the supposition that dumping and subsidy margins can be used to
estimate what the prices of imports would have been "but for" the
unfair trade practice.

These views also raise for public discussion

the question whether the "but for" approach complies with the United
States• obligations under .the GATT Antidumping and Subsidies Codes.
Finally, these views address the added cost of the new approach to
3

the Commission and private parties.
address~d

I.

Remaining problems will be

in future opinions.

Assumptions Concerning Duration of Unfair Trade Practices:
The "but for" model assumes dumping or

sub~idization

was

constant throughout the three-year period of the Commission's
investigation.

The

~allowing·

justification has been offered for

this assumption:
"[I] if one is going to draw any -inference
regarding the effect of [less than fair value]
imports on the industry from information about
industry performance at any point in our
three-year period of investigation other than· the
six-month period examined by Commerce, one simply
must make some judgment about whether in fact the
industry faced LTFV imports at that point. This
judgment could be based on an inference from
facts in the record, on a rebuttable presumption,

3

These views incorporate and elaborate the concerns I
expressed in my joint views with Commissioner Rohr in
Digital Readout Systems and Subassemblies Thereof from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-390 (Preliminary),· USITC PUb. 2081
(1988) ("DROs"), Additional Views of Commissioners Alfred
Eckes and David Rohr, and in my.Memorandum C0-69-L-030
dated May 3, 1988.
·

. 20
4

or on an unexamil'.ied assumption."
It is important to understand that this_ inference, assumption or
charaq~erize

presumption--however.one chooses to
the "but for" approach.

The

appro~qh

it--is central to

qonsists of three inquiries,

the second and third resting ·squarf;!ly upon. the first.

-

The first

~

inquiry seeks to compare the volumes.and prices of imports over the
-·'

'

three-year period of investigation with the volumes and prices that
would have obtained had the imports been.fairly traded during that
.. ·
.(

5

same period •.

To justify analyzing the effects of an unfair

trade practice ("UTP") during any·period other than -Commerce's
6

six-month period of investigation,

one 'must have: some basis to

pr.esume sue~ UTP existed during that e~l::-lier period~·

If the.

assumption is groundless, the rais.on d •·e.tre of the' first inquiry
disappears, along with any justification for the second and,-third
inquiries, which are built. on the first.

In short, the whole

approach topp·les like a house of cc;irds.
There is no basis in .law or- fac~to assume that· dumping or
subsidization took place quring any period ·other than the period of

4

Forklift Trucks at 121-122 (emphasis added).
5

Forklift Trucks ·a.t _123 ~6

'

.

With rare exception, .the Departmen~ of Commerce· bases
its antidumping determinations on imports or sales taking
place du~ing the six months preceeding the filing of the
petition. This six-month period may coincide in whole or
in part with the
(Footnote continued to page 21)

21

Commerce's investigation •. The Department of Commerce has sole
authority and responsibility under the statute for determining the.
existence and amount of any dumping or subsidization.

Under its

regulatory scheme, Commerce exam,ines imports during the six-month
period prior to filing of the petition.

If those six months of

imports yield dumping margins or subsidies greater than de minimis,
Commerce will make an affirmative determination.
determination is negative.
determination

onl~

Otherwise the

In either case, however, the

reflects trade practices.that took place during

that six-month per_iod.

In fact, if a pai;ticular importation or sale

falls outside the period of investigation_,. Commerce excludes it from
consideration.

Given the strict circumscription of Commerce's
~1

~

'

'

inquiry:, there is .no basis. for
any "inferences,"
"rebuttable
.
.
7
presumptions" or "unexamined assumptions". concerning the dumping
or subsidization of imports predating the six-month period.

The

fact that such presumptions or inferences may be necessary to
justify the "but for" approach ab initio does not by itself give
them validity.
Perhaps more importantly, it is inappropriate, if not illegal,
for the Commission to make what amounts.to a finding of dumping or

(Footnote continued from page 20)
Commission's investigation period.,· which generally
encompasses imports during the three years prior to filing
of the petition.
7

See supra note 4.

22

subsidization as· patt ~f its' injury determination.

Any
..

·determination under'· the "but· ·for" approach· which covers a period
other than commerce's six,;,.month period of investigation must, by
virtue of the de?ign of the approach, rest on an inferred or
presumed finding of dumping· or'subsidization (with a concomitant
determination of the amount of the margin) during that period.
Congress has cle?rly assigned to Commerce, not the Commission, the
task of determining the existence and amount of dumping and
subsidization.

tph:qs, affirmative "but for" determinations covering
8

periods beyond ·CO:mJI!._erce' s period of investigation

may be

vulnerable to court reversal because they are based iri part on an
ultra' vire's deten1;1iilation of dumping or subsidization.

·~

··To avoid the legal problem·· I have· just described, commissioners
choosing to use the "but fo'r 11 approach would have to limit the time

8

·The "but for" approach is apparently intended to
encompass the traditional three-year period. See.
generally Forklift Trucks, Additional Views of~
Commissioner Cass.
9

In contrast, the Commission is required to presume that
dumping or subsidization is continuing to occur for
purposes of a "changed circumstances" review under section
751 of the Act, 19 u.s.c. 1675. On the other hand; an
injury investigation begins on a "cl.ean slat~," "from an
entirely neutral starting point." See Avesta AB and
·
Avesta Stainless" Inc. v. Unite'ci' States,
C.I.T.
,
Slip Op., 88-72 (Jun·e 7, 1988) at i. 7. It1S important to
note that the un~air trade practices at issue in a changed
circumstances review are subject to final antidumping or
countervailing duty determinations and orders al~eady in
place. See Avesta at 23 ("a request for review of an
(Footnote continued to page 23)
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frame of their analyses to the six-month period of Commerce's·-. ·
investigation.

The mere existence of this dilemma suggests that

injury analyses purporting to

me~sure

the volume, price effect and

impact of a UTP,· rather than the effect of the imports themselves,
are not contemplated by the' statute.

In my view, the statute

requires the Commission to-determine the volume, price effects and
impact of imports of·the-class or kind of merchandise defined by the
Commerce Department, regardless whether each individual importation
10

was found to be at less than fair -value.
This reading of the statute was recently adopted by our
11

reviewing court •. In Algoma Steel Corp. v. United States,

the

Court of International Trade addressed the intent of the statutory
directive to determine whether an industry is injured "by reason of
imports •

of the merchandise with respect to which the

administering authority has made an affirmative

(Footnote continued from page 22)
affirmative injury determination is premised on an
underlying finding of dumping, and therefore does not
begin on a 'clean slate'").
10

It has been suggested that the so-called traditional
approach assumes that the UTP was constant during the
three-year period of our investigation. Forklift Trucks
at 122, and note 2-1. Because I read the statute as
requiring me to examine the effects of imports of the
merchandise subject to investigation, whether or not they
fall within the six-month period period of Commerce's
investigation, I have no need for such assumptions.
11
~- C.I.T. ~-' Slip Op. 88-74 (June 8, 1988)
("Algoma"). We note that a Canadian respondent has
appealed this decision to the Federal Circuit.

-<·
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determinatfon

,•

•.

12

.."

'

At the outset, the court noted ·-"t,hat the
exa~ine ar~

imports the Commission is supposed to
"class or kind" of.merchandise

d~fined

_those within the

by t,he_Conimerce Department:

In applying this statute, .t.he. ITC.does not look
behind ITA's determination, but accepts' ITA's
determination as to which merchandise is. in the
class of merchandise sold at LTFV. ITC, on the
other hand, deter,mines • • . ~hether [the ~omes~ic]
industry is injured by the relevant imports. • •
This division of labor.cannot be- ignored • • • ITC
·has wide latitude in deciding whether imports of the
merchandise in the class defined by ITA_are causing
13

material injury.

-

~

:;.

'

Having concluded that Congress-intended the Commission to examine
imports -,Within. the

11

ClaSS

Or

kind, II the COUrt Considered

·plaintiff's argument that the co~ission was-~equired to eliminate
from consideration any sales that commerce had not actually found
to be dumped.

12

The court rejected. this.argument:

19 u.s.c. 1673 (b).

.

' '

·'

.

..

-

single issue before the ·court
was whether the Commission had erred i_n ·assessing the.
volume and impact of imports by failing to exclude those
which, according to the Commerce Department's
calculations, were actually_ at or above fai:r;- value.
Weighted average dumping margins· are derived .from al~
sales of the class or kind of allegedly dumped merchandise.
within Commerce's s1x-month period of ·investigation.
Here, plaintiffs alleged that many.of the_ sales used. to.
calculate the weighted aver~ge ~argin~ were not .dumped.
The Commission had included i~ its volume figures all
sales of oil country _tUbular 'goods from Canada (with
exceptions not relevant ·here). Plaintiffs argued that the
Commission should have identified the fairly traded
transactions and eliminated.them from its analysis.
Algoma at 2-3.
_Th~

13

Id. at 10 (emphasis added).
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In this case, ITA has defined an entire class
based on six months of data. It is the volume of
imports attributable to that class that is most
relevant. ·to ITC. Plaintiffs I basic
misunderstanding is reflected in their continual
use of the phras·e "LTFY sales" as if the :statute
says that ITC must. fin~. that injury is
attributable ~o particula~ sales ~~und to be at
LTFV. The statute refers inste.ad t9 imports
which' are 'sold at LTFV~~ · ITC is' basing its
decision on the affects (sic) of· relevant imports
from companies.determined to· have sold the
subject merchandise at LTFV. Obviously, it. is
unlikely that every sale ·is at LTFV, and Congress·

,,

"!!:

14

may.· be presumed to, have perce'ived this.
In holding 1;'-ha.t the Commission. wa;;; not, requirecr-to conduct a
sale-by-sale. analysis, the Cc:mrt emphasized. that "Congress has not
::·.

•,

•

.:-:

•

.-~imply ~irected

'

ITC to

1

c;ietermi~e

dtre9tly if

du~ping

ca~sing

is

injury • • • Congress opteg to direct I'+G. t.o. c;ie:termine if imports. of
•

~

I

a specific class of merchandise,.
I

at

·L'~Fv:,

,-

"

~-

.

.

•

,.

determ~ned

by

I~A

to.have been sold

~ -

15
are causing injtirY." :

The: court also noted that to

require the Commission to examine only "LTFV sales" would
impermissibly limit the scope of its investigation: . "looking at six
months of the . sales;data
by . ITA. is not goi~g
. .. - - ... ,:considered
;'
. . to give
.
16 ITC
the three years of .data
it 'nee~s to
.me~t 'the statutory test. 11
"':
·=- .: .. ,•·
'
i ·.

.

.

.·

~~..~

The clear implii::ation;·of· course, is.thatthe only "LTFV.sales" the
Commission could possibly consider are those Commerce found to be .
dumped within··th'e six..:.month·-·per_iod ·'?! ·its investigation.
.

14

0

.

.;

Id. at 12 (emphO:~·is add_edf.
15
Id. at 13 (emphasis addedf ~ ·
16

Id. at 10, 11 (emphasis added).

1
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What the Al~o-ma· ~ecisi~n. tells'·us i's that it is the .v,o~uine,
..., .. . ..
price effect apd.: impact Of·. imports·· Of. the class· or 'kind .Of
:

.--,

merchandise under investigation
as .define~·- by·Co~erc~,·
rather than
. . ...
.
.

UTP. itself~-- ~hich .is the .proper·· :fqctls of ~he
~~~ly~·is ~:· . This decision
'also.
makes it .clea:r ..·that
.
.

the impact of the
Commission Is

'

were

I

the Commissio11 t;o·;.undertake an analysis of th~ ef.fect of. a::uTP, that
analysis would necessa~ily encompass only the six months of
Commerce's investigatic;m--wh:i:_ch w,ould nc:>t yield the ...three years of·
'. :, ; . '
i7 .'
data needed to fulfii+ ~he statutory standard.
To i;he extent
-"-

.. :1 ... ·

...

.

..

,-~

..;

# ....

it purports to assess the effects of
~·.::;. .!.~

:'·

·~.

' . -··

.... :.-

d~mpin9

or

subsidi~a.tion

on

.•

thre·e·'years of imports, the "but for" approach appears to be .at· odds

:. -~. ;·::

·~·:·

:. ...

. -,: .- . · . . •. :

· ... · ·

.

. · is

c

..

·':

.

·::.with. the statute as interpreted. in Algoma. .
• )-

~~ ::<~--~

...{·· ..·,··:;:,~
-

.·..

~

•

~-'

?

·

·

. .
. ··'

•

. .......,

.

.·

~~- :.

In any case, given rec.ent trends in exchange rate ·behavior I I
belie:v:e ;l·t .wo'uld. be '.lll)r.ealistfc

~-,,.

.

-

··,.

:::~

••

·--~-:

;;

t~ presume three yea·rs

of

d~pin~ :in

. '1; \

-:-:~ "-.~.'. . . .: .. :I~

.· ·17

.", z'!'h.¢·, court ~lso .. :foµnd .. that' the ·;Commission's· practice cit
exclU.ding imports entered.after the effective... d~te ot ~n ..

antiduinp,ih<~J::: dµt-y: order did ·not·' support plaintiff's
proposition that the Commission must exclude fr9m_its ..
an~ly~i~._---a1·1q10n-:r,,TFV sales '·made by·: a"' company under -.
inv~stigation.
Id. at 5-6 .
.~· ...j

.·''

·_.~·;~.· '· ::.~

..

'.~•-"' :.-··· ....

~

.. ~

.. ~·

; :.

.

ia·

· The most recent: art±culation' of the ·~but fc)r•i approach·
restates the relevant statutory language to read "import~
of the merchandise sold in the United states at less than
its fair value." Forklift Trucks at 124 (emphasis
added) . The underlined portion should read "with respect
to which the administering authority has ll!ade an.
.. . .
.
affirmative determination under subsecti'on ·(a) ( 1) "·of this ... · ·
section." 19 u.s.c. 1673d(b) (1). Such "paraphrasing" of
the statutory language to introduce the· notions .
characteristic of the "but for" approach would be. noted by
a reviewing court.

'"
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any of the cases. before us.
make m9re sense.

.Fortunately, however, the statute does not

us to presume that· the three
dumped.

In fact, the opposite presumption.would

y~ars

r~quire

of imports we examine are

Because such presumptions may introduce illegalities into

our analysis, I believe it unwise to adopt them.

II..

Ina;t>propriate Reliance· on Dumping and Subsidy Margins:

-T~e

·first"·step of ·the "but for" approach, as I understand it, is

to compare "the effects of the prices and volumes of subject imports
actually sold -and those,that would have been sold had the imports·
19

not been offered at a lower· price in· the United States."

The

:,approach uses the dulJlping· margin· or, the amount of the subsidy
.. ca.lcul_ated by Commerce as -a·· basis to infer the amount by which the
~,ctual

import.: pric;:es·.' were lowered· by· virtue of the UTP at
20

issue.

Specifically, it appears that the margins are to be

used as a point of reference for concluding "whether a very large,

19

Forklift Trucks at·l26.
2.0

The description of the use of margins in th.e "but for"
has undergone some revision since it was first
articulated in Microdisks. In .Forklift Trucks, it is
admitted that margins do not represent actual price
differences and that they are calculated for only a
six-month period. The opinion nevertheless goes on. to
claim, without apparent basis, that "changes"· _in prices
and volumes of LTFV imports are "generally dependent on
the margins calculated by the Department of Commerce."
Forklift Trucks at 128.
·
~pproach
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•J; •

•4

~. ,I~;-_

• •

....

.,.·

.•·r'-: ~

•' • •

moderate, or relati~ely smali. c~ange in _ti:~ i~ports,~ pri:~es .
;

~·

.: !··

1 ~. t''I.

.• .

accompanied LTFV_ sales," on the· :theory that· "LTFV sale~ ·1ow~red ·u.. s.
':

-

.,

•

1

-

~

,, . . . . .

:\

'~·

•

, .....

:·-,,

)

i

•

• • ';"

•

"

•

prices ·of the subject import_s by some other amount [than· the full
21

-~

....

:-

'"t • • • .

dumping.margin]."
·.

......

Leaving aside the speculative riature of such es~ill\ate~, the
~umping

underlying assumptions about the predictive value of
.

22

"

are groundless.

'

. .

.

. . ". .
. ·.... :. i '
at. the··o~tset,

Ther!9. is,

. .

.

: . .

. . • ·', --

Jn

no ba~i,s

margins

·: •

. . :

fac1:,.for

any assumptions concerning what the price of .an,impor1:.would have.
•

.

,

.

·•

•

•

,

:

•

•,

•

...

.

..

••

been had it hot been dumped, · because the

.·.t · .. --

":

·,

- ..

...

7:··.; :~·~

:;-

.•

,

Commis~ion

h'as po way. of.
·. .· t··. .. ·~:~·.
knowing how a foreign. p:roducer or, e)Cpor:tE!r woul4;_ haye. cond'1:1C?t_ed. its
.. .

.

·. . . :~ '. <. ";'

.

- " .

~

-. . .

'

.

: .. .

• '";'

• . .· • . . . .,

:. . . .:_~~ ·..:: ..

.. .

·f~·

. .

~

'. ·.> '.:

,.•

t

•

.•

,

.!J

·...

•

••

business differently so as to eliminate d~mpipg margip~ in.
.

.

•

~

. •

.

(5.' . .•

•

•

.·

'·

F.·.

·: .-:-:: .~

... :_''

~ -~

Theo~e~iq~lly

anticipation of a dumping qase.
, ~, .·

·.,.

.,

: . ..::

l.. ~ .'

f

J

•.

:

:

'•

•

..;

-~.

- :

'

• •

~

'

'~-

...

sugh a comp~ny could
•

'

I

_'

'{

•

'

~

~

'•

'

•·

have raised its import price, lowered
its ~~·;•':!'"·.:·::
home·,•·~,,.::.~·
market
price or some
,::i~·.. ·.·:~fi~~··.,..
.. ~·=·. ~·,·:···:-r,.:~·-_. ,:·,,·, ~ .
I

·•;

•

,,.

;

'-.,"'··:

. '

combination of th~ :~wo •. , r11. ~ c~~C::::-o= . . s~~e~ .. in._ ~~e ·ne~~ mark~~:.i?~~ow
cost, it.could also have raised .its home market pri¢e!
.

•

.. _,.,

.. ~

•.

=. ..

....

. .. ...

· -~ · • -:.

~: · • -~

! "·.:

. ._.

·:r~ -~z

• ..

·· ·
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·.('l;'his.. W9,lJ~_d,
.

.·

to

Id. at 129. While the "but for" approach ·has·"no~;·
my"}{nowledge, been applied in a countervailing duty case
as of this writing, a discussion of the u_se J?_f .~Sf:?':lmption~
about subsidies·:and the tise of·:s"tibsic:iy'·margiris'·has been ,•
prepared by· the·. ~~aff. - See 11emorandun{ :E·c-~:-18:±:..~at · 5~~ ~ ·,
..
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.

-11. ··.,,.
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.~,-.. ·...
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··.
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.
•

The most re.cent ·articuiation of 'the:'-'ap.prdacfr" · . . . · .
characterizes ::"dumpi~·g. margins·: as' ''orie" :of th.ose: pieqes .of
II less than ideal ,data II tha't. the Comini·s·si"c:>ri· must· .r.el:Y on
under the rubric ·a·f"'"best 'information ·otherwise· ~ .. ·
available. 11 · 'Forkl:ift· ·Trucks'--at !l·2'a·:_.. c·alling·..-~ ·d.umping ... ":
margin the ".best· information .availab.le" does not -~ndovi'·lt
with significance, however, since· dumping·ma:rgins·: cannot
reasonably be used to predict "but for" price's. ·:See
·
discussion infra.

· .: ,. · ...... .:...r .. ·
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of course, .require aT'l exporter to know exactly how commerce
have calculated its.
n~t

itself d9es

cos~s

woulg.~

of production, a matter which Commerce,,:.

know_ and need not decide until it. has completed its

.investigation.)

It is clear.that at this level of gross price

movement, a company theoretically _has an .infinite range of options
the prec;i.se.selection of which cannot reasonably be predicted.
The "but

~or"

margj,_n. lowered.
variety

a~proach

t~e

_neverthel;ess assumes that the dumping

import price by. at -least some amount, despite

options a company_ theoretically had.

,o~

~the

To the extent tne

com:pany behaved consciously. in eliminating the dumping before it
,1

~

••

•

•

•

~ ~

happepe~,

:

•

the:z:e is absolutely no way to know which type of price

movement_ a_ co.mpany would. have selected, nor how far- the price would
have

_mov;~d.

, . 'fp the. extent.a company is; assumed to have behaved

unconsciously
-ip
. •
. - .._.

ac.co~~ance

with some rule
of economic ··theory, we
.I .

have no way of knowing whether such a rule correctly describes that
company's behavior.

The fact that the use of these rules results in

a putative "but

pric~.c;ioes

well-founded.

f~r"

not_ mean that that prediction is

one must still consider the nature of dumping marg1ns

to determine whether they can possibly of fer any information about
what prices "would.have been.absent dumping."
As demonstrated earlier, dumping margins describe conditions of
trade during a carefully circ_umscribed period, usually six month~
As such, the margin does not contain -any information about what the

u. s. price a_nd fpreign market value. were before the six-month
period, nor does it give any indication _of .the direction in whicq

30

either the ex factory prices ·or the raw prices moved·

pr~or

to the

six-month period·.:: As such, dumping margins are devoid of any clue
as .to what the prices of the merchandise were "before dumping."
Nor· is there any· basis in the antidumping statute to predict how
a company would most likely have chosen to change its raw prices.
The opportunities offered under the antidumping law for an ·exporter
to eliminate margins prospectively--i.e., after a Commerce
preliminary or final antidumping determination, which ·fully e)cplains
the basis therefor--dQ not suggest that the law embodies a •
•

•

•••

fr_

•••

requirement or even .a preference for· the raising of the United·'·
States·,_ price ·as

a

.

23:

way to reduce or ·eliminate ·a dumping inarg1ri.

Thus,..c::to·th·e.extent t;l)e statute itself might ·have p.rovided·,
pre$i,;iot·:i.v.e .guidance a$ to the likely behavior of exporters faced
W·i:th the. prospect· Of a

~Umping

finding I no SUCh guidance. appea.rS •

23

Nothing in section 751 of the Act, which governs
annual .reviews of antidumping orders, suggests that a
respondent must raise its United states price to receive
favorab].e··results . . 19 U.S.C. 1675'. With one exception,
nothing in the provisions for agreements to SUSpE[lnd an
qi:.igqing .investigation indicates a ·requirement or
·
preference for raising of the United States price. The
sole exception, an agieement to "eliminate injurious
effect" by revising U.S. prices to prevent price
suppression . . and underselling,· would permit weighted
average dumping margins of no more than 15 percent of ~he
exporter's weighted average margin for the ·investigation.
19 u.s.c. l673c(c). In effect such an agreement would
allow. exporters to maintain their unfair trade practice·s
within limits as long as they did not injure the domestic
industry. Not only does this statutory alternative not
require the elimination of margins, it suggests that~
dumping margins may-be irrelevant to injury.

31

Further, because the statute and the Commerce regulations also

t:o

provide for the situation where a foreign respondent chooses
do
24
.
nothing about its dumping margins,
the only reasonable guidance
that can be gleaned from the statute is that' an exporter
· could--after .becoming the subject of a preliminary or final dumping
determination--choose to do something or nothing.
Of course, prospective decisions such as these have the benefit
of hindsight which hypothetical "but for" predictions lack.

Up to

this point we have been considering the ~usefulness of the dumping
margins to predict gross price movements that a foreign company
might have charged if it had not been dumping.

However, dumping _

determinations are not concerned with gross prices.

As was

acknowledged in Forklift Trucks, dumping is quantified under a
c9mplex regulatory sch·eme for paring the United States and home
market prices down ·to their ex· factory elements.

. 24

This complex

19'U.s.c. 1~75 was revised in 1984 to eliminate the
requirement for Commerce annual reviews of antidumping and
countervailing duty orders where such review is not
specifically requested by a party to the proceeding. The
relevant Commerce rules are the interim and final rules
amending 19 C.F.R. 353 and 356, published at 50 Fed. Reg.
32556 {August 13, 1985). Those rules provide, inter alia,
that if no timely request for an administrative review is
received for a reviewable period ( i.e., each year
succeeding the date of publication of an antidumping or
countervailing duty order) , each entry during that
reviewable period will be liquidated at the cash deposit
or bonding rate that prevailed at the time of the entry.
19 c.F.R. 353.53a(d), 355.lO(d). In other· words, as long
as no party requests review of .an order, the cash deposit
rate in effect will con~titute the assessment rate for the
antidumping or countervailing duties.
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process involves dozens of accounting, legal and policy decisions
which affect the dumping calculation.

For example, the outcome of a

dumping case can turn on how Commerce chooses to allocate costs,
whether Commerce considers a particular selling expense "direct" or
"indirect," or the date of sale Commerce assigns

a particular

transaction (and hence the exchange rates applicable on that date).
The multitude of computational issues Commerce addresses in a
dumping case are the subject of party comments and intense internal
debate.

Parties institute lawsuits over the fraction of a percent

on which their cases rest.

Given the complex natur1a of.· dumping

cases, it is nonsensical to make any assumptions about which of any
number. of business practices a company might have modified so·as to
affect any of a number of minute adjustments in its favor.

·It.is

also unreasonable to assume that a foreign company's alteration of
its gross U.S. import price would, in fact, eliminate a dumping
margin, since the margin cannot be known until Commerce has. applied
all the statutory and regulatory adjustments to the Unit.ed States
price and the foreign market value.
Even if it. were arguably reasonable to draw inferences of what
import prices would have been absent dumping based on the dumping
margin, the way in which margins are actually incorporated into the
"but for" analysis will probably foster irrelevant and misleading
determinations.

Commerce assigns to each company that exported the

merchandise at issue a weighted average dumping margin reflecting

33

the dumping that took place during the six-month period of
inv.estigation. . This margin reflects the unfa=irness of that
particular company's selling practices, and gives no informatio;n

any.other.exporter~

al;>out

~pplied

. rate. to be

Commerce also calculates an "all

oti'.i~r"

to .companies that were 'not subject to the

: .investigation, and which start exporting after the determination
'

becomes effective.

This "all other" rate, an average of the actual

margins of companies under investigation, gives no information about
the pricing behavior of any actual foreign producer or exporter.
Yet, ft is this av:e:;-age
!

•

•

•

~ ~

.....

~at~·

that the "but for"· approach identi::fies

as "the.,dt>:mpirig margin.",. Further,<. if. more than one· country is
invclve.d, the "bU:t for" approach would req\lire av·eraging of the "all
other"

:r,-~tes

for thes.e countries. : This averaging creates a

meaningless .number ,which gives no :information about the selling
. b~hav:Lor of.. ariy company in;. any country. . I fail to see how such a
1lleaningless

numl;:>.~r

can pos.sibly be

r~levant

to our analysis.

Finally, I note that the Court of International Trade recently
held in Copperweld Corp. v. United States that the Commission may
use so-called "margins analysis" as part of its injury
determinations, as a "gloss" on its analysis of the actual and
relative volume of imports of the merchandise under
25
The use of margins under the·· "but for" approach
investigation.
.

~.

25

See Copperw.e1d Corp. v. pnited States,
C.I.T .
. (Footnote continued to page J4)
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goes far beyond the "margins analysis" contemplated in Copperweld:
rather than functioning as a "gloss" on.the analysis of import
volume, ·dumping ·margins are. central to assessment of both import
volume and price effects under the "but for" approach.

I believe it

is important for the public to· recognize that the "but for" approach
to dumping_margins was not the subject of this decision of the court
of In:ternational Trac;ie!

III.

Question of Compliance with International Obligations:
The "but for" appr~.ach strikes me as sufficiently hypothetical

to raise concerns abqqt its compatibility with our international
26

obligations under th' .GATT Antidumping and Subsidies Codes.
Both Codes. mandate that material ·injury, threat and mat.erial
retard~tion determinat.t~ns in title VII cases be based ,o:n "p.ositive

evidence" and involv.e "an objective examination of" imp9rt volume,
price effects and the, ;impact of imports on the

(Footnote continued from page 33)
Slip 9P· 88-23 (February 24, 1988).
26 .··.

Agreement on Implementation of Articles VI, XVI, and
XXIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, .· 31
u.s.T. 513, T.I.A.S. No. 9619, 55 U.N.T.S. 194 (Subsidies
Code) ; Revised Agreement on Interpretation of Article VI
of the General_ Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 31 u.s.T.
4919, T.I.A.S. No. 9650 (Antidumping Code) •.
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industry.

The reason for this requirement is obvious: if the

United States government intends to levy additional duties on ..:..:..:··
..
imports from its Code partners, it must be prepared to come forward
with actual, affirmative evidence that those imports are causing
injury to U.S. industries.
While I do not believe the Codes prohibit a unitary approach as
28

such,

the hypothetical counterf actual nature of the "but for"

approach may fall short of the

requi~ement

of injury determinations

based on positive evidence and objective examination of facts on the
record.

While ultimate.resolution of this issue may have to await

27

Articl~ 6, paragraph 1 of the Subsidies Code provides
that determinations of injury, which is defined to include
material injury, threat of material injury and material
retardation of the establishment of an industry, "shall
involve an objective examination of both (a) the volume of
subsidized _imports and their effect on prices in the
domestic market for like products and (b) the consequent
impact of thee imports on domestic producers of such
products" (footnotes omitted)'. Footnote 17 to this
paragraph states: "Determinations of injury under the
criteria set forth in this Article shall be based on
positive evidence." (emphasis added) Likewise Article 3,
paragraph 1 of the Antidumping Code specifies that
material injury, threat and material retardation
determinations "shall be based on positive evidence and
involve an objective examination of" import volume, price
effects and impact on the industry .. (emphasis added)

28

The Codes merely provide that determinations of injury
(including threat and material retardation) involve an
objective examination of two elements: (a) import volume
and price effects of subsidized or dumped imports., and (b)
the impact of these imports on domestic producers of the
product at issue. See Article 6, paragraph 1 of the
Subsidies Code and Article 3, paragraph 1 of the
Antidumping Code. Neither provision specifies the order
in which these inquiries must be made.
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court review,

I believe the question of Code consistency should

be addressed.by the Commission and the public in the near future.

IV.

Cost to Commission and Parties of the "But For'' Approach:
Finally, in light of the problems underlying tlfe "but for"

approach which I have just described, I believe it is important to
consider the costs that both the Commission and private parties will
bear in implementing it.

The approach could prove costly to the

Commission, particularly if our workload increases.

In one recent

investigation, a staffer spent 40 additional hours gathering and
memorializing information required for this approach, which would
otherwise have been devoted to examining the briefs of the parties
to the investigation.

29

The court has not yet faced the question of the
meaning of "positive evidence" and "objective examination"
under the above provisions of the GATT Codes. In Avesta,
however, the court noted that the party seeking rev.ocation
in a "changed circumstances" review bears the initial
burden of "showing the existence of such circumstances"·
(emphasis added) and that this burden is consistent with
the international obligation to "review the need for the
continued imposition of the duty, where warranted . . . if
any interested party so requests and submits positive
information substantiating the need for review." Id. at
19.

Further, in Algoma the court stated that Congress
intended the Commission to determine whether "imports of a
specific class of merchandise, determined by ITA to have
been sold at LT~, are causing injury," rather than
"simply direct[ing] ITC to determine directly if dumping
itself is causing injury." Id. at 12. The court stated:
"This seems to be Congress 1 way of implementing GATT·."
Id. at 13.
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As for the parties themselves, it appears that they are
increasingly empioying both a law firm and an economist to represent
. them before the Commission.
of participating
sensitive.

~n

This will add to the already high cost

our investigations, a factor to which we must be
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ADpITIONAL VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER RONALD A. CASS
t '

- :

~:

.

• - • ::·

Sewn Cloth Headwear from the
··. People's.· Reptiblic . of China
Investigation No. 731-TA-405
·
· (Preliminary)
··.· '
I concur with the Commission's affirmative determination
in this_ preliminary
Commission

As the opinion for the

investigat~o~._

ind~cates,

the.record before us contains

relatively l:j..ttle. clear informat_ion, even judged by standards
applicable to preliminary investigations.

The deficiencies

in the record
on which we must base our decision persist
,:
.
despite . the .commission's substantial
efforts to secure
.
.
'
.

'

re_levant data from the appropriate parties, including various
firms that are members of Petitioner.
were before

-"1:~.'.

If the missing data

the record might provide clear and convincing

evidence that there is no material injury.

At present,

however, the record as.· a whole does not contain such
eyidence.
Indeed, the principal conclusion one can draw from the
present record is that almost any assertion about the effect
or lack of effect of the subject imports on the domestic
industry might be supported by the record information that
would be available in a. final investigation.

It may, for

instance, be significant that the record reveals that the
subject imports account for· a large volume of sales in the
domestic market and allegedly were dumped by substantial
margins.

The actual vqlume of domestic _-consumption, however,

'·

apparently is subject to

40

consiqerabl~

doubt, a$·tl'ie only

.... .. ..

verifiable figure we have·. is b.aseq on combining ;figures taken

..

.

from the very incomplete reports-to

iq~

Commission from

domestic producers with import data compiled by the
Department of Commerce.

The actual

siz~

9f the U.S. cloth

headwear market and the proportion of that.ma;r-ket act:ually·
captured by the subject ill).ports, thus, are U:ncer.tain::

The

alleged margins also provide little information . . The basis
for the alleged margins is a c.ompari,son to costs of .
production in countries whose produc.ts a.re n?t -s.µbject ·:to ..
investigationi/ as surrogates for the costs of
the PRC.

producti~n

-in

It is by no means clear -what
.·- .. this indi<;:qtes ·about

the price and volume effects .of LTFV sales to .·t:~e

U~i ted

States, and the parties have not- directed
attention
to, this
.
.
.
...
.. .
.
.._

issue.

Similarly, although
- . . the .Commission. ·-.. has .noted
.

mixed nature of comparisons of U. s.

.

-th~.
. .... - ' .--

of:.,

se~ling pri~~s

... , .

imported and domestic products, evidence currently of r,ecord
suffices to raise, but not .answer., the questipn:. ~hether the
imports are of .comparable

qual~ ty.

volumes of U.S.-produced like

,to

pro,d~cts

.For this reason.among others,

which they are being compared.
the effects of the allegedly

to the domef?t.;L.c
~I

,•

LTF~ ~mport%.
p~oducts

esatblished .from the present record.

ii The prices pf goods sold in

tho~e

turn as surrogates for the ·cost of
countries.

•

•,. ,

-

-

on sal,el:? and-c.:: ,.

hence cannot be
;F_'i,na_lly, *mpact ._on:

countries were used in
in those "

·prod~c. tion
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as ..ali

returns to the domestic industry·. is unclear,
.

~~

......---

. '. : +; '

I

:

•

.~

'

• -·

•

L~

... •

.:

the data

~.

inc~mplete.

from which this can be estimated are
••

; ~·.:: .. .

. . _ -..
. ..

.:.

., ..

t:_het .' .

In preliminary investigations under Ti t-l.e VII,
.. ;··r

;

•' . .

Commission has declined to reach ·a'negative determination
.

:' .

. f

. ·#-

'.

.

-~·

.. . .: ~~

. ... ·' ) .·

unless the record as a whole contains clear and convincing '
~

...

:-.:

•

.. 'I.. \

•

~

:,_ • ':: : :

•••

:.__

-~

. • ••

.•

evidence that there is no material injury, or threat thereof,
~

:: . .-- .....

~---~.·~~·-~·--·.

'

!""

,··.·:)

to the domestic industry and there is no iikelihood that contrary evidence will arise in a final investigation.

This

standard has been approved by the applicable reviewing
courts.2/

In light of that standard, I must find that there

is a reasonable indication of material injury to the domestic
industry in question.;J_/
In order to make an affirmative determination in any
final investigation, I would need a great deal of information
not now before the Commission.

My views

concer~ing

the

manner in which certain issues of the kind raised in this
proceeding should be analyzed are summarized

el~ewhere

purpose would be served by describing them at length

and no

here.~/

21 American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed.
Cir. 1986).

:J../ Unlike the other Commissioners, I do not reach the
question whether there is a reasonable indication that the
domestic industry is threatened with material injury. I
believe it is unnecessary to reach that issue, given our
unanimous decision that there .is a reasonable indication of
past or present injury from the allegedly LTFV imports.
Internal Combustion Forklift Trucks from Japan, Inv.
No. 731-TA-377 (Final), USITC Pub. 2076 (April 1988)
(Additional V:Lews of Commissioner Cass): 3.5 Inch Microdisks
from Japan, InV. No., 731-TA--389 (Preliminary) , .. lJSITC Pub ..
2082 (May 1988) (Additional Views of Coinmissioner Cass)~ -

~/ ~

•

,'••• :·

<

. . ·-,

. -z . .::.

. .- ..~ -~.

-~·

~~
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I note, however, that Respondents have argued that the
subject imports did not cause.material injury to any domestic
industry because, if no LTFV sales had taken place, imports
from other countries, rather than·production by the domestic
industry, would have supplied any resulting excess domestic
Any additional evidence bearing upon this issue

demand.~/

would be of special interest in determining how any final
..

investigation should be resolved.

~/ ~.

~.

Respondents' Post-Conference Br'ief at 27.

A-1
INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION .
Introduction
On May 26, 1988, a petition was filed with the U.S. International Trade
Commission and the U.S. Department of Commerce by counsel on behalf of the
Headwear Institute of America (HIA), New York, NY. l/ The petition alleges
that an industry in the United States is materially injured, and threatened
with further material injury, by reason of imports from the People's Republic
of China (China) .of sewn cloth headwear 2/ that are being sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV). Accordingly, effective May 2·6, 1988,
the Commission instituted investigation· No. 731-TA-405 (Preliminary) under
section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)) to determine
whether or not there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United
States is materially injured, or is threatened with material injury, or the
establishment of an industry is materially retarded, by reason of such imports.
Notice of the institution of this investigation and of a conference to be
held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC,
and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of June 3, 1988 (53 F.R.
20378). 11 The conference was held in Washington, DC, on June 16, 1988. ~/
Effective June 21, 1988, the U.S. Department of Commerce initiated an
antidumping investigation to determine whether the subject merchandise is
being, or is likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV (53 F.R. 23300).
The Commission's briefing and vote in this investigation was held on July
6, 1988. The statute directs the Commission to make its determination within
45 days after receipt of a petition, or in this case by July 11, 1988.

l/

HIA is composed of some 60 headwear manufacturers, wholesalers, and
importers (petition, app. 1); 24 of these firms are manufacturers or producers
of sewn cloth headwear (petitioner's postconference brief, Exhibit A).
~/ For purposes of this investigation, sewn cloth headwear refers to hats,
caps, visors, and other headwear, whether or not ornamented, each comprising
cut-and-sewn woven or knit fabric of vegetable fibers (including cotton, flax,
and ramie), of manmade fibers, or of blends thereof, provided for in items
702.0600, 702.0800, 702.1200, 702.1400, 702.2000, 702.3200, 703.0540,
703.0550, 703.0560, 703.1000, 703.1640, 703.1650, 384.0438, 384.0954,
384.2211, 384.2608, 384.2707, 384.2723, 384.2741, 384.2752, 384.2784,
384".2796, 384.3436, 384.5216, 384.5365, 384.5427, 384.5485, 384.5533,
384.5685, 384.5698, 384.8676, and 384.9443 of the Tariff Schedules of the
United States Annotated (TSUSA). Imports of articles included in the scope of
the investigation admitted under TSUSA items 384.2707, 384.2723, 384.2741,
384.2752, 384.2784, 384.2796, .384.5365, 384.5427, 384.5485, 384.5533, .
384.5685, and 384.5698 are negligible or nil. The U.S. Department of Commerce.
included TSUSA items 703.0510, 703.0520, 703.0530, 703.1610, 703.1620, and
703.1630 in its notice of institution. The Commission did not include these
TSUSA items because they cover headwear that is not cut and sewn but made from
strips of manmade fabric, e.g., fake straw hats.
11 Copies of cited Federal Register notices are presented in app. A.
~/ A list of witnesses who appeared at the conference is presented in app. B.

A-2
Previous Commission Investigations
On February 8, 1977, a petition for import r~lief, under se~tion
20l(a)(l) of the Trade Act of 1974, was filed with the Commission by the
Empire State Cloth Hat and Cap Manufacturers Association and the United
Hatters, Cap and Millinery Workers International Union. On February 18, 1977,
the Commission received an amendment to the petition and on February 22, 1977,
instituted an investigation to determine whether certain headwear was being
imported into the United States in such increased quantities as to be a
substantial cause of serious injury, or the threat thereof, to the domestic
industry producing an article like or directly competitive with the imported
article. In August 1977, the Commission determined that certain headwear was
not being imported into the United States in such increased quantities as to
be a substantial cause of serious injury, or threat thereof, to the domestic
industry producing articles like or directly competitive with the imported
articles. !/
In May 1985, the Commission conducted in~estigation No. 332-190 on certain
headwear, under section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, and issued a statistical
report on the industry to the United States Trade Representative. ~/
Nature and Extent of Alleged Sales at LTFV
The petitioner alleges that imports of sewn cloth headwear from China are
being sold in the United States at LTFV margins ranging from 25.l to 62.7
percent. These alleged dumping margins were calculated by comparing prices of
Chinese headwear in the U.S. market with prices for comparable headwear
produced in other countries. As China is a state-controlled-economy country
under section 773(c) of the Trade Agreements Act, the foreign market value was
based on the prices of headwear produced in a surrogate non-state-controlled
economy, in this case the Philippines and Taiwan. The U.S. price was based on
purchase price since the U.S. importers are unrelated to the Chinese producers
and purchase the sewn cloth headwear prior to importation. The period covered
by the LTFV analysis is the 5-month period December 1987 through April 1988.
The petitioner also alleges that there are massive imports of sewn cloth
headwear from China and a history of dumping in the United States and
elsewhere to the extent that the importers knew or should have known that
China was exporting the headwear at LTFV. Thus, pursuant to section 733(e),
the petitioner requests a finding of critical circumstances and a retroactive
suspension of liquidation of duty on Chinese sewn cloth headwear 90 days prior
to Commerce's preliminary determination of sales at LTFV.
1/ U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC), Certain Headwear, Report to
·the. President on Investigation No. TA-201-23 Under Section 201 ·of the Trade
Act of 1974, USITC Publication 829, August 1977.
~/ USITC, Certain Headwear Statistical Report, Report to the United States
Trade Representative on Investigation No. 332-190, Under Section 332 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, USITC Publication 1697, May 1985.
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The Products
Description and uses
The imported articles under investigation consist of caps, hats, and
visors, cut and sewn from_ woven or knit fabrics of vegetable or manmade
fibers, or blends of these fibers (hereinafter "cloth headwear"). Cotton is
the principal natural fiber and polyester is the major manmade fiber used in
the manufacture of fabric for cloth headwear. The use of vegetable fibers
such as flax (linen) or ramie is believed to be very small.
Cloth headwear is designed primarily for men and boys, althoug~ many
styles are worn by either sex. They are worn as casual wear, for sports
activities, or for promotional and advertising purposes. A small portion of
the cloth headwear imports consist of infants' and children's caps and hats,
made primarily of cotton and containing decorative features.
The majority of the cloth headwear imported from China are believed to
consist of baseball-type caps. These caps usually have a solid seamless cloth
front piece and nylon mesh sides and back but may be entirely of solid cloth.
They come in a variety of colors and may be plain or have designs or
promotional messages printed, embroidered, or otherwise affixed to the cap.
The caps may or may not contain braid.
The imported articles are generally comparable in style to domestic
articles. Both types are produced by similar manufacturing processes, use
similar fabrics, and compete in the same marketplace. Excluded from the scope
of this investigation are headwear of other textile fibers, such as wool and
silk; straw and other unspun fibrous vegetable materials; fur; leather;
horsehair; and rubber or plastics; or any felt headwear. These are not
substitutable for the subject articles in terms of price, method of
manufacture, and the markets served. !/ Counsel for respondents testified at
the conference that headwear manufactured from straw, felt, or wool should not
be excluded because they are substitutable with sewn cloth headwear and some
U.S. producers manufacture a combination of straw headwear, felt headwear, and
cotton and manmade headwear. ~/
Caps are believed to account for the majority of the imports under
investigation. Caps differ from hats in that they have no brims but do have
peaks that project from the front of the articles. The majority of the
imported caps are baseball-type caps made of 100-percent polyester with a
one-piece seamless front on which logos are printed, embroidered, or otherwise
affixed in the United States, and usually have a plastic snap adjustor at the
back to fit all sizes. Other types of caps include denim, painter, bicycle,
golf, fishing, Ivy league, Gatsby, and camouflage (hunting) caps. These caps
are comparable in style and other physical attributes to domestically produced
caps.
!/Transcript of the conference (transcript), pp. 61-62, 66-68, and 87;
petitioner's postconference brief, pp. 17-20.
~/ Transcript, pp. 131-132; postconference brief, pp. 9-11.
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The hats under investigation are a relatively small number of imports.
Hats are made with a crown and brim. They are sold in a variety of styles and
colors in all price segments of the market.
Visors are essentially unisex articles, except for certain colors and
designs. !/ They generally have the shape of caps without a complete crown.
They have foam-padded cloth headbands measuring about 2 to 3 inches in width
and a peak and are secured to the head by elastic bands or adjustable straps.
Visors are generally sold for use in spring and summer and are typically worn
in casual or sport activities.
Caps, hats, and visors covered by this investigation are imported in
different styles and colors, ranging fro10 those of 100-percent polyester knit
fabric to those of materials such as cotton twill, corduroy, and denim. In
the promotional market, all these products are said to be substitutable to a
certain degree as they all can be used to convey the same promotional message.
Manufacturing processes
The production of headwear is more labor intensive than most other
apparel products. Direct labor costs account for 52 percent of the total
value added by manufacture for headwear, compared with about 41 percent for
the apparel industry as a whole. Consequently, unit labor costs in the
headwear industry are relatively high. In 1985, they accounted for 27 percent
of total production costs compared with 20 percent for the overall apparel
industry. ~/
Cap manufacturing involves several steps. First, the fabric and the
nylon mesh are cut into required shapes either by hand or by automated cutting
machines. An automated cutting machine is computer controlled and cuts
several layers of fabric at one stroke with minimal fabric waste. These
panels are then sewn together, the seams are taped, a sweatband and sizing
strip are sewn to the bottom edge along with the peak, and the adjustable tabs
are applied to the back panels. The cap is then blocked, a process that
shapes the assembled headwear by a steaming process. Finally, the cap is
packed in a box for shipment.
Hat and visor production requires steps similar to cap production and
generally uses the same machinery and equipment. Only minor adjustments are
needed for producing special kinds of caps and hats such as Ivy league and
Gatsby caps and hats. Shifting production from one product to another does
not significantly affect overall productivity.
The level of technology in the headwear industry of the major Asian
suppliers especially China, is significantly less advanced than that of the
U.S. headwear industry. The U.S. industry has automated or semi-automated
machinery and equipment, whereas most of the plants in the Far East,
especially in China, do not. Since the region has low-cost labor,
manufacturers there are not apt to invest heavily in automated machines.
!/Transcript, pp. 154-155.
~/ Based on official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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U.S. tariff treatment
The hats and caps under investigation ar~ classified for ta:d:ff purposes
as heaciwear in part lB of schedule 1 of the Tariff Schedules of. the Uriited ·
States (TSUS). The visors, b.ecause of their op~n crowns, are classified a~:.·
wearing apparel in part 6F· of schedule 3.
The tariff classification of the hats and caps in schedule .7 depends upon
(1) the fiber in chief value; (2) whether the fabri~ is knit or.not knit; and
(3) for manmade-fiber articles, the presence or absence 'of braid. 'Tariff
distinctions are not made on the basis of gender or product type (e.g.~.
baseball caps).
.
.

·:'.

.

.

·._··.

.

.
.

.

.·.
.

.

.

The classification of the visors in schedule 3 depends· upon (1). th.e
presence or absence of ornamentation; (2) the fiber in chief value; (3).
whether the fabric is knit or not knit; and (4) ~hether visor~ of ·
miscellaneous vegetable fibers are subject to restraint; Consid'ered to be
unisex articles; the visors are classified under proviSions for women's,
girls' , and infants' ·apparel.
The average duty rate on cloth headwear, based on·trade with China in
1987, amount'ed to 8. l percent ad valorem for .the h~ts and caps. and· 10. 8
percent ad valorem for the visors, as shown in table)..· Almost>84 percent of
the total value of cloth headwear. imports from China ·in· 1997 entered under
TSUS item 702 .12, woven cotton hats· and caps, .and item 703. 05; knit or woven.
manmade-fibe:r hats and caps with braid. The woven cottonheadwear•is dutiable
at a column l, or most-favored-nation (MFN) rate of a.percent ad valorem and
the braided manmade-fiber headwear is dutiable at 7 ..2 pertent. y ·Matiniade- .
fiber hats and caps, unlike other hats and caps~ are distinguished for tariff
purposes by the presence or absence of. braid. · Because of an appar.ent tariff
anomaly, in whiCh the rate of duty on the braided articles . is lower than on· ·
those without braid, most of the imports from China and many other countries
contain braid. In general, by contrast, the rates of duty on appare'i in.
schedule 3 that contains braid or other ornamentation
higher .
.
than those for the unornamented articles.

is

Eligibility for preferential tariff treatment
U.S. imports of cotton and manniade-fiber cloth headwear, whiCh accounted
for virtually all the imports from China in.1987, are not·eUgible for any

y

·The MFN rates, in general, represent the firial stage qf 'th.e r·eductions
granted in the Tokyo Round of Multilateral.Trade Negotiations .. Stich rates are.
assessed on imports from all·countries except those Comniunist~countries and
areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) to the TSUS, whose products are
assessed the rates set forth in col. 2. The only Communis.t countries :eligible
for MFN treatment, as of June 1988, are China, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and
Yugoslavia. The United States and Romania signed an agreement on June ~2, ·
1988, to end Romania's _preferential tariff treatment; effectiye. :Ju1-.y 3, 1988.
Among articles dutiable.at MFN rates, particul.rproducts of enumerated
countries may be eligi\?le for. p.refer.ential. treatment under on~ pr more
programs, set forth in the "special" rates column.
., · ·

:.··;;.
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Table.1
Cloth headwear:
1987 and 1988

U. s.

import·s from China and rates of duty, by

TSUS

items,

. ·'

TSUS

item Bo.

Description

Cloth l:la~'s ·and caps:
Of vegetable fibers:
·:Cotton or flax:
Knit:
Cotton------------Flax--------------Hot knit:
cotton-.,------------

702.06
702.08
702.12.

Flai~-~--------- ---

702~14

702;'20
702.32·

Other caps~-----------
.. Other hats------'------" Of manmade fibers:
With braid------------Without brai4:

703.05
·703.10.; ..703.16

384.0~

Knit.,.----"':'~--------.,--·

':,

Bot lcnit----------~-
Total or·average--Clotb visors: 5/
, ' Of . cotton: ' · ·ornamented·:·

r~ ..

8 •.4

0

8.4

14,411.
105
30

8

8
5

7

a·.9

16,789

7.2

0

.. 14

l.4

105
1,009

8
8

·orn:a1nented~-----------

v

1,020
16.5 ~/
_2......,.3...1::.:1=--------"-9.:...4~ !/
35,7.15
a.~

52

' Bot .knit-------_; _____ _
Of' vegetable fibers,
except cotton:

. ·; .384.27

1,042

Knit~---~----~-----:_-

Knit---~------~--~----

,38.4.34
384.52

1988
tariff rate
Percent ad
valorem

Bot tcr\it------------Bot ornamented:

..

:384.09

1987
imports ii
1.000.
dollars

2,1

i )''

Bot ornamented:
384.53
384.54
384.55
. ,.

384~56

.1

.

384 •. 86 .
384.94. :.
.r~· ·:·.
·,.

1

·Kn~!~ -~bject

.:tcnu1.::. _______ ~--..:'---~ ·

384.22
·384.26

·'·

to c~tton,
wool, or roinniade
fiber restraintsOther-------------Hot knit:
subject to cotton or
wool .restraints-Other--:-----.,-------Of manlnade .. fibers:·
Ornamented:
·

·~

Hot knit------~-----·. Hot ornamented.:
Kni~~------------.,.-"':'~'

· Hot knit.;.-'---------... ~~tal or aver~ge--~

5
5
3
.3

12
26

·22.7
22.7

303·
17
__l=l""l,._.________1...,.7
1, ! 'is .
10. 8

1/ Customs value:
·'"
Represents 'the a·d valoreul equi va-lent ~ · based· on 198 7· trade;-· of' 30tf per dozen
plus 5.2 percent-ad valorem;'. ·;. :
... ~/ Represents·'the ad valorem equivalent, based on.1987. trade,.of.18tf per pound
plus 14 .1 percent ad valor~. :: . •:
,. ;
.
. . .. .. .. . ..
!/ Represents the ad valorem equivalent, based on 1987 trade, of lOtf per pound
plus 8 percent 'ad valorem.
.
_2_1 Data are not available on imports of visOFS of non-cotton vegetable
fibers. However, imports from China are believed to be nil or negligible.

i1
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.

.
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prefe.i::ential ·tariff tr,eatment other than that provided pr~ducts from Israel,
. .·a ·"small supplier .. 1/ . PreferentiaL rates are· also granted !Srael- on cloth
<headwear of noncotton vegetable fibers, such as linen .and rainte." Imports of
. some. of the noncotton vegetable. fiber headwear. are: als'o efigible for duty-free
treatment: under the Caribbean Basin Economic·Recoyery Act (CBERA)~.y·
Canada may also gain preferential tar~ff status in the near future under the
.. u. s . .:cariada Free Trade ·~greement .. ·
·
.

.

· . A. small portion of the imported headwear covered by tllis investigation
enters under TSUS item 807. 00. . Products imported under this provision are.
assembled wholly or partly with componetits fabricated· in the United States .
. -The duty' is assessed on the total value of the product-less the value. of the
0.S.-fabt-icatedcomponents, or essent,ially.the val\ie added abroad.
Most of·
. -.. the clot}J. headwear imp«>rts. entered under TSUS. item 807. 00. come from Mexico and
..·.... :cad.bbean coUritries. ·y ·.
.
.· . Le;isiat.ion to. replace the TSUS wtth ~he Ha~onized Tariff Schedule (HTS)
of the united· States is currently before the U.S; Congr~ss. !i_/ In general,
.thetariff treatment of .cloth headwear inthe HTS would be similar to that
. c·~rrently
.eff~ct under the TSUS. The major e~ceptions are that (1) the
· ·.·. princ:ipal' ~iber would be determined ·on. th~ basis of the one
chief weight

in

y

Prefetent:.ial rates of duty in the ,special

in.

r~tes

columns fonowed by the

cod~ .,,I,. lilJ:"e applicjlble. to products of Israel urider the tJn-ite~ States-Israel

Free Ti:ade Area Imple'men.tation Act of 1985, aS provided in ge.neral headnote
:3(e)(viii) of t'heTSUS, .' 'Wher·e no preferential r8,te is.provided for products
. o( Israel, :the col. l rate applies: . .
. . . . ..
. .
·.· .· _· Y. The_. C:BERA :affords nonreciprocal tariff preferences to developing countries
in the Caribbean.Basin area to aid their .economic developinent and to diversify
.. and expand their production and exports. The CBERA, . enacted in title II of
.· ·. P'1blic .Law 9'-67 ·and implemented by Presidential Proclamation 5133 of Nov. 30,
. "1983 ;. applies. to merchandise entered, .. or ..~ithdrawn. from ware.house. for
consumption, on or after Jan. l; 1984; it is schedule·d tc;> remain in effect
· :.until Sept. · 30, 1995. Indicated by the siml:>ol ·"E~'. or "E*" in the special
rates coiW!m,'..the· CBERA provides duty-free entry to elig-~l;>le articles, the
product of and imported directly from designated- Basin countries.
1/ The Adl!liritstration j.n 1986 iinplemente_d a "special' ac,cess program" for
Caribb'e'1n~produced. apparel and made-uptexti~es under TSUS item 807.00, in
.• · ·' which el·igible Caribbean countries .are guaranteed .greater. access to the U.S .
. m-rket for their products .assemb.led with fabric that has been both produced
and ·cut in the United States. ·
·
·
y The' li~rmot\i~ed. C~mmc>dity Description and Coding $ysteni, known._as the
,Harmoil;l.zed System or HS, is intended-toserveas the single modern product
n.omenclature for use in classifying products for customs· tariff; statistical,
and ·transport documentation purposes; Based on t.he. Customs. Cooperation
. Council.Nomenclature, the H$ is.a det~iled class:l,fication structure containing
..· approxim'1.tely 5; 000 headings'. and subhead;l.ngs descdbing. articles in. trade.
'The prov:is10n$. are organized in 96 chapters. arranged in. 20 sections that,
along with the interpretative rules and the legal notes to the chapters and
. sections;, £6rm the. legal text of the. system ... Parties to the HS convention
. ··. agree to base· their customs tariffs and statistical :programs upon the HS
nomenclature.
.
.
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rather than chief value· a:nd .. (2) for cloth .vi$o-rs ;"; the dhtihction~ between· ·
ornamented and nonornamented art:i.~-l~s would be eliminated.r·:··Cloth'·hats· and'
·caps ai;:-e class ifled .as· l}~a.dwear under, ·~~v.~~a1
S .· tariff ·provisiori's ''Of ·Hs•·.
subheading 6505.'90;
ci9th .visors ar.e .classified as wearing ·apparel urid'er
headiI1~ 6114, lf ·of ~it fabr.ic, _:_or head~ng 6211,. if· ·n~t of. knit fabric.
·

p·.

and

..

Quota restricticms

~~

.· . . .

~

:

·,. r

-:-·.

lL S. imports of cl,~th headwear. ar~ ~ubject .to .restraint under the'·
Mult_ifiber Arrangement. (MFA) . .!/ '.l'he MF:A· covers trade· in' textiles and appilrel
of cotton, .wool, .·m~nmade. fi~ers, and, since· August 1, 1986, ·other -vege'tabie
fibers •. S'fCh 'as.. linen and ,ramie, .a.nd sil.k blends. It:, provides" the framework
for· the negotia.tl.on of bilateral agreements between importing and· exporting·
countries, or for unilateral action by importing countries in the absence of
an agreement, ,to i-.control text·ile
and' apparel trade among its signatories and
'
•
pr_eve~t market disrupFf.oll·
As.. of JtJ:ne ·l, · 1988, the. United States., had such '
agreements wit.h 4~ co\intries;>.; including China. and other major· suppliers.
•.

'

I

~'

.
. Tl.le current" 'agreement with China, effectiye January.' 1, -1988. controls
china's shipments'of MFA-covered products to the United States for.4 years
through 1991_.. y
I.t sets aspecifiC limit, or quota, on·China~s:shipments of
manmade-fiber'.headwear, classified for quota purposes under category 659-H~ of
4. 65 inillio1{ poUn.ds for. 1988. y
No specific limit was set on cotton
·
headwear, cia:S,si:f~ed,.under. categ~ 3~9-0.
.
_Products not .. covered. qy specific limit~ D:lB,y; .under the "consultation mechanism" ~ontaiileci in the agreement·,. be broug~t under res.traint :when the
·United States dete#tines that market disruption_has ·occurr~d. :Unlike .. the':.:.
51.year agr!!ement tlJ.at_expired at the end of 19~7, the new one aiso·sets'.
..
·aggregate iim~ts for gr9ups of products notcovered by· specific limits to·
control the'sro.wth :in China's overall shipments. The products are divided
into· four 'broad" gro:\ips; ..a.s follo:ws:
· ·,
. . . ..
. ·
Group I.
Gi;:-oup IL
G~oup

III.

Group IV.·"

Pro4Ucts subject. to specific limits.;
..
Apparel ~f cotton, wool, or ma~ade fibers ·no:t· .subject
, to ,spe_cific li,mits; .
_Textiles of cptton, wool, or manmade ·fibers: not subJect ''
. to ~pecific iimits; and
"
Apparel of new MFA fibers not subje_c~'.' to specific,.
~imit~.'

y

.,

!/ The MFA, fopna;).iy known .as the Arr~gement R~gar~ing Internationa-1· Trade <in
·Textiles, is an inte~pational agreement negotiated under the auspices· ·of the·
Generai Agreeiliertt on Tarii£s and Trade (GATT)~ ·The MFA .was.implemented in'
197"4 .and was exte:r1ded in. t.986. , for a tM.rd time. through July -·1991. :·
y The agreement may be exte:nded by ~utual con~ent for' a fifth ye·ar; 'or
through 1992.
·. ·
' ··. · ·
·
.
.
· · ., ... · ·:
Y ·Category '659 is a ,"basket" ·categ-~ry. comprising miscellaneous ·apparel
articles of manmade fibers. The, suffix "H" indicates .-that headwear in··the
category . is s~bject t~ a' limit. ·
··
!!./ The new MFA fiber products are those of silk blends and of miscellaneous
vegetable fibers, such as linen and ramie. They were added to the MFA
effective Aug. 1, 1986.

r•"; .. ·.
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Products in Groups' II, III, and IV are sub.ject, .not to specific, but ;to
aggregate, group limits. Category 659-H is included in·Group I and categol.'y
359-0 is included in .Group IL on: the basis of 1987 trade.with China~ cott.on
headwear accounted for Yess than 19 percent of· the G·roup II limit for 1988:
The 1988 group limits and the annual percentage of.growth permitted during the
remainder of the _a~reeme~t period are·shown: belOw:
Group .

Limit.

(1,000

sq.

yd. «sYE.,s)

, 1989
(perce~t).

y

1990/91
(percent)

.,

'- II ............ .
III ........... .
IV ............ .

y

o:s,·

121,800
330,750
24,000.

In thousands of square

y~rd

.2
6.0
equivalents.

5.5\
5.2
, 6 ;0..
. ,.

Respondents testified at the conference that.the Government of China fs
voluntarily restraining :i..~s country's exports ·to the_ United States. of Group II
products, ·including cotton. headwear under category 359~0. Counael .for .
.·.
respondents testified that China' i.s restraining exports' µnder Cate.gory 359-0
to avoid having restrict·i·ons ·(Le., a specific· limit). bein'g -pl~ced. by the •.
United States on the · sub-c'ategory.
China's expo'rts to ~he United States
covered by the biiatei:al textile agreement require. a: visa, an endorsement in
the form of a st~mp on an invoice that is executed by the Government of China
and which enables it to allocate quota. y
Thus, the_ Government.of China,
through this export licensing system, can control .export levels of individual
products·subject to the Group II aggregate limit; ·Approximately l i apparel
categories are subject to the Group II limit, ranging from relatively ·
·
low-unit-valued items such as cotton headwear and handkerchiefs to relatively
high-unit-valued items such as down-filled coats and· jackets. y ·-Nevertheless,
China's textile and apparel expo~ts to the United States are subject to
controls administered _by th~ U.S .. Customs Servi~e. • ... ·...· ·. · . . .
..

y

.!/ Transcript, pp. 121, 125 ~ 137, and 150-151: :respondents'·· post.conference,\:·

brief, p.. 34. · :Petitioner states that the restraints ,referr:eci 't.o'.~y ·. .
'.;.
respondents are a broad '.ceiling on Group II products·,_ .postconfex:en~e brief,
pp. 32-33. u.s. general imports from China under_ category 35~-o during
January-April 1988 rose by. 88 percent .over those ·.in the corresponding period
of 1987 to 8.4 million pounds (roughly 38.7 Dilllion SYE's). ·Imports of cotton
headwear alone rose by ·40 percent to 2.4 million pounds, with imports .of hats
and caps· advan.citig by 41 percent 'to 1. 9 inilliOn pounds and imports of visors
increasing by 38 percent to 0. 2 million pounds~ . . ·
..
y A visa system. is provided· in ·par. ·15· of the bil~teral textile agreement
between the United States and China, dated ·Feb .. 2, 1988. A visa system is
used with 'China and a n\imber of other· coun_tries to. control· th·e exportat.ion of
textiles !ltid apparel. to the· United. States,. with a g9al o; ensuring. that bo~h ..
the u. s. arid foreign gov~rnments 6ount. merch~ndise and· charge· quotas in ·th~: ·
same way to avoid overshipm_ents, incorrect quota charges,· and emblirgoes. . ~"\
Y Transcript, 128.
· · ·
.
·
,'..
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China's shipments of cloth headwear have peen subject.to restraint since
September 30, 1985. Following a request for consultations (:Le., a "call")
with. China to negotiate
limit on its_ cotton and inanmade-fiber headwear, the
United States set a limit of 1.35 million pounds on such goods ~or the 90-day
negotiating period. Unable to mutually agree on a limit, the United States
unilaterally imposed a limit of·4.44 million pounds ori :headwear under
categories 359 and 659 for the 12-month period beginning December 29, 1985.
About 1 year .later, or in January 1987, the two countries agreed to a limit
for category 659-H only, of '4.30 ·million po\inds, retroactive to 1986. This
base level was later adjusted through the use of "flexibility" to 2.96 million
pounds, of which 90.4 percent was filled. The .limit for 1987 was increased by
4 percent over ·the 1986 base level to 4.47 miilion pounds, all of which was
filled.

a

The limit on category 659-H under the new agreement was increased by
another 4 percent for 1988 to 4:6s··million· pounds. · Annual growth of 4 percent
is permitted during the remainder of the agreement period. The limit may be
adjusted under the flexibility
provisions
of the agr~_~ment.
y. . .
"
.
.
•. .
'

~

. q · .. '·

The only other countries· whose exports of, cloth he.adwear to the United
States:are subject.to specific limits are Talw~n, Korea, and the .Philipp,ines,
which along with China accounted for two-thirds of the total ~alue o~ cloth
headwear imports in 1987; · y · · t·imit's ·have been. set on Taiwan's cotton _and ...
manmade-fiber headwear; Korea.'s cotton, manmade-·fiber,, and woven wool
headwear; _and the Phillp}:iines' .malJJllade-·fiber ~eadwear. The quota pe~formance
of these .suppliers-" during· 1987 · i,s sh~w'n as_, follows:
.,

, .

I •.

.

-..

".
y

~·

,(

···:.:.· .
r~

.;

'

,·.

...

Flexibility includes (1) -"swing" or shifting unused quota from one category
to another, (2) ."carryover" of .unused quota· for.the same category of the
previous~ ye-ar, and. -(3 ): · "ca:rryforW"ard" or borrowing quota from the next-year's
limit for the same"-'category .. · A 'spe.cific limit may be' increased by not more
than. 5 percent wi:th ~swing.· Carryover 'ts. not available .for l988 and,
thereafter,:, is limited to 2· percent of'. the r'eceiving yeai~.s limit.
.
Ca~:c:yfor:Ward· .·is ·limited to 3" ·percent of the ··receiving year ;·s limf~, except in
: 1988," when ·a·n additional ·2· pe;rcent 'is available. 'No ~arryforwarq is available
1,n t}le_ final agreement· ;year.:} The· combination of carryover and ,carryforward is
limited to 3-percent o·f the'receiving.year's limit, except in 1988, when it is
limited to 5 percent.
.
·"
.
.
·
·
. . .. .
y Impor.ts of manmade-fiber headwear from' Mex'ico are subj,ect. ~o 13:· designated
consultation·' level (DCL) (250, 000 'p'Ounds in i'987).. A DCL i.s a more flexible_import controUthan specific limits. DC°L' s are usually s.omewhat above
·existing trade levels·ana once reached cannot be exceeded Unless the United
States agrees to further shipments. They normally apply to categories in
which trade is not as: great·· as. those for which. specific limits are set.

,-

..
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Country/item

Final adjusted level
pounds

· Percentage filled y

china: .·· Manmade-:-fiber ·
headwear. ·

4,472,000

10(). 0 .

Taiwan:
Cotton· headwear--------Maruilade-fiber headwear--

4,244,525
5,334,478

73.3
90.4

Korea:·
Cotton headwear._ _______ _ 4,360,094
·. Wooi headwear Y-----._-:-~ . 187,790
Manmade":'fiber headwear-- 2,474,530

. 82.l
93.8.
99.6

Philippines: · Manmadefiber headwear.
.

l,200,000.

65.3.

.

y Customs data as of Apr. 11 1988 .. Quotas are based on the date of export
and, therefore, goods shipped from the foreign port during 1987 but entered in
19.88 ar.e charged to the quota for 1987.
y Not c.ove~ed by .the scope of this investigation.
U.S. Producers
.
There is no definitive listing of U.S. firms that produce the merchandise
under investigation. The principal industry segment producing sewn cloth
headwear, establishinents classified in Standard ~ndustrial Classification
(SIC) code 2352, is highly fragmented, consisting mostly of small, singleestablishment firms and a few large multiestablishment firms. Y This
industry segment consists.of about 100 to 125 establishments.employing about
9,000 P•6ple. Mor~ than three-quarters of the establishments in SIC 2352
employ fewer than 50 workers each; one-third of them employ.less than 5
workers each.
·
·
. . The· C:oiim1ssion. compiled a list of approximately 120 possible U.S.
producers,. including the firms· listed fo the petitfon (apps. · l, 2,. and 3) and
other firms.which were.believed to produce the subject merchandise. Of the 60
members· of the Headwear Institute of America, y S.providedat least some
·.usable data,· 35 responded that they did not produce the sewn cloth· headwear
subject to the investigation, 'l/ and 17 did not respond. f!J Of. the 60
remaining firms (non-HIA me_mbers), 13 ·were listed in the petition as being in.

y Counsel for respondents argue·that two industries be found: (1) headwear
for infants and children; and (2) headwear for adults; or that the industry be
. limited by the petit,ion, but four industries be found: .(1) headwear for.
infants· and children; (2) adult caps; (3) .adult hats; and (4) adult visors,
postc'onference brief;· pp. 6-8.
y A list of .the members of .the HIA is presented in app; C~ ·
'}/ Some of these. firms produce headwear of wool, felt, straw, or knitte~
material~ such as.stocking hats, ski hats, etc.
!!J Approximately 10 of these latter 17 companies indicated.to staff that they
.• produce sewn cloth headwear.
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s~ppo~t of.the petition and the•renia'ining firms were believed to be producers
of sewn cloth headwear. Of the firms that are members of the HIA, 20
indicated they are in support of the petitfon, 15 did rio.t re~poijd to the
question, an& 2 members, Diversified Graphics, Ltd. International, an importer
of headwear, and Arlington Hat Co., Inc., a producer of felt and straw hats,
are in opposition to the petition. Only two firms that were listed in the
petition as being a non-HIA member U.S. producer 1ri support of the petition
responded to the questionnaire and indicated tha·t they suppor·t the petition.

Producers of sewn cloth headwear are located throughout the country, with
major concentrations in the St. Louis and Kansas City, MO, areas, in the New
York City area, and also in the states of ~ennsylvania,_ California, and
Texas. The Commission mailed approximately 40 quest'ionnaires to firms located
in the New York City area that were believed to be producing sewn clo~h
headwear. Of these firms, 18 reported they do not produce "the. products.
included within the scope of this investigation, !/ 12 did not respon"Ci to the
questionnaire, '!:./ and 8 may be out of business. or have changed locations. 11
The· New· York City segment: of the industry is believed to be mc)stly smal.l,
· famHy-owned -shops with a small ·number of employees.
'

:·:·_.

Some producers specialize in' one.or two styles of headwear and depend on
this production for all of their sales. Typically, U.S. producers do not
produce for stock but to customer specifications. !!J A few firms maintain
small stocks of plain caps to meet large·orders. The growth in the
promotional market has resulted in U.S. producers relying more heavily on
_pr<;>duction of decorated·headwear. Some. U~S; producers manufacture other types
of. products although. sewn cloth headwear accounts for the. majod.ty· of their
sales. Y ·.In contrast; producers in Taiwan, ·Korea, and· Hong Kong·make other
text.ile pro.ducts.
·,, ··
·
·
.. · .·" Petitioner .believes that· the members of HIA account for· 62 percent of
U.S. production·of sewn ~loth headwear. §_/ U.S. producers responding to_the
Commis~ion's questionnaire, their plant locations, and their shares of

!/ One firm reported that it contracts out all of its production of sewn cloth
headwear and. two other firms responded that they produc~ component par.t.s for
.headwear production.
'l:..I Nine of.these firms indicated in telephone conversations with:staff that
th~y produce sewn cloth headwear.
.
.
~/Three firms,.including Gold Star Hat & Cap, stated in telephone
coversations with staff· that they were out of business. At the confere_nce,
co~nsel. for respondents submitted an article published in the"Detr:c:>it' Free
Press, in which Mr. Rosen, former president of Gold Star and current vice
president. ·of Kraft Hat :Manufacturer's, stated that his business ·has seen ".a
steady growth over [the] ·1ast elght or riine years"; respondents'
postconference ·brief, ·pp. 15-16 and Exhibit' E.
..
4/ Mr. Hatfield and Mr. Rubenstein testified at the conference' that this is
changing, with producers now producing for stcick, transcript, pi;l'.' 65-66 ..
~/ Transcript, p. 54:.
·
·
'
y Ibid, pp. 35:.:37; petitioner's postconference brief, P" s', and Exhib_~.t B.
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reported production in 1987, by quantity, are presented in the following
tabulation:

U.S. producer

Plant location

Alamo Hat Co., Inc.
George S. Bailey Hat Co.
George W. Bollman & Co., Inc.
Imperial Headwear, Inc.
International Hat Co.
K-Products, Inc.
Lambert Mfg. Co ..
Langenberg Hat Co.
Paramount Cap Mfg., Inc.
Swingster

San Antonio, TX
Los Angeles, CA
Adamstown, PA
Denver, CO
St. Louis, MO
Orange City, IA
Chillicothe, MO
Washington, MO
Bourbon, MO
Shawnee Mission, KS

Share of reported
production in 1987
Percent
***·
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
100.0

Petitioner cited 10 firms that have closed production facilities or
ceased production of sewn cloth headwear allegedly as a result of LTFV sales
of Chinese· headwear (app. 25 of the petition). Only K-Products confirmed this
allegation in its questionnaire response and at the conference. l/ Mr.
Bromberg, a witness for respondents, refuted these allegations on a
company-by-company basis at the conference. ~/ Petitioner provided counter
evidence in its postconference brief, pp. 34-35.
U.S. Importers
The petition listed six known importers of sewn cloth headwear from
China; however, 'the Customs. net import file listed hundreds of firms that
import the subject neadwear from China. The Commission sent questionnaires to
approximately 40 importers, including the 6 firms listed in the petition. 11
The Commission received responses with data from 12 importers, accounting for
16 percent of total official statistics on imports of sewn cloth headwear from
China in 1985 and 1986 and 19 'percent in 1987. * * *, located in***, was
the largest reporting importer. Three of the importers reported foreign trade
zone production of sewn cloth headwear. Numerous importers also reported
imports of headwear from other countries, mostly Taiwan.
Petitioner states in the petition that, because "headwear "of braid"
receives a lower import duty than does headwear without braid, all but a
relatively small portion of imported man-made fiber headwear enters with a
string of braid across the front of the cap. The braid serves no structural
function and is attached to the headwear to meet the requirements of the
Tariff Schedules and thus avoid the higher tariff." Two importers reported

l/

Ibid, p. 17.
Ibid, pp. 113-115; respondents' postconference brief, pp. 22-24.
11 These firms are concentrated in California, New York, New Jersey, and
Florida.
~/
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that all of their imports from China had braid attached and a third importer
reported that approximately 80 percent of its headwear imports from China had
braid attached. With the exception of * * *• U.S. producers reported that
none of their purchases of imported headwear (reportedly all from countries
other than China) had braid attached. Petitioner also states that "almost all
sewn cloth headwear from the PRC enters the United States in an unembroidered,
undecorated form." Seven of the responding importers reported that 90 to 100
percent of their imports of headwear from China were undecorated. Three other
importers reported that between 95 and 100 percent of their imports of
headwear were decorated. !/
Almost all responding importers reported that baseball-type caps were the
highest volume headwear item. Two firms reported that they import sets of
infantwear that sometimes include sewn cloth headwear for children. One firm
reported reexports of * * * dozen sewn cloth hats to * * *· Some importers
stated in conversations with staff that the bulk of the Chinese sewn cloth
headwear they purchase is bought through intermediaries in Hong Kong.
One producer, * * *• reported purchases of plain headwear from* * *·
Another U.S. producer reported imports of sewn cloth headwear from***• and
two other producers reported imports of headwear from * * * and * * * during
the period of the investigation. Some mass-merchandisers, such as * * * and
* * *· were listed in the Customs net import file as purchasing sewn cloth
headwear directly from China.
The U.S. Market
Channels of distribution
The U.S. sewn cloth headwear market consists primarily of the promotional
market and the retail market. Sales to the promotional market account for the
largest market share, £/ with commercial concerns purchasing the headwear
decorated with emblems or messages from U.S. producers and importers, for
resale or d~stribution to companies primarily for advertising or promotional
purposes. The largest proportion of promotional sales is through ad specialty
distributors. 11 U.S. producers reported that 68 percent of all reported
sales were to unrelated ad specialty distributors. ***and * * * reported
that all of their sales were to unrelated ad specialty distributors. U.S.
importers reported that 94 percent of all reported sales were to such
distributors. Counsel for respondents testified at the conference that U.S.
producers have established a niche in the U.S. market for their headwear by
producing higher quality products and because there is a segment of the
promotional market that will only purchase headwear with the "Made in the
U.S.A." label and is willing to pay a premium for the headwear. ~/ Petitioner
rebutted this allegation by po_inting out that the corduroy cap made in China
1/ Mr. Bromberg, of Midway Chinese Products Co., testified at the conference
that most of the imported Chinese caps are blank caps, without any emblems,
printing, or embroidery, transcript, p. 115.
£1 Transcript, p. 80.
1/ Ibid, pp. 18-19, 80-81.
~/ Ibid, pp. 116 and 139; postconference brief, pp. 24-29.
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and supplied by respondents at the conference as a sample would compete in the
alleged premium quality market and that the Chinese baseball cap with an
American flag on its label would compete in the alleged "Made in the U.S.A."
raarket. y
The ad specialty distributors generally sell a variety of products, such
as T-shirts, hand luggage, pens, etc. These distributors buy either decorated
headwear from U.S. producers or plain headwear from U.S. producers and
importers, which they decorate in their own facilities or have decorated for
them under contract by other firms. The most popular promotional headwear
items are baseball caps.
The second largest segment of the promotional market is sales by U.S.
producers and importers directly to large premium accounts, which are
generally large corporate purchasers. The third segment of this market is
sales to independent embroiderers or silk-screen printers of promotional items
such as headwear and T-shirts. These companies tend to serve local markets
and provide silk screening and embroidery services.
Headwear sales to the retail market are through mass-merchandisers, chain
stores, sporting goods and resort stores, and university stores. The
mass-merchandisers are the largest segment of this market and purchase the
headwear directly from U.S. producers.and foreign suppliers, or from
importers. * * * and*** reported that the majority of their sales were to
unrelated chain stores. In the sporting goods and recreational facility
segments of the retail market, U.S. producers and importers generally
sell through commissioned agents and representatives.
Apparent U.S. consumption
Appendix 28 to the petition and Exhibit C of petitioner's postconference
brief estimate the quantity and value of U.S. consumption of sewn cloth
headwear under investigation from 1985 to 1987. Petitioner estimates
consumption to be 21.9 million dozen in 1985, 21.2 million dozen in 1986, and
21.8 million dozen in 1987. Petitioner estimates the value of such
consumption to be $4S2.l million in 198S, $430.5 million in 1986, and $463.0
million in 1987.
The following informat.ion on apparent consumption, which is based on
producers' responses to the Commission's questionnaires and official import
statistics, is obviously understated because the producers' shipments are
based on data received from only 10 firms. It is, therefore, more appropriate
to consider trends in the data rather than the absolute level of consumption
indicated. '!:_/

l/ Petitioner's postconference brief, p. 15 .
. '!:_/ On the basis of petitioner's estimates, the Commission has 87 percent
coverage in terms of quantity and SS percent coverage in terms of value in
1987. Petitioner's estimates of U.S. consumption may be understated, in that
they are based on the 1982 Census of Manufacturers data, which are inc~eased
or decreased by the percentage change found by petitioner in its survey of
only eight U.S. firms.
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Apparent U.S. consumption of sewn cloth headwear increased throughout the
period, from 16.0 million dozen in 1985 to 19.l million dozen in 1987,
representing an increase of 19.5 percent (table 2). Consumption was almost
level in the interim periods, at 4.9 million dozen.
Table 2
Sewn cloth headwear: U.S. producers' domestic shipments, imports for
consumption, and apparent consumption, 1985-87, January-March 1987, and
January-March 1988
Item

1985

1986

1987

January-March-1987
1988

Quantity (1,000 dozen)
U.S. producers' domestic
shipments ................ .
Total imports .............. .
Apparent consumption ....... .

2,961
12,999
15,960

2,701
14,663
17,364

2,772
16,298
19,070

651
4,171
4,822

708
4,170
4,878

Value (l,000 dollars)
U.S. producers' domestic
shipments ................ .
Total imports .............. .
Apparent consumption ....... .

86,732
135,638
222,370

81,739
148,340
230,079

87,942
165,031
252,973

21,610
38,829
60,439

23,327
42,509
65,836

Ratio of imports to consumption (percent)
Quantity .................... .
Value ....................... .

81.5
61.0

84.4
64.5

85.5
65.2

86.5
64.3

85.5
64.6

Source: U.S. producers' shipments compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission; imports compiled
from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Consideration of Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States
The information in this section of the report is based on data received
from questionnaire returns. As indicated previously, the Commission received
usable questionnaires from 10 firms that manufacture sewn cloth headwear.
Exhibit B of petitioner's postconference brief attempts to quantify U.S.
production of sewn cloth headwear by using responses to HIA's 1986 and 1987
surveys, three responses to the Commission's questionnaire, and their best
estimates. Petitioner's estimated aggregate U.S. production of the sewn cloth
headwear under investigation in 1987 is 5.9 million dozen. On the basis of
this estimate, the Commission has 45-percent coverage of the U.S. industry.
In appendix 28 to the petition it is estimated, on the basis of the 1982 ·
Census of Manufacturers data for SIC 2352 and on petitioner's periodic surveys
of U.S. producers, that U.S. shipments in 1987 were 6.5 million dozen. The
value of these shipments is estimated to be $211.7 million (petitioner's
postconference brief, Exhibit C). Assuming these figures accurately reflect
the entire U.S. industry producing sewn clotri headwear, the Commission has
43-percent coverage by quantity and 42-percent coverage by value of U.S.
shipments of the subject products in 1987.

::. .

.-·. ·•

;
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U.S. productipn, capacity, ·and capacity utiliZation·.
Reported u .·s. production of. sewn cloth. headwear decreased from'3 . l
,:,_
million dozen in 1985 to 2.6 million. dozen in 1986, or by 18.0 percent (table
3). Production then inc;reased by. 4.2 percent to 2. 1· million dozen in 1987 ...~..,:
Production increased ~n· the interim periods ·by .2L-l· percerit, from 615, 000 ··f;
dozen to 745,000 dozen.
. .' .

.

.

..
Table 3.
..
Sewn cloth headwe~r: U,_S. production, .end;..of-period capacity, !/-and capacity
utilization, 1985-87, January:-Mar,ch 1987-, arid .;January-March 1988·.!J
'~

'

(:

Item•

1985

1986 ·.

Production (l,000 dozen) .. ;
Capacity (1~000 dozen) ... ,.
Capacity utilization
(percent) y .... ; .. ~:.;i-;,'_

3,117
4,464

2,557
4,287

·69< 8

:S9.6·

..

·January-'March-: 1987
1988

',;' 1987.

.615.
1,033

2,664:·
4,330

61.0·

.•61'.5

745
1,019

73.2 /

!/Many of the reporting firms could _not reliably supply the capacity:data by
type of headwear.
. . .·
·
· · · · ··. · ·
.·
· · ··.
·
y Annual data were provided by 10 .firm~;·. quarterly da'ta "ve:re. provid~d
9.
firms.
·
.: ·
·
· ·
·
··
·. ·
·· · ·
1/ Capacity utilization ratios are based on data for those ftrms that provided·
figures for both capacity and production; therefore, ratios based on capacity
and production figures as presented may not.reconcile.:

by

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response ·t:o questionnaires. of. the. . .·
Internat:fonal.Trade Commission.

u.s.

·.

.....

....

.

'

·.

.

·.

. .·

u.s.· capacity to manufacture sewn cloth headwear decreased from4.5
million dozen in 1985 to 4.3 million dozen in 1986, or by 4.0 perce-qt . .
Capacity the-q. increased by 1. 0 percent to 4. 3 mil1i.on dozen in 1987 .. Capacity
decreased in .the interim periods by 1. 4 percent. The· decrease in cap·acity in .
1986 compared with that in 1985 was accounted for, iri part, by le-Products
closing two plants in-1986.
. . •;
,,,_... ,

..

', ·'

. , . c_apacity utilization decreased from .·69. 8 percent in· 1985 to ·.59. 6 percent
in 1986 and then .increased to 61. 5 percent in 1987... During the interim
periods, ·capacity :utilization increas.ed from 6i.. 0 percent in January-March
198'7 to 73. 2 percent in January•March 1988.
.. ~ · ·
.

.

In.its quest.ionnaire,-the Commission requested :the producers to provide·.
information on changes in.th~ir firms, such.as.plant closings, relocations,
acquiSitions, prolonged shutdowns, etc.; that ~ffected theirproductio~ of
sewn cloth headwear.· This information includes the share of 1987 production
devoted to producing prod_ucits other than sewn cloth ·headwear on t~e same
equipment and machinery used to produce sewn cloth headwear; !/: As'. noted
above, K-Products reported closing two sewing ptants in March 1986... and
*·

**

y Mr. Rubenstein testified.. at the conference that headwear of straw, wool,:;,_:.
and felt is produced on different machinery tha~ that us.e.d .to. prod~ce .sewn ·i<
cloth ·headwear, transcript, p. 87; petitioner '.s ·pos.tconference brief., pp. · ;.;~
17-20; letter froui."-Langetiberg Hat ·co.>, June·.·_21:, .198.8.. . .
·
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Three firms, * * *• reported the production 9.f other types of headwear from
straw, wool, fur, braid, etc., but only*** reported that some straw hats
were produced on the. same .equipment and machinery.
· All· of the fabric used to produce sewn cloth headwear was purchased from
U.S. sources, ·an,d no producers purchased cut cloth to be sewn, blocked,· and
decorated. Producers reported manufacturing sewn cloth headwear from
cotton/polyester blends, nylon mesh, poplins, corduroy, denim, etc., with two
producers having all decorating of the headwear done by subcontractors. All
, producers performed.all :the-operations in manufacturing finished set.rn cloth.
headwear,, from cutting, sewing, and blocking, to packing ..
0

C~ps.accounted

for.the great bulk of total U.S. production of sewn cloth
percent in 1985, 90.7 perce~t in 1986, 91.6 percent in 1987,
91.7 percent in January-March 1987, and 93.3 percent in the corresponding
period of 19~e (table.4)~

headwear-~91.4

Table 4
Sewn cloth headwear: :u,.S. production, by types, 1985-87, January-March 1987,
and January-March 1988 !/

.!/ Annual data were provided by ip firms; quarterly data were provided by 9
firms ..
Source: Compiled from data submitted in· response to questionnaires of·the
U.S. International· Trade·comm!Ssion.
The majority of U.S. sewn cloth headwear was produced from manmade·fiber
throughout the period of investigation. Production of headwear by fiber
co~tent is presented in :the following tabulation· (in thousand's of·· dozens):
·
January-March-1985.
1986
' 1987
. ·" 1987
1988
i
Sewn cloth headwear of
vegetable fiber:
Hats ..
. . ·. . .. ,.·; ***
***
***
***
.. ***
Caps.
***.
·***
·***
***
***
...
Visors.
..
•·
'***·
***
***
***
***
·Other headwear; ,;, ... .. .... ***
'·***
***
***
·253.
;
70
66
387:
274
Total.· ..
!.'•
Sewn cloth headwear · of ".
:•
manmade fiber:
Hats.
..
.•
..
***
***
***
***
***
.
...
... ;
Caps.
***
·***
***
***
;
;
.
..
..
V·isors.
•***
'***
***
***
***
..
c***·
Other headwear. .. .., ' ...
'***
***
***
675
549
2,411
2,283
.. •'•' ,. ***
2,·730-'
Total.
.

... .

..

.

,! ..

...

..

***

J

~

.

.

***

.

·.
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.' u. s.

producers, shipllierits and exports •.
.

.•. :.. '

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

. .

.

~

·~;t;

.

·· . . . .• Total. :q ~ S .. shipments of. sewn cloth headwear .reported ·by t1. s·. producers
decreased from 3.0 million dozen in 1985 to 2.7 million. dozen in 1986·and then
·• .. increased 3 p~rcent· to 2'.8 miflion dozen .iii 1987. (tabie 5). · Shipments
increased during January.:.March 1988~, rising. by .8 ~ 8 percent ·from shipments in
:the ·correspond'ing period of 1987. Unit values increased from $29. 30 per dozen
in ,U85. to. $31. 73 p~r· dozen in. 1987.. Unit values deer.eased slightly in the
·· . interim pe~lods, ··from $33. 20 per dozen tn· January-March· 1987 to. $32. 94 per·
dozeri in the corresponding period of i988.. y
. .
.·

·'·..

:

·.
.
.. ·..
.
·.. Table 5 ·
.· Sewn ·clotli .headwear: U; s. producers' domestic shipments,. 1985-87, ·
·. JanU..ey-Marcb 1987_, and. January-March 1988
.;

Item·····
.

.

1985
.

.

.

.

.

ll&es ~ ~·...... ~.: •...· .. :, ...... ,...... .
:. ·caps· .. .':.:.:_.·.·~.·:·;~-··.•:·;:• ... ~ ..•... ·

··: . . Visors·;~'-~ .. ~· ...... ·..

~~-~

.

***

2~691

..:...... ·~

1986

.1987

Quantity(l,000 dozen)

. ***

***.

... 2,461
. 97·
83

· · Other headwear ............ .
Total.·.~-·.~~,'·~·- .. ·....... ·.·.~

.Hat.a . ..• ·• .. ,, •..:.. :~;. :• .- .... ·. ·.... · ·
Caps ~: ..• .... ~- ~ ·.· •. ·. ·. ·.... -.• ~ ..... ·~ .. ·..

*""*

7~~409

VlSOrs. '• ........ ~ ~ .........· ..

. ·.1.897

Other headwear ............. ··
. . Total ...... ~ :· ......... .

*** .··

···HatS··.. ··~ . .-.··. ·~
. 1 .

. 2,961

~~::~~~:

.-~·

... · .. ·... ·.. ·.· ... ·~

~:.

: . : :: : : : : : .: : : : : :' : : : : : : .

! ·. 'Other headwear. , . ; ..... , ..... ·
· Ave:raae: ..... '. .· .. ; ...•... ,

86,732

.2,701

***

January-March-.1987
1988

2,547
.. 72

. ***
. 602
***

***·
2, 772

651

***

'657

***

***708

Value (1,000 dollars)

.***

""**.

79;817 ..• 19,817
· 1,.550
***

73,249
·1,699

***
81,739·

*** :.

87,942

21,610

***
21,437
23,327

Unit value , (per dozen)·

$***

. 29 .14
. 19.56

***·.

:. 29.30

$***

. 29. 76.
20.47 ..

. ·***

.. 30.26

• $*'."*

.31.34
.. 21.53
31.7.3

$***
32.92

***
: . 33.20

$***
32.63

***
***
32.94

Source: .<;ompiled from data submitted in response to.questionnaires of the
I11temational Trade .Commission. ·

o. s.

Y Petitioner ;att:ributes .the increase. in unit values. during 1985.-87, to U.S .
. producers ·adding new. decoration capabilities,· thus lowering sales of blank
headwea~ to· middlemen and increasing sales in wh.ich U .s. producers· pr.ovided
· the.decorating value added, postconference brief, pp. 27-'28. Counsel for
· repondents ·.cites Exhibit.· 27 ·to. the petition, which sets forth the volume and
value of shipments .. · Tli~ resulting unit values rose 16 percent between 1986
.. and ~1987. suggesting substantial price increases. postcon'ferenc.e brief, p. 14.
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Six u. S. producers reported shipments :of ha·t's during· die 'annual per:tods
and five firms provided data for the int.eriin periods. Du;.ing t~~ annual
per'iods ~· ;10 producers 'provided 'dat'a .on shipments of caps" 'and 8 .~epo~ted
shipments during the -interim perio.ds: Five .producers reJ>C?.rted ~hip~ents ·of
visors during :the annual. perio~:s .and three P,t~,iided iri,formation-,for.· ~.~~·
inte'riui periods. Three 'producers reported s~_ipments "~f .<?.ther headwear in the
annuai p'ez:ioqs ·and two provi.d~d su,c.h informat':i~'n in. ~h~ .. i~t;er~ perio.ds. No
u. s .. producer rep~rted exports o~ 'sew clo.th headl,,ear d~rlng the p~riod of. the
investigation:
·'
·
·
·
·
: ·'

Shipments of headwear by fiber content are presented in the following
tabulation (in thousands of dozens):

January~March- - .. ·
1985
Sewn cloth.headwear of
vegetable fiber:
Hats ......... ·...........
Caps ......................
Visors._ ... : .... .- .. -. ..". ..
Other headwe.ar ..........
Total."· .. -....... -,.- : .....
Sewn. cloth hea'dwear.of
manmade fiber:.
Hats .... -.. ·...... :.--.-.. · ...
Caps ....................
Visors ... ,· ... -. . -~" .... ,·, ..
Other headW'ear .......'. '..
Total.-.... '.-'. ..... ". . ." ..

.
.
,'
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

1986

1987

1987

1988

***252

***200

'***
***400

***

***
' 329

***
***267

***
54
***
***'
65

***"
56
***

***
2,,389

***
2,209

***
2,347

·***
548

***
601

******

***
***
2,505

***

***
***

. ***',
302

2,561

·2' 372

.L

***
69

***
586

639

Some ·of the producers reported that :they could not break out production
and shipments of sewn cloth headwear by fiber content, and therefore reported
all their data in one or the other of the two categories.
'

...

·~

'

U.S. producers"' inventories
·-.·;'

Produ.cers of s-.ewn cloth h'eadwear no'rmally produce to customer
specificat_ions and therefore had few inventories to ~eport. End-of-perio4
inventories fell from- 581', o·oo dozen in 1985 'to 325; 000 dozen' in i-987. .
Inventories then increased from 325,000 dozen in January-March 19.87 t;o 354,000
dozen in the corresponding period of 1988. The rati.o of inventorles -to
shipments fell from 20.l percent in 1985 to 12.l percent in 1987, and declined
from 12.9 percent in January-March 1987 to 10.8 percent in the corresp~nding
period of 1988 (table 6).' Inventories of caps accounted·for 94.5 percent of
_total inventories in· 1985, • 92: 9 percent - iil 1986, - 91'.. 7 'percent in ·1987, ·9·~·: 0 ·
percent in January.;March i987·, and-94.3
percent in January.:Matcli
1988·. :
.
.
. :
·1·.

:i.

...
-

.. !

-•I
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Table 6
Sewn cloth headwear: U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories, 1985-87,
January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
Item
End-of-period inventories
c1,·ooo dozen) ....... .
Ratio of inventories to
domestic shipments !I
(percent) ........... .

January-March-1987
1988

1985

1986

1987

581

436

325

325

354

20.l

16.6

12.l

12.9

10.8

l/

Ratios are based on shipments by only those firms that reported inventory
data. Ratios for the January-March periods are based on annualized shipments.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the :··
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Employment and wages
The number of workers employed in the production of .sewn cloth headwear
decreased by 7.8 percent from 1,900 in 1985 to 1,751 in 1987. The number of
hours worked by those employees decreased by 6.6,percetit from 2.4 million
hours in 1985 to 2.3 million hours in 1987. Hourly wages increased by 3.2
percent from $7. 42 in 1985 to $7 ._66 in 1987. During January-March 1988, the .
number of production workers and hours worked increased by 1.4 percent and 9.3
percent, respectively, compared with those in the corresponding.period of1987. Hourly wages were steady at $5.98 during.the quarter (table 7). l/
Labor productivity, as measured by dozens produced per hour, decreased by
12.4 percent from 1985 to 1986 and then increased by 9.4 percent in 1987. In
January-March 1988, labor productivity increased by 16.2 percent compared with
productivity in the corresponding period of 1987. U.S. producers' unit labor
costs increased by 13. 4 percent from $11; 28 per do~en in 1985 to $_12. 79 per.
dozen in.1986, then decreased by 10.2 percent to $11.49 per dozen•in 1987.
During the interim periods, unit labor costs increased by 4.1 percent from
$9.85 per dozen to $10.25 per dozen in January-March 1988.
·
Only two firms could_ breakout the employment data for the production of.
hats, six firms provided employment data for caps, and two firms provided
employment data for visors. * * * reported that. the employment _data requested
were not maintained by product line in their records: '
'
'
'
Imperial Headwear, located in Denver.•. CO, .ls the·. only firm who.se workers
are represented by a union; theAmalgamatedClothing and Textile Workers
Union, .(L_ocal 63-H).·

* * *'s reported quarterly wages paid ·to' its employees declined_.at a much
greater rate than its reportednu.niber_of hours worked_by.sucl} employees.

!/
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Table 7
Average number of production and related workers producing sewn cloth
headwear, hours worked, !/·wages and total compensation i1 paid to such
employees, labor productivity, hourly compensation, and unit labor production
costs, 1985-87, January-Karch 1987, and January-Karch 1988
Item

1985

Production and ~elated
workers (PRW):
Hats ....••..•.....•.....•. ***
Caps ......•.•.....••....•.
1,868
Visors· •....••.........••. : ***
1,900
T.otal ~/ ........•.••••••
Hours worked by PRW:
Hats (1 ;000 hours) ......••• ***
2,392
Caps (1,000 hours) .....•.•
Visors (1,000 hours) .....• ***
2,441
Total (1,000 hours) •...•
Wages paid to PRW:
Hats (1,000 dollars) ...... ***
Caps (1,000 dollars) ...••. 17,820
Visors (1,000 dollars).; .• ***
Total (1,000 dollars) ... 'l.8,120
Total compensation paid to
.PRW:
Hats (1~000 dollars).~ ...• . ***
Caps (1,000 dollars) .....• 26,248
Visors (1,000.dollars) .••. ***
Total (1;000 dollars) ..• 26,644
Labor productivity for
PRW: !I
Hats (dozens per hour) ..•• ***
0.98
caps (doz.ens per hour) ....
Visors (dozens per hour) .•. ***
0.97
Total (dozens per hour).
Wages per hour paid to
PRW: .~/
Hats •.....•..••.•.•.•• ·:· .•••
****
Caps ••.• ·•.•..••....•...•..
7.45
Visors ...••...... ; •••.....
***
Total. ~ •• : . ; •.••••...••.
7.42
Unit labor costs: !I
Hats (per dozen) •..• ~ •.•.• ****
Caps (per dozen) .....•.••.
11.26
·Visors (per dozen) ..•.... ;
***
Total ..• ....•••..••......•.
11.28

January-Karch-1987
1988

1986

1987

***

***

***

***

***

***

1,435

1,455

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

. ***

***

***·

***

***

***

***

1,753

1, 7.95
2,252
2,329.

17 ,114
17 ,607

24,688

25,298

0.87

0.85

****.

1, 717
1, 751
2,218
2,279

17,043

17,451

23,828

24,354

0.95
0.93

1,402

414

.429

2,455

2,562

4,813

4,950

1.19

1.17

***

1,426

***

455
469

2,707

2,806.

6,373

6,502

1.38

1.36

7.60

" 7. 68

****

****

****

***

***

***

***

7.56

. 7 .66

5.93

5.97

5.95
5.98

****

****

****

****

***

***

***

***

12.66

1:2.79

11.36

11.49

9.75
9.85

10.19
10.25

l/ Includes hours worked plus hours of paid leave.time.
ll Includes wages and ·contributions to Social Security and other employee
benefits.

i1 Firms.providing· employmerit data accounted for 84 percent of reported u.s.
·production of sewn .cloth headwear in 1987.
·
·
!I Calculated using data from firms that provided information on both produc.. tion and hours worked.
·~I .On the .basis of wages pai'd excluding fringe benefits.
Calculated using
data from firms that provided both wage~ paid and ,hours worked.
·11 On the basis of total compensation paid. Calculated using data from firms
that provided information on both total compensation paid and production.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
.U.S. International Trade Commission.
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· In its questionnaire, the Commission requested U.S. producers to provide
. detailed information concerning reductions· in the nUIIlber of production ·;and
· rel_ated workers producing sewn cloth headwear, if such reductions involved at
least 5 percent of the workforce or 50 workers. Six· .firms reported such
layoffs, most of which were attributed to declining sales.· One firm reported
that its. layoff of employees was due to the emplacement of new automated
equipment in the plant. The reported layoffs are shown in the following
tabulation:
·
Number of
workers

Firm

*

*

*

Duration of
·reduction

Date

*

*

*

In a letter dated June 15, 1988, to the Commission, Mr. Roger Mogell,
president of Toppers, Inc., a company which manufactured sewn· cloth headwear
until several· years ago and now reportedly imports the headwe_ar for resale,
stated that his decision to close his manufacturing operations was due to
long-term trends in the industry. The manufacture of sewn,cloth.headwear is a
labor-intensive process that utilizes relatively low-skilled workers.
Consequently, wage rates for these workers tend to be low. For his company
and other U.S. producers, the local supply of workers who were willing to
accept that type of employment diminished as more and·more young people began
.to pursue more highly skilled jobs. !/. ·
·
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Nine producers supplied usable income-and-loss .data on their ·overall
establishment operations. Seven.producers, accounting for 94.6 percent of·
reported U.S. production in 1987, furnished usable income-and-loss data on ·
their operations producing sewn cloth headwear. y •Two·producers that '
provided establishment income-and-loss data were unable to furnish such 'data
on the subject products.
·'
The.questionnaire requested incom~-and-loss data for both overall
opE!rationsand sewn cloth headwear operations.· The companies were also asked
if, in the event of a final investigation, 'they could provide separate
financial information for each category of sewn cloth headwear, i.e., hats,
caps, and visors. Most of the responding companies stated that they would not
be able to provide such a breakdown of information.
Overall establishments operations .. --In addition to· sewn cloth headwear,
some firms produce other types of headwear and/or apparel in their
establishments.· The income-and-loss data for overaii establishment operations
are presented_ in tabJe 8.,
· '.~·

.!/ Respondents' postconference brief, pp. 27-28 and Exl\ibit H.
of the producers, accounting for 89.3 percent of reported U.S.
production in 1987, are members of HIA. Based on the U.S. production data
presented in Exhibit B of petitioner's postconferencebrief, the five HIA
members accounted for 40. 4 percent of U.S .. production in 1987 ..
~/Five
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Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on the overall operations of their
establishments within which sewn cloth headwear is produced, accounting years
1985-87 and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988

Item

1985

1986

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

1987

Value (l,000 dollars)
Net sales .................. .
Cost of goods sold ......... .
Gross profit ............... .
General, selling, and
administrative expenses .. .
Operating ,income ........... .
Startup or shutdown
expense .................. .
Interest expense ..... ;· •......
Other income·or (expense),
net ................ ~ ...... .
Net, income before income
taxes .......... · .............. .
Depreciation and amortization included above .... .
Cash-flow y ............... .

165,665
110,544
55,121

164,717
107,678
57,039

173,415
115,203
58,212

67,056
42,413
24,643

82,733
52,328
30,405

37,955
17,166

41,214
15,825

43,620
14,592

18,108
6,535

20,974
9,431

0

0

0

3,799

650
3,891

0

3,797

l,871

1,511

85

2,490

375

625

12,978

12,111

12,541

5,039

8,545

3,383
16,361

·3,676
15,787

4,139
16,680

.2,069
7,108

2,209
10,754

(391)

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost of goods sold .........
Gross profit ...............
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ..
Operating income ...........
Net income before income
taxes ....................

.
.

66.7
33.3

65.4
34.6

66.4
33.6

63.3
36.7

63.2
36.8

.
.

22.9
10.4

25.0
9.6

25.2
8.4

27.0
9.7

25.4
11.4

.

7.8

7.4

7.2

7.5

10.3

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Net losses ................. .
Dat·a· ....................... .

3
3
9

2
2
9

2
3
9

1
1
7

Y

Cash-flow is defined as net income or loss plus depreciation and
amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

1

1
7
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Operations on sewn· .cloth headwear .. - -As shown· in table 9, aggregate net
sales declined 2.5 percent from $81.5 million in 1985 to $79.5 million in
1986. Sales were $82.0 million in 1987, representing an increase of 3.2
percent compared with those in 1986. Operating income was $9.2 million in
1985, $8.7 million in 1986, and $7.4 million in 1987. Operating income
margins, as a percent of sales, were 11.3, 10.9, and 9.0 in 1985, 1986, and
1987, respectively.· Two firms reported operating losses in 1985 and one firm
reported such losses in 1986 and 1987. For the interim period ended March 31,
1988, net sales were $* * *, an increase of * * * percent compared with sales
during the corresponding period of 1987, of$***· ,operating.income was
$* * * in interim 1987 and $~**in interim 1988. Operating income margins,
as a percent of sales, were * * * and * * * in interim 1987 and interim 1988,
respectively._ .Two firms reported operating·losses in interim 1987 and.one
firm reported such losses in interim 1988.
Table 9
Income-and-loss experience of U.S. producers on.their ope;ations producing
sewn cloth headwear, accounting years 1985-87 and interim periods ended
Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988

Item

1987.

1.986

1985.

Interim period
ended Mar. 31-1987
1988

Value (l,000 dollars)
Net sales ...................
Cost of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling,. and
.administrative. expenses ...
Operating income ............
Depreciation and amortization included above .....
Cash-flow£/ ................

81,479
55,323
26,156

79,456
52,927
26,529

82;032
55,274
26,758

***
***
***

***
***
***

16,910
9' 246 --,

17,874
8,655

19,3887,370

***
***

···***

2,252
11,498

2,258
10' 913

2,385
9,755

***

***

***
***

. ***

Share of net sales (percent)
Cost·of goods sold ..........
Gross profit ................
General, selling, and
administrative expenses ...
Operating income ............

67.9
32.1

66.6
33.4

67.4
32.6

***
***

***
***

20.8
11. 3

22.5
10.9

23.6
9.0

***
***

***

***

Number of firms reporting
Operating losses ........... .
Data ............... .,,., ...... .

* *·
£1 *Cash-flow

1/

2
7

1
7

1
7

2
5

"--'
is defined as operating income or loss plus depreciation and

amortization.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International" Trade Commission.

1
5
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Investment in productive facilities.--Seven companies provided data on.
their investment in productive facilities (table 10).
Table 10
Sewn cloth headwear: Value of property, plant, and equipment of U.S.
producers, accounting years 1985-87 and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1987,
and Mar. 31, 1988

Item

(In thousands of dollars, except as noted)
Interim period
As of end of accounting
year-ended Mar. 31- - .
1987
1988
1985
1986
1987

All products of establishments:
Original cost ..............
Book value .................
Sewn cloth headwear:
Original cost ..............
Book value .................
Return on fixed assets !f ..

***
***
***
***
***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

1/ Defined as operating income or loss divided by book value of fixed assets
··(in percent).
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Capital expenditures.--Six companies supplied data on their capital
expenditures for 1985, 1986, and 1987 and three companies furnished such data
for each of the interim periods (table 11).
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Table 11
Sewn cloth headwear: Capital expenditures by U.S. producers, accounting years
1985-87 and interim periods ended Mar. 31, 1987, and Mar. 31, 1988 !/
(In thousands of dollars)
Item
All products of establishments:
Land and land improvements .................. .
Building and leasehold
improvements ........... .
Machinery, equipment, and
fixtures ............... .
Total ................ .
Sewn cloth headwear:
Land and land improvements .................. .
Building and leasehold
improvements ........... .
Machinery, equipment, and
fixtures ............... .
Total ................ .

1985

1986

1987

Interim period
ended Mar. 31- 1987
1988

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***

-***

***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

y * * *·
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of
U.S. International Trade Commission.

~he

Research and development expenses.--Three firms supplied data on their
research and development expenses for 1985, 1986, and 1987 and two companies
furnished such data for each of the interim periods. These outlays are shown
in the following tabulation (in thousands of dollars):
Period

Establishment

Sewn cloth headwear

1985 .............
1986 .............
1987 .............
January-March-1987 ...........
1988 ...........

***
***
***

**"'
"'**
***

***
***

***

***

Capital and investment.-- The Commission requested U.S. producers to
describe any actual or potential negative effects of imports of sewn cloth
headwear from the People's Republic of China on their firms' growth,
investment, and ability to raise capital. Their responses are shown in
appendix D.
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The Question of Threat of Material Injury
to an Industry in the United States
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i))
provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant factors !/-(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be
presented to it by the administering authority as to the nature
of the subsidy (particularly as to whether the subsidy is an
export subsidy inconsistent with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing unused
capacity in the exporting country likely to result in a
significant increase in imports of the merchandise to the
United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market penetration
and the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an
injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise will enter
the United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the merchandise
in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for producing the
merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the
probability that the importation (or sale for importation) of
the merchandise (whether or not it is actually being imported
at the time) will be the cause of actual injury, and
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production
facilities owned or controlled by the foreign manufacturers,
which can be used to produce products subject to
investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to final orders
under section 736, are also used to produce the merchandise
under investigation.

!/

Sec. 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides that
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in the
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition."
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The available data on foreign producers' .operations (items (II) and (VI)
above) are presented in the section entitled·"Ability of foreign producers t~
generate exports ... " and information on the volume, U.S. ·market penetrat'ion .~.
and pricing of imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) abov~)
is presented in the section. entitled "Consideration of the causal relationship
between imports of the subject merchandise and the alleged injury." Item I,
regarding subsidies, is not relevant in this case.
U.S. importers' inventories
Seven importers reported inventories of sewn cloth headwear from China
during the period of investigation. Three firms reported inventories of
Chinese headwear in 1985, six firms reported in 1986, seven in 1987.• four in
January-March 1987, and six in January-March 1988. U.S. importers'
inventories of sewn cloth headwear from China increased from * * * dozen in
1985 to 274,000 dozen in 1986, or by*** percent. Inventories increased by:
14.2 percent in 1987 to 313,000 dozen. Inventories increased by 24.0 percent.
in interim 1988, from 154,000 dozen :i.n January-March 1987 to 191,000 dozen in·
the corresponding period .c)f 1988. As a share of U.S. importers' shipments (on
the basis of ·those firms that .reported inventory .data), inventories .of sewn
cloth headwear decreased from*** percent in 1985 to 40.6 percent in 1987.
Inventories' share of shipments declined slightly froml2.8 percent.in
January-,March 1987 to 12.5 percent in the correspond:f,ng period of 1988.
'

'

At the conference, petitioner indicated that the U.S. industry initiated
costly new services such as fast turnaround on orders~ To negate the effects
of fast turnaround time, importers are maintaining large costly inventories of
Chinese h~adwear in the United States in order to fill orders quickly. y
Ability of foreign producers to generate exports and
availability of export markets other than the United States
Although the U.S. industry produces primarily for the domestic market,
China's .headwear industry is export-oriented and produces in volume prini.aril)jJ
foi: the U.S.· market. In 1985, the United States accounte.d for 9.3 percent. of .1 .
China's total export quantity of cut-and-sewn. hats and caps. '!:_I There are· ..
approximately 40 facilities in China that manufacture or produce sewn cloth
headwear .. Two large exporters, National China Arts and Crafts Import and
Export Corp., and China National Light Industrial Products Import and Export
Corp., buy sewn cloth headwear from factories in China and rese~l the headwear
for export. Ms. Gueifang Yao, from China National Light Industrial.. testi:(ied
at the conference that these two firms account for over.90 percent of the

!/ Transcript, pp. 21, 31-32, 48, 50, and 57; postconference brief, p. 38.
'!:_/ According to China's official statistics published on p. 1017 of the 1986

Almanac of China's Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, China's exports of
sewn hats and caps totaled 3.2 million dozen in 1985. ·.U.S. imports from Chi~a
in 1985 of the subject articles totaled approximately 2.9 million dozen
according to U.S. import statistics.
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total volume of exports of headwear to the United States . .!I According to
information presented at the conference by Ms. Yao and Ms. Honghui Chen of
China National Arts and Crafts, the United States accounts for roughly
one-half of China's cut-and-sewn headwear exports. China's other principal
export market~ are France, Italyi Canada, and Australia. !:J
Counsel for National China Arts and Crafts and China National Light
Industrial, provided some data for the * * * branches of China National Arts
and Crafts. The data provided for the*** branches are aggregated for two
factories, and for the ***branch the data are aggregated for seven
factories. In the aggregate, these firms currently produce * * * dozen
headwear items a year .
. Exports to the United States by the ***branches, increased from***
dozen in l,985 to*** dozen in 1987. Such exports increased from·*·** dozen
in January-March 1987 to.*** dozen in the corresponding period.of 1988.
Exports to the United States by the*** branch, increased from$*'** in
1985 to $* * * in 1987. Such exports increased from$*** in January-March
1987 to $* * * in the corresponding period of 1988.
·
Generally, Chinese firms produce to customer order and·do not maintain
inventories. Y Two of the branches reported no inventories of·sewn cloth
headwear. The * * * branch reported that ·its invent_ories of sewn cloth
headwear decreased from * * * dozen in 1985 to * * * dozen in 1986 and then
increased to*** dozen ln 1987. Such inventories increased from*** dozen
in January-March 1987 to*** dozen in January-March 1988.
Because the production of cloth headwear is highly labor intensive,
low-wage countries such as China have significant cost a·dvantages over the
United States and other high-wage countries. Labor costs in China are
estimated to average only 2 to 3 percent of U.S .. wages. As a result, and
despite higher productivity, the U.S.· industry is .not price competitive,
especially at the low-end vol1,une ma_rket, where China's export potential
remains significantly greater.
Although quotas limit the growth of China's exports of manmade-fiber

headwea~. China could expand its exports of headwear of cotton.and other

vegetable fibers. China is capable of producing.caps, visors, and hats of all
styl~s in both the low and high ends of·the market.
However, China competes
primarily in the low end, where it has forced many producers in Taiwan, Korea,
and Hong Kong to upgrade their product quality and diversify their products .

.!/ Transcript, pp. 146.-147.

'!:./ Ibid, pp. 180-182.
1/ Ibid, p. 170.
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship B~tween.
Imports of the Subject Merchandise·and the Alleged Injury
U.S imports

...

·

Respondents. testif.ied at the ·conference that although impor,ts ~.f.rom China
have increased, these imports have largely. filled a void in the:market left by
declining imports from Korea and Taiwan. In its postconferencebrief counsel
for respondents ·added that "to the degree that MFA quotas· migh.t' eve.ntua"ily
limit substitution from traditional suppliers such.as Taiwa~ and Korea, other
foreign suppliers would promptly fill the gap." · Therefdre·; :counsel contends,
if imports from.China were reduced, there would be a prompt substitution of
alternative foreign sources of supply at much the same price as the Chinese
price for headwear. '!:.} Petitioner contends that since China is the lowest
price seller of sewn cloth headwear, prices would have to rise well above
current levels before other foreign suppliers could effectively compete
against Chinese products. 'ii

.!/U.S. imports of headwear of vegetable fibers, manmade fibers, and visors,
are separately presented in app. E.
'!:.} Transcript, pp. 118, 121, and 127; postconference brief, pp .. 31-33.
11 Postconference brief; p. 26.
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Table 12
Sewn cloth headwear: U.S. imports for con$umption, by principal sources,
1985-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
Source

1985

1987

1986

January-March-1981.
1988

Quantity (1,000 dozen)
China .•...... ·.... : ..........
2,913
Taiwan: .....................
4,334
Korea ............ ·..........
3,194
987
Hong .Kong .................• ....
1,572
All other .... .' ..............
Total. .................. .12 999
I

6,207
4,743
3,461
566
l,322
16,298

3;552
5,248
3,498
793
1,572
14,663

1,610
1,100
870
214
311

4,171

2,057
907
825
ll9
263
4,170

Value (1,000 dollars) 1/
China ......................

Taiwan,......... ·.............
Korea ................ ·......

Hong Kong ..... ; .... ·.........
All other . .': • .'.. : ; ..........
Total . .'.; ....... ·.......

23,836
44,810
36,142
9,580
21,270
135,638

25,936
52,996
40,287
6,406
22,715
148,340

45,049
52,978
40,950
5,056
20,997
165,031
Unit value

China ....... ·...............
Taiwan ...•...... ·;·..... ;.~ ..

$8.18

Korea ......................

11.32
9. 71
13.53
10.43

Hong Kong ..................
All other ..................
··Average.: .... ~ .........

, . -!/' c. i

10~34

$7.30
10.10
11. 52
8.08
14.45
10.12

$7.26
11.17
11.83
8.94
15.88
10.13

10,906
11,367
9,146
1,744
5,666
38,829
~Eer

15,640
11,161
10,139
1,033
4,535
42r509

dozen)
$6. 77
10.33
10.51
8.13
15.05
9.31

$7.60
12.31
12.29
8.70
17.25
10.19

.. ~ • I d~ty paid.

Source!

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table 13
Sewn cloth headwear: U.S. imports for consumption from China, by months,
January 1987-March 1988
Period
1987:
January .............................. .
February ............................. .
March ................................ .
April ................................ .
May .............. , .... ; .............. .
June ...................... ···.········
July ................................. .
August ............................... .
September ............................ .
October .............................. .
November ............................. .
December ............................. .
1988:
January .............................. .
February ............................. .
.March ................................ .

Quantity
1,000 dozen

Value 1/
1,000 dollars

486
654
470
454
656
549
529
573
473
366
509
487

3,556
4,011
3,339
3,347
3,909
3,875
3,917
3,675
2,822
3,966
3,903

842
723
491

6,151
5,616
3,874

4, 728

!/ C.i.f., duty-paid basis.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

Table 14
Sewn cloth headwear: U.S. imports for consumption from China and all other
countries, by customs districts, 1987
(In thousands of dozens)
Customs district

China

All other
countries

Los Angeles, CA ................ .
New York City, NY .............. .
Philadelphia, PA ............... .
Laredo, TX ..................... .
Bos·ton, MA .•..•.............•...•
Miami, FL ...................... .
Seattle, WA .................... .
St. Louis, MO ................... .
Baltimore, MD .................. .
All other ...................... .
Total ................ ·...... .

1,862
884
656
484
443
342
267
232
189
848
6,207

2,923
1,840
142
89
574
•476
911
195
307
2,633
10,091

Source:

Total
4,785
2, 724

798
573
1,017
819
1,179
426
496
3,482
16,298

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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The Commission asked in its questionnaire for firms to report their
imports of sewn cloth headwear by fiber content and by type of headwear. A
summary of imports from China reported by U.S. importers is presented in the
following tabulation (in thousands of dozens):

Sewn cloth headwear of
vegetable fiber:
Hats .....................
Caps .....................
Visors ...................
Other headwear ...........
Total ................. ·.
Sewn cloth headwear of
mimmade fiber:
Hats .....................
Caps .....................
Visors ...................
Other headwear ...........
Total ..................

1985

1986

1987

***
***

***
***

***

***
***
184

***
***

***
214

***

***
***
***
254

***
***
***
***
385

***
***
658

***
***
***
502

*"!*

Januar:y:-March-1987
1988

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
177

***
112

74

144

U.S. market Eenetration
Based on appendix 28 to the petition and Exhibit C of petitioner's
postconference brief, U.S. market penetration (by quantity) from all sources
increased from 58.6 percent in 1985 to 70.4 percent in 1987. Imports from
China increased their share from 13.5 percent in 1985 to 27.1 percent in
1987. U.S. market share by imports from China (by value) increased from 9.1
percent in 1985 to 17.0 percent in 1987.
The following U.S. market penetration ratios in this section are
overstated because only 10 U.S. producers provided domestic shipment data. It
is, therefore, more appropriate for the Commission to look at trends rather
than absolute levels. !/ On the basis of responding U.S. producers'
shipments, U.S. market penetration by imports (by quantity) from all sources
increased from 81.5 percent in 1985 to 85.5 percent in 1987 (table 15). The
ratio declined from 86.5 percent during January-March 1987 to 85.5 percent in
the corresponding period of 1988. Imports from China increased their share
from 18.3 percent in 1985 to 32.6 percent in 1987. The market share of
imports from China continued to increase, rising from 33.4 percent in
January-March 1987 to 42.2 percent during the corresponding period of 1988.
U.S. market penetration by imports from China (by value) increased from
10.7 percent in 1985 to 17.8 percent in 1987. The market share of imports
from China continued to increase, rising from 18 .. 1 percent in January-March
1987 to 23.8 _percent in January-March 1988.

!/ The trends in market penetration by imports, in app. 28, were increasing
throughout 1985-87, as are the market penetration ratios shown in table 15.
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Table 15
Sewn cloth headwear: U.S. producers' domestic shipments, imports from China
and all other countries, and apparent consumption, 1985-87, January-March
1987, and January-March 1988
Item

1985

1987

1986

January-March-1987
1988

Quantity ·(l, 000 dozen)
U.S. producers' shipments ....
Imports from-China ......................
All other sources ..........
Total ....................
U.S. consumption .............

2,961

2,701

2, 772

651

708

2,913
10,086
12,999
15,960

3,552
11, 111
14,663
17,364

6,207
10,091
16,298
19,070

1,610
2,561
4,171
4,822

2,057
2, 113
4,170
4,878

Share of consumption quantity (percent)
U.S. producers' shipments ....
Imports from-China ......................
All other sources ..........
Total ....................

18.6

15.6

14.5

13.5

14.5

18.3
63.2
81. 5

20.5
64.0
84.5

32.6
52.9
85.5

33.4
53.1
86.5

42.2
43.3
85.5

Value (1,000 dollars)
U.S. producers' shipments .... 86,732
Imports from-China ...................... 23,836
All other sources .......... 111,802
Total .................... 135,638
U.S. consumption ............. 222,370

81,739

87,942

21,610

23,327

25,936
122,404
148,340
230,079

45,049
119,982
165, 031
252,973

10,906
27,923
38,829
60,439

15,640
26,869
42,509
65,836

Share of consumption value (percent)
U.S. producers' shipments ....
Imports from- China ......................
All other sources ..........
Total ....................

39.0

35.5

34.8

35.8

35.4

10.7
50.3
61.0

11. 3
53.2
64.5

17.8
47.4
65.2

18.1
46.2
64.3

23.8
40.8
64.6

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Source: U.S. producers' shipments compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission; imports, compiled
from official statistics of the U~S. Department of Commerce.
In terms of quantity, U.S. shipments
decreased from 18.6 percent of the market
U.S. producers' shipments increased their
January-March 1987 to 14.5 percent in the

of U.S.-produced sewn cloth headwear
in 1985 to 14.5 percent in 1987.
market share from 13.5 percent in
corresponding period of 1988.
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Prices
Market characteristics.--The prices of different sewn cloth headwear
products vary according to differences in the type and amount of cloth in the
different styles of headwear and the degree of decoration or embroidery.
Prices of caps can differ substantially based on the complexity of the
decoration/embroidery, including the number of stitches, the variety of
colors, the type of imprinting, and the volume ordered.
Questionnaire information is mixed regarding the relative quality of
U.S.-produced and imported Chinese sewn cloth headwear. Commenting on
quality, four of the nine responding U.S. producers and six of the eight
responding importers indicated that there was no difference in quality between
the subject domestic and imported headwear. Five U.S. producers and two
importers reported, however, that the U.S.-made sewn cloth headwear was better
in quality than the imported Chinese headwear. Several product features of
the domestic products we~e cited as superior, including better workmanship
(cutting, sewing, and decoration), higher quality materials, fuller cut caps,
and better blocking and packing.
Most U.S. producers reported selling their headwear from price lists,
whereas the majority of importers reported that they did not use price lists.
Those firms selling from price lists indicated that the list prices are
generally adhered to. Both U.S. producers and importers typically quote
prices f.o.b. their U.S. plants and/or warehouses and offer similar payment
terms; net 30 days or 2/10 net 30 days/end of month.
Questionnaire price data.--The Commission requested net U.S. f.o.b.
selling prices and quantities for two specific mesh baseball cap products from
U.S. producers and importers of the Chinese products. U.S. producers and
importers were requested to report the f.o.b. price data separately for sales
of these products to premium account end users and to distributors. 1/ The
price data were requested for each firm's largest sale, by quarters, during
January 1985-March 1988. In addition, the value of total sales during each
quarter was requested. The two products for which the price data were
requested are identified below. ~/
!/Premium account end users are firms like Budweiser Co., which typically
buy baseball caps to advertise their company and its products. These firms
often buy the caps already decorated or embroidered, but they buy some
plain caps and contract with a third firm for the desired
decoration/embroidery. Distributors purchase both decorated and plain
caps. Some distributors decorate or embroider the plain caps themselves
and others contract with another firm for this work.
~/Economic Consulting Services, Inc. (ECS), economic consultant for the
petitioner, The Headwear Institute of America, identified these two
products as representative of a significant amount of competition between
the domestic and imported Chinese sewn cloth headwear subject to this
investigation. ECS indicated that both product categories were
sufficiently narrow to obtain meaningful price data to calculate price
trends and to make price level comparisons between the domestic and
imported products. In addition, ECS felt it was useful to collect pricing
data by the two types of purchaser categories, as end-user prices allegedly
differed from distributor prices.
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PRODUCT 1: .MESH BASEBAL.L CAPS- -Mesh baseball caps (all or part of
·the crown constructed q:f .knit mesh. fabric), of manmade or
vegetable fiber's' 'pl.a in (~o. d~coration or embroidery)' with or
' ....
without braids. · ·. ·
· ' ·' · ··
·
ii/,
PRODUCT 2: . MESH BASEBALL CAPS~-Mesh baseball caps (all or part of
the crown :constructed· 'of ·kn'it mesh fabric),. of manmade or
veg.etable f-ibers, dec6rS:t~ci or embroidered,. with or without braids.
Three U.S. producers of sewn cloth headwear· and ~our U.S. importers of
the subject foreign products reported the requested price data, but not
necessarily for every. product or period~ 1/ Because the reported
questionnaire price data were limited, any price trends or price comparisons
based on these data sJlo'1ld be used cautiously. The rep.orted sales quantities
for the two specified headwear products accounted for * * * per.c.ent of. total
reported U..s. shipments.. (based on questionnaire responi;es) of the subject '
domestic headwear sold during January. 1985-March 1988, arid * * *-.:percent of
total U.S. imports (b.ased on official statistics of the Department of ·
Commerce) o~ these products from China during this period.
Price trends.·_ -Price trends for the domestic and subject imported
sewn cloth he~dwear are based on indexes of the reported quarterly
weighted-average net f.o.b. selling prices to premiuni account end users and to
distributors during January 1985-March 1988. The net selling prices.were
based on totat sales values and volumes of the.specified products to each type
of purchaser. Indexes of these prices are shown· in table. 16 for U; S. -produced ·
caps and· table 17 · for importe~ Chinese caps.
·
·
.

'l,

Based on indexe~ of. the weighted-average ~et., U. ~. f. o ;,b. priCes of U.S.
producers, quarterly selling prices of the.specified domestic caps sold to
premium account.end users and .. tq distributors fluctuated, .showing mixed trends
during Jariuary· 1985..:March 1988 (table 16). 2/ .·Selling prices of domestic ;cap
product 1 (plain) to end users fluctU:ated b~t ended about * * * percent below
their initial-period value during January 1985-March 1988. But prices of
The three responding U.S. producers accounted for approximately * * *
percent of the total reported volume of U.S. producers'. dc:>mestic shipments of
sewn cloth headwear in 1987. This share is overstated because the total
volume.of domestic shipments is based on questionnaire responses from a
limited number of U.S. producers.· During the same period, the four responding
U.S. importers accounted for about ***percent of the total volume of U.S:
imports of the subject headwear from China. The total·vol\1me of imports is
based on official statistics of_the U.S. Department of Commerce.
·
'!:./Based on producer price indexes (PP!) reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor.
Statistics, U.S. producers' quarterly selling prices of.cloth hats and caps
rose by 1. 5 percent during July 1985-December 1987 (the earliest and latest
periods for which !;}ata were available). In comparison, the quarterly PP! for.
all apparel rose by 3.7 percent during this period . . The BLS price data may
include some list ·prices arid therefore may not accurately reflect changes in
actual transaction prices.

!/
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Table 16
Sewn cloth headwear: Inde·xes of weighted-average net U.S. f.o.b.
selling· prices ·of sewn cloth headwear produced in the United States,
by types of customer, by· specified products, and by qu~rters, January.
1985-March 1988 !/
Period
1985:
Jan. -Mar ......
Apr. -June .....
Jtily-Sept .....
Oct. -Dec ......
1986:
Jan~ '-Mar.; ....
Apr. -June .....
July-Sept .....
Oct.-Dec; .....
1987 :·
Jan. -Mar .•....
Apr. -June .....
July-Sept ... :.
Oct. -Dec ......
1988:
Jan. -Mar ......

Sales to Eremiwn accounts
Product l
Product 2

Sales to distributors
Product l Product 2

***
***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***

***
***.

***
***
***

***
***
***
.***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***.

***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
***

!/

The price indexes were b'ased ~ti total sales of these products to
premium account end users and ,~o 4istributors.
Note- -January-M8rch 1985•100, ~;Less otherwise speci.fied.
Source: Compiled from data su~~i~ted in response to questionnaires of
the U.S. International Trade C.Q.~ission.
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Table 17
Sewn cloth headwear: Indexes of weighted-average net U'.S. _f.o~b.
selling prices of sewn cloth headw_ear imported from China, ·by tyPe
of customer, by specified products, and by quarters, Jan~ary
1985-March 1988 !i .
·
·Period
.1985:
Jan. -Mar ......
Apr. -June .....
July-Sept .....
oct.-Dec ..... :
1986:
Jan. -Mar .......
Apr. -June .....
· · July-Sept ... · ..
Oct. -Dec ......
1987:
Jan.·-Mar ......
Apr. -June
.....
.
.
· July-Sept .....
Oct. -Dec ......
1988:
Jan. -Mar .......

Sales to Eremium accounts
Product 1
Product 2

Sales to.distributors
Product l Product ·2

y

·y

'!:./

y

y
y

·***
***
***

!:.I
!:.I

***

y

y

y
y

y

r •.

:

***
***

***
***

y
y
y
y

***
. ***.·.
***

y

***

.......
***
***

·***

...

***
***
***
***
***
***
·***
***

*"'*
***

.***
***
***
***·

***

'***

*** ..

y The price indexes were based on_ total sales of 'these products .to
premium account end users and to distributors.

y No price data were reported.

Note--January-March 1985=100, unless otherwise specified.
Sourc_e: Compiled from. data submitted in· response to questionnaires of.
the U.S. International Trade Commission .

.

..
: .
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domestic cap product 2 (decorated) sold to end users rose by about * * *
percent during this period.· Prices· of product ·1 sold to distributors 'rose by
* * * percent during. January 1985-March 1988, and prices of product 2 sold to
distributors fell·by ***percent.
Based on indexes of the weighted-average net U.S. f.o.b. prices of the
imported Ghi:n~se, ..produc.ts, quarterly selling prices of the imported caps
showed ·mi,xed...,tiends 'during the periods reported (table 17). Selling prices of
the imported Chinese product 2 (decorated) sold to end users fell by * * *
percent during the partial period reported, January 1986-March 1988. !/ In
comparison, prices of the domestic product fell by about * * * percent during
this latter period. Selling prices of the imported Chinese product l (plain)
sold to distributors fluctuated widely, but rose by * * * percent during the
period reported, April 1985-March 1988. In comparison, prices of the domestic.
product 1 sold to distributors rose by * * * percent during this latter
period. Prices of the imported product 2 sold to distributors rose by * * *
percent during January ·1985-March 1988. As noted above, prices of domestic
product 2 sold to distributors fell by about * * * percent during this period.
Price comparisons.--Price comparisons between the U.S.-produced and
imported Chinese caps are based on the quarterly weighted-average net f.o.b.
selling prices of product 1 (plain) sold to distributors during April
1985-March 1988. The net selling prices were based on total reported sales of
product 1 to.distributors. 'l:_/ Comparisons of f.o.b. prices may be.appropriate .
. in this investigation, as U.S. producers and importers generally reported in
their questionnaire responses that U.S. freight costs' were not significant in
competition between the domestic and imported sewn cloth headwear. Table 18
shows the weighted.:.average seliing-prices'of the domestie and imported product
1 sold to distributors and any. price differences between the domestic: and
foreign product .
·
·
Based on questionnaire responses of U.S. producers and importers, the
reported net U.S. f.o.b. selling price data resulted in 12 quarterly price
comp11rison~,_. between ·the domestic and imported cap product ·l sold to
distributors during April 1985-March 1988 (table 18). All 12price
comparisons showed that the imported product was priced less than the domestic
product. Prices of the imported product 1 ranged from * * * to * * * percent
below prices of the U.S. product during these quarters. These price
comparisons should be viewed with caution. The very limited price data are
based on prices reported by a single U.S. producer and three importers and,
therefore, may not be representative of market prices in general·. 11 In
addition, the much larger sales quantities reported by the U.S.· importers
compared with the responding U.S. producer, shown in table 18, may result in a
downward bias to prices of the imported product vis-a-vis reported prices of
the domestic product. Petitioners testified at the conference that they have
lost large volume sales to the imported Chinese caps, and are increasingly
!/U.S. importers did not report any price data for product 1 (plain) sold to
premium account end users.
'l:..I Price comparisons between the U.S.-produced and imported Chinese product 2
were not possible because of differences in the decoration/embroidery between
suppliers.

11

***
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Table 18
Sewn cloth headwear: Net U.S. f .o.b. selling prices and quantities of PRODUCT 1
produced in the United States and imported from China and sold to
distributors, and margins of under/(over) selling, .!/ by quarters, January
1985-March 1988 ~/

Period
1985:
Jan. -Mar. . . . . .
Apr . - June . . . . .
July-Sept.....
Oct.-Dec......
1986:
Jan.-Mar.... ..
Apr. - June . . . . .
July-Sept.....
Oct.-Dec......
1987:
Jan.-Mar......
Apr. -June.....
July-Sept.....
Oct.-Dec......
1988:
Jan.-Mar......

United States
Price
Quantity
Per doz. Dozens

$***
***
***

***

China
Price
Per doz.

11

Quantity
Dozens

11

Margins of
under/(over)
selling
Per doz. Percent

!±I

!±I
***
***
***

$***
***
***

***
***
***

$***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***

***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

!/ Price differences between the U.S. and imported Chinese products were
calculated as ratios to the U.S. producers' prices.
The selling prices are weighted-average prices based on total sales of product
1 sold to distributors.
1J No pri~e data were reported.
!±./Not applicable.
~

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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supplying small-volume orders . .!/ Sta~f conversations with purchasers
identified in lost sales allegations also indicate that purchasers look to
domestic producers to fill small-volume orders, especially those that require
quick delivery. See the lost sales section of this report for a discussion of
these conversations.
Transportation factors
U.S. producers and importers reported in their questionnaire responses
that domestic and imported Chinese sewn cloth headwear are generally shipped
by truck to their U.S. customers. Based on limited questionnaire responses of
four U.S. producers and three importers, U.S. freight costs ranged from 1 to
10 percent of the U.S. f.o.b. selling prices. But these producers and
importers also indicated that the transportation costs did not significantly
affect price competition between the U.S.-produced and subject imported
headwear. 'l:J Questionnaire responses of seven U.S. producers and eight
importers suggest that, in comparison.with the U.S. importers, U.S. producers
sell a higher proportion of their headwear products to customers located more
than 100 miles from the supplying firms' U.S. selling locations.
Although freight costs of 10 percent should affect sales, this may not
always be the case where the higher freight costs reflect only a small
proportion of sales. Average U.S. freight costs may be at the low end of the
reported range, but are not reflected in the responses of so few firms. In
addition, freight costs at the upper end of the range may reflect higher cost
transport modes for quick delivery of small-volume orders. Such purchases are
likely to be insensitive to freight costs and more dependent on availability
of the products ordered.
· ·
Exchange rates
Market values of the Chinese yuan are not readily known. The Chinese
pegs the yuan to the value of the U.S. dollar and limits
convertibility of the yuan with other currencies.

~overnment

Lost sales
Two U.S. producers of the subject sewn cloth headwear reported·specific
lost sales allegations related to imports from China and involving four
purchasers. ~ The Commission staff telephone conversations with the four
purchasers are discussed below .

.!/ Transcript, p. 14.
'l:J In addition, ·three U.S. producers and five importers who were not able to
report transportation costs reported that U.S. transportation costs did not
affect their U.S. sales of sewn cloth headwear vis-a-vis other suppliers of
these products to the U.S. market. On the other hand, one U.S. producer and
two importers reported that U.S. transportation costs affected their
competitiveness in the U.S. market.
~ * * * reported the lost sales allegations.
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* * * named * * * in a lost sales allegation involving cloth mesh
baseball caps imported from China. * * * asserts that in * * * it quoted a
price of $***per dozen to * * * for an order of * * * dozen caps, but lost
the sale to Chinese caps selling at $* * * per dozen. * * *, buyer of .caps
~nd other promotional items for * * *, stated that the order was for about
* * * dozen caps and** *'s price was about $***per dozen. * * *
indicated that his firm purchased the Chinese caps instead of domestic caps
because of the lower price of the imported product and because of poor service
from * * *. * * * complained that * * * would not r'eturn telephone calls, was
late in deliveries, promised small-volume delivery and then would refuse when
***placed an order, would not provide quick delivery service, and would
bill*** for caps at prices higher than thos~ originally agreed upon. * *·*
explained that for giveaway promotional programs he imports caps directly from
China in order sizes of * * * caps or more, but for other promotional
purchases buys mostly domestic caps in smaller order sizes. !/ He noted that
it was not feasible to import small-volume requirements. * * * felt that if
buyers were careful in purchasing Chinese caps, they could get imported caps
that were similar in quality to caps made in the United States. During
1985-87, U.S. caps that were imprinted averaged about$*** per cap compared
with about $* * * for the imported Chinese caps, according to * * *·

* * * named * * * £! in a lost sales allegation involving polyester mesh
baseball caps imported from China. * * * alleged that in * * * it quoted a
price of $***per dozen to*** for an order of * * * dozen caps, but lost
the sale to Chinese caps selling at $***per dozen. * * *, buyer of caps
and other promotional items for the firm, could not recall any such purchase
and stated that he has never placed an order for that many caps. * * * felt
the U.S. caps were a little better in quality than the imported Chinese caps,
citing the better sizing of the domestic caps. l/ He indicated that during
1985-87 domestic plain mesh baseball caps were priced higher than imported
Chinese caps. According to***, in 1987 the domestic caps averaged about
$***per dozen compared with $***for the imported caps. ***also
commented that the domestic caps would be purchased at $* * * per dozen if
lower priced caps were not available, because the plain caps would still be
priced less than***• which cost him about $* * *·
l/ * * * stated that for large giveaway promotions, he would not spend much
more than $* * * for an imprinted cap, but would spend $* * * for an imprinted
cap on promotions where the caps would be sold. * * * commented that domestic
producers were not interested in selling imprinted caps for $* * * per cap,
and, therefore, felt that such imported caps did not compete with U.S.-made
caps. He indicated that if $* * * caps were not available for giveaway
promotions, he would buy other advertising products like pens, pencils, etc.
~/ * * * purchases headwear * * * without any decoration and sells these
products to firms specializing in imprinting * * *· These latter firms
imprint, embroider, or otherwise decorate the blank headwear * * * before
selling the finished products ..
'}_/ * * * stated that, despite the higher price, he buys about * * * percent of
his caps from U.S. producers. He explained that some customers prefer
domestic caps, because they are using the caps to promote products identified
as "made in the United States." * * * cited*** as examples of firms
preferring the domestic caps.
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* '" * named "/( * "/( in a lost sales allegation involving polyester caps
with emblems imported from China. * * * reported that in * * * it quoted a
price of $* * * per dozen caps to*** for an order of * * * dozen caps, but
lost the sale -to Chinese caps selling at $***per dozen. * * *, buyer of
caps and other promotional items for * * *, could not recall the purchase
cited, but felt the reported price difference was exaggerated. * * * felt
that U.S.-made caps were of a higher quality than the imported Chinese caps,
citing better colors and embroidery of the domestic caps. According to***,
during 1985-87 imprinted caps produced in the United States averaged about 10
percent higher in price than imprinted caps imported from China. * * * buys
mostly * * * for resale in his retail stores, and, despite the higher price,
plans to buy only U.S.-made caps for its***
***reported buying
imprinted caps at prices ranging from $* * * to $* * * per cap and retailing
them for $* * * per cap.
* * * named * * * in a lost sales allegation involving plain polyester
caps imported from China. * * * reported that in * * * it quoted a price of
$***per dozen caps to * * * for*** dozen caps, but lost the sale to
Chinese caps selling at $* * * per dozen. The senior buyer of caps for * * *
* * *, was the firm's cap buyer in * * *, but he could not recall domestic
producers quoting prices of caps to * * *· * * * commented that, since 1982,
his firm has purchased only imported caps, including those from China, and
because of the higher price of domestic caps, has not considered domestic
producers as a source of caps. ***also indicated that*** began buying
the plain mesh cap from China in * * *· According to * * *, another buyer for
the firm, in 1987 the delivered price of the imported plain mesh baseball cap
from China was $* * * per cap compared with $* * * per cap for the
U.S.-produced cap. ***felt that the imported Chinese and domestic
caps were similar in quality.
Price suppression/depression
One U.S. producer of the subject sewn cloth headwear, * * *, reported
specific allegations of price suppression/depression related to imports of
these products from China. The volume of sales cited in these allegations
which involved 11 purchasers, varied considerably. The Commission staff
investigated the larger volume sales; telephone conversations with the
purchasers contacted are discussed below.
* * * identified * * * in a lost revenue allegation involving polyester
mesh baseball caps. On a reported sale of*** caps to***, * * *
allegedly reduced its price from $* * * per dozen to $* * * per dozen because
of competition from lower priced caps from China. * * *, purchaser for the
firm, could not recall the precise figures on a * * * purchase, but felt that
the numbers sounded reasonable. He indicated buying the imported Chinese caps
instead of the domestic caps because of the lower price of the imported caps.
* * * felt the quality of the imported caps was somewhat inferior to the
domestic caps, citing poorer sizing of the imported caps.
* * * was cited in a lost revenue allegation involving polyester caps
with emblems. On a reported sale of*** caps to*** in***, * * *
allegedly reduced its price from $* * * per dozen to $* * * per dozen because
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of competition from lower priced caps from China.
recall. the purchase.

*

*

*

of the firm could not

* * * reportedly purchased * * * dozen polyester mesh caps with emblems
from * * *· * * * allegedly reduced its price from $* * * per dozen to $* * *
per dozen because of competition from lower priced caps from China. * * *·
purchaser for * * *, could not recall purchasing these caps from* * *· He
indicated that * * * buys baseball caps to complement its * * *· * * * stated
that * * * his firm stopped buying baseball caps from China because of poor
quality, citing printing difficulties with the imported caps and poor color
matching of the cap panels. * * * also indicated that with the imported
Chinese caps it is difficult to return damaged caps; whereas U.S. producers
will quickly replace any damaged caps. ***noted that the Chinese caps are
packed tighter and are cheaper to ship than the domestic caps, but often have
a poorer appearance because of the packing. * * * stated that the domestic
and imported Chinese caps each have their place in the U.S. market. According
to him, the higher quality domestic caps are used as promotional items by
firms who have strong union ties or are trying to promote a "made-~n-America"
product image. The domestic caps are also purchased by firms retailing caps
principally as a headwear item rather than as a promotional item. * * * felt
the Chinese baseball caps are used primarily as a vehicle for advertising by
firms sensitive only to price, not quality, and substitute readily with other
promotional items like headbands, ·bandannas, mugs, key rings., pens, etc. ,
depending on the relative prices of these products.
* * * reportedly purchased * * * dozen polyester mesh caps with emblems
from * * *. * *
allegedly reduced its price. from $* * * per dozen to. $* * *
per dozen because of competition from lower priced caps from China. * * *
could not recall purchasing these caps from*** and noted that his·firm
typically buys quantities of*** dozen. ***felt the U.S.-produced caps
were better in quality than the imported Chinese caps, citing better sizing
and sewing of the domestic caps. According to * * *~ during 1985-87 the
Chinese caps were priced about ***percent less than domestic caps. He
indicated that his firm does not consider domestic and imported Chinese caps
comparable.

*

**:*reportedly purchased*** dozen polyester mesh caps with emblems
from * * *· * * * allegedly reduced its price from $* * * per dozen to $* * *
per dozen because of competition from lower priced caps from China. * * * of
the purchasing firm was unwilling to discuss the figures because of
confidentiality concerns, but commented that this purchase involved competing
* ·* *· Imported caps from China were not considered by his firm because of
inferior quality. * * * noted that during 1985-87 the imported Chinese caps
were generally priced about * * * percent less than domestic caps.
* * * reportedly purchased * * * dozen polyester mesh caps with emblems
from * * *· * * * allegedly reduced its price from $* * * per dozen to $* * *
per dozen because of competition from lower priced caps from China. * * *
could not recall the transaction but commented that imported caps from China
.would not be a consideration at the price levels mentioned. ***noted that
he buys caps with embroidered emblems from * * * because * * *
* * * also
purchased * * * baseball caps from* * *, when * * *· * * * indicated that he
imports **.*caps from China. According to*** is available from U.S.
producers.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMMISSION
[Investigation No. 721-TA-405
(Preliminary)]

Sewn Cloth Headwear From the
People's Republic of China

International Trade
Commission.
ACTION: Institution of a preliminary
antidumping investigation and
scheduling of a conference to be held in
connection with the investigation.

AGENCY:

J

Notices

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Backgiound . .

.

.1:

..,.·

..

. This investigati;n is being insti(uted
in response to a peiition fil.ed on May 26.
1988, by ~ounsel on behalf of the
Head wear Institute of·America. Ne\AJ
York! . New York.
Participati1;m in the Investigation.

I'ersons wishlng.to participate.in this
·investigation as parties must file an .
entry of appearance with the. Secretary
to the Commissicn, as provided i'Q
§ 201.11 of the Commissions rules (19
SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives
CFR' 2oi.11). notlater than seven (7)
notice of the institution of preliminary
tj.ays after publication of ~is notice in ..
antidurnping investigation No. 731-TAthe Federal Register. Any l!nt:y of
..
405 (Preliminary) under section 733(a) of appearance fired aft~r this date will be ..
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673(a))
referred to the Chairman. \vho will ..
to determine whether there is a
determine ~vhether accept the late ..
reasonable indication that an industry in entry-for good cause,shov:n by the
~he United States is materially injured,
pe·rson desiring. to file the entry.
or is threatened With material injury, or
Service List .
the establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by
.· Putsuant to·§ Zol.ll(<;i) of°the
reason of imports from the People's
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.ll(d)J,
Republic of China of sewn cloth
the Secretary will prepare.a ser:vfce. list
headwear 1 and visors provided for in
contair.ing the names an~ ad~esses of
items 702.06, 702.08, 702.12. 70Z.14. ·
. all personi;, or their representatives.
702.20. 702.32, 703.05, 703.10, 703.16 and
who are parti~s to this investigation
part 6F of Schedule 3 of the Tariff
·upon the expiration of the period for
· Schedules of the United States, that are
filing entries of appearancc:·Iri · . ·
alleged to be sold in the United States at accordance.with§ 201.16(c) and Z07.3 of
less than fair value. As provided in
the rules (19 CFR 201:16(c) cµid 207.3), section 733(a), the Co.mmission must
. each document.filed by a par~y to the .
. complete preliminary antidumping .
mvestigation must be served on all other
investigations in 45 days, or in this case ·parties to the investigation (as identified.
.
by July 11. 1968..
by the service list}. and a certificate of
· .. For further information concerning the service must accompany the document.
conduct of this investigation and ru\es of ·The Secretary will not accept a
general application. consult the
document for filing without a certificate
Commission's 'Rules of Practice and
·
of service.
Procedure. Part 207. Subparts A and B
(19 CFR Part 207), and Part 201. Subparts Conference
A through E (19 CFR Part 201 }.
The Director of Operations of the .
EFFECTIVE DATE.· May ·2e. ').988.
Commission has scheduled a conference
in connection with this investigation for
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
9:30 a.m. on June 18. 1988, at the U.S.
Valerie Newkirk (202-252-1190), Office
International Trade Commission
of ln\'estigations. U.S. International
Building. 500 E Street SW., Washington,
Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW.,
DC. Parties wishing to participate in the
Washington, DC 20436. Hearingconference should contact Valerie
impaired individuals are advised that
Newkirk (Zo.2-252-1190) not later than
information on this matter can be
June 13, 1988. to arrange for their
obtained by contacting the
Commission's 1DD terminal on 202-252- appearance. Parties in support of the
1810. Persons with mobility impairments imposition of antidumping duties in this
. investigation and parties in opposition.
who will need special assistance in
to the imposition of such duties will
gaining access to the Commission
each be collectively allocated one hour
should contact the Office of the
within which to make an oral
Secretary at-202-252-1000,
. presentation at the conference.
•for purposes of this investigation. sewn cloth
Written submissions

to

• ·•

hzedweer reft:l'S to heta. ceps. visors. end other .
headweer. whether or not ornamented. eech
comprising cut-and-sewn woven or ~nit fabric of
vegetable fibe?'ll (includin3 cotton. flax. end remie),
of man-made fibers. or of blends thereof. provided·
for in the cited provisions of the tariff sd:edules.

•

•.

;

•

I

•

·.

.Any person may submit to the
Commission on· or before June 20, 1988, a
written slatcment of information
pertinent to the subject of the

Federal Register
investisation. as provided in§ 207.15 of
the Commission's rules (19 CFR 207.15).
A sigr.ed original and fourteen (14)
copies of each s1.,;bmission must be filed
with the Secretary to the Commission in
accordar:ce with :;ec~ion 201.8 of the
rules (19 CFR 201.8). All written
subrnissicns except for confidential
business data will be available for
public inspection durir:g regular
business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in
the Office of the Secretary to the
Commission.·
Any business information for which
confidential tre&tment is de!:ired must
be submitted separately. The envelope
and all pages of such submissions must
be Clearly labeled "Confidential ·
Business Information." Confidential
::.·Jbmissions and requests for
confidential treatment must conform
with the requirements of§ 201.6 of the
Commission's rules (~9 CFR 201.6).
· · Authority: This investigation is being
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930. title VU. This notice is published
pursuant to § Z07.12 of the Commission's
rules (19 CFR Z07.1Z). ·
By order of tbe Commission.
Kenneth R. Mason:

Secretary.
Issued: May 31. 1988.
(FR Doc. 88-12444 Filed 6-2-aB; 8:4S am]
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an amendment which clarified the scoi
of the petition by the addition ofTSUS
items and the exclusion of parts of the
subject headwear. In compliance with
the filing requirements of 19 CFR 353.3
petitioner alleges that imports of certa
headwear from the PRC are being, or <
likely to be. sold in the United States •
less than fair value within the meaninJ
of section 731 of the Tariff Act of 1930;
as amended (the Act), and that these
imports materially injure, or threaten
material injury to, a U.S. industry;
United States Price and Foreign Marki
Value.
United States price was based on
purchase price methodology usirig
invoice prices for sales to U.S.
,·
importers. Petitioner made no
adjustments to these invoice .prices.
(A-570:.801) ·
Alleging that the PRC is a stateInitiation of Antldumping Duty
controlled-economy ·country, petitione
· estimate of foreign market value was
l!"lvestlgation; Certain Headwear from
· based on prices for corresponding
the People's Republic of China
headwear in the Philippines, a non· AGENCV: Import Administration.
state-controlled-economy country
Intematio1ial Trade Administration, ·
(surrogate country), in accordance wil
Commerce.
the provisions of 19 CFR 353.36(a)(8) .
.. ACTION: Notice.
The Department has considered the
Philippines as an appropriate surrogal
· · SU'9'MARV: On the basis of a petition
country in the past for the PRC.
filed in proper fonn with the U.S..
Petitioner alleges that there is no
Department of Commerce, we are
significant
Philippine domestic marke
initiating an antidumping duty
for the subject merchandise; therefore
investigation to determine whether
used Philippine export prices of the
imports of certain headwear from the
subject headwear to the United State1
People's Republic of China (PRC) are
These prices are taken from a
being, or are likely to be, sold in the
·United States at less than fair value: We purchaser's invoice and the average u
value of U.S. imports from the
are notifying the U.S. International
Philippines.
Petitioner also calculatecl
Trade Commission (ITC) of this action
the foreign market value using the ·
so that it may determine whether
.
headwear prices of other countries
imports of this product materially injure.
which export to the United States.
or threaten material injury to, a U.S.
except the PRC. Petitioner adjusted,
industry. If this investigation proceeds
where appropriate, for packing costs,
normally, the ITC will make its
embroidery
costs, and direct and ind1
preliminary determination on or before
selling
expenses.
.
July 11. 1988. If that determination is
Based upon a comparison of Uni tee
affirmativ,e, we will make a-preliminary
States price and foreign market value
determination on or before November z.
petitioner alleges dumping margins ol
.1988.
.
between 25.1 percent and 6Z.7 percen
EFFECTIVE .DATE: June 21. 1988.
.. Petitioner also alleges that "critical
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
circumstances" exist with respect to
. Rfck Herring. Office of Investigations,
· imports of certain hesdwear from the
Import Administration. International
· People's Republic of China.
· Trade Administration, U.S. Department
Initiation of Investigation
· of Commerce, 14th Street and
Constitution Avenue NW .• Washington.
Under section 73Z(c) of the Act. we
· DC 20230; telephone (202) 377--0187.
must determine, within 20 days after
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
petition is filed, whether it sets forth
allegations necessary for the initiatia
The Petition
of an antidumping duty investigation
and whether it contains information
·· On May 26, 1988,·we received a
reasonably available to the petitione
petition in proper form filed by the
supporting the allegations.
·
Headwear Institute of America on
We examined the petition on certa
behalf of the domestic headwear
industry. On June 1, 1988, we receivedheadwear from the PRC ~nd found tt

Federal Register
it meets the requirements of section
i32(b) of the Act. Therefore, in
accordance with section 732 of the Act,
we are initiating an entidumping duty
investigation to determine whether
imports of certain headwear from the
PRC are being, or ere likely to be, sold in
the United States at less than fair value.
We will also make a determination as to
whether critical circumstances exist
with respect to the subject merchandise.
In the course of our investigation, we
will determine whether the economy of
the PRC is state-controlled to an extent
that sales of such or similar
merchandise in the home market or to
third countries do not permit
determination of foreign market value. If
the PRC is determined to be a statecontrolled economy, we will then choose
a non-state-controlled economy
surrogate country for purposes of
determining foreign market value. If our ·
investigation proceeds normally, we ·will
make our preliminary determination by
November 2. 1988.
Scope of Investigation
The United States has developed a
system of tariff classification based on
the international harmonized system of
Customs nomenclature. Congress is
considering legislation to convert the
United States to this Harmonized
System (HS). In view of this, we will be
providing both the appropriate Tariff

Schedules of the United States .
Annotated (TSUSA) item numbers and
the appropriate HS item numbers with
our product descriptions on a test basis,
pending Congressional approval. As
with the TSUSA. the HS item numbers
are provided for convenience and
Customs purposes. The written
description remains dispositive.
We are requesting petitioners to
include the apprnpriate HS item
number(s) as well as the TSUSA item
number(s) in all new petitions filed with
'the Department. A reference copy of the.
proposed HS schedule is available for
consultation at the Central Records
. Unit, Room B--099, U.S. Department of
.Commerce. 14th Street end Constitution
Avenue NW., Washington. DC 20230.
Additionally. all Customs officers have
reference copies and petitioners may
contact the Import Specialist at their
local Customs office to consult the
schedule.
The products covered by this
im·estigation are certain headwear from
the PRC currently pro·;ided for under
TSUSA item numbers 702.0600, 702.0800.
70'.!.1200. 702.1400. 702.2000, 702.3200,
703.0510. 703.0520. 703.0530. 703.0540,
703.0530. 703.0560. 703.1000. 703.1610,
703.1620, 703.1630, 703.l<HO. 703.1650,
3!H.0438, 384.0954, 384.Z.:11. 384.2608.
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384.2707, 384.2723, 384.2741. 384.2752,
384.2784. 384.Zi96, 384.3436. 384.5216,
384.5365. 384.5427. 384.5485, 384.5533.
384.5685. 384.5698. 384.8676. 384.9443 and
currently classifiable under HS item
numbers 6505.90.15, 6505.90.ZO.
6505.90.25. 6505.90.90, 6502.00.20,
6502.00.90. 6504.00.90, 6505.90.50,
6505.90.70, 6505.90.60. 6505.90.80,
6114.20.00. 6211.42.00, 6114.30.30,
6211.43.00. 6114.30.20. 6104.49.00,
6204.51.00. 6204.23.00. 6204.29.40,
6211.32.00, 6110.90.00. 6204.12.00,
.
6211.49.00.
The subject headwear includes caps,
hats. and visors made from knitted or
woven cloth of vegetable fibers
including cotton, flax. and ramie, of
man-made fibers, and/or of blends
thereof. and which is cut and sewn. The
subject headwear may be adorned with
braid, embroidery. or other applied,
printed or sewn decoration or may be
plain. This investigation does not
include headwear of straw. felt or wool.
Notification of ITC
Section 732(d) of the Act requires us
to notify the ITC of this action and to
provide it with the infonnation we used
·to arrive at this determination~ We will
notify the ITC and make available to it
ell nonprivileged and nonproprietary
information. We will allow the ITC ·
access to all privileged and business
proprietary infonnation in our (Hes,
provided it confinns in writing that it
will not disclose such infonnation either
· publicly or under administrative
protective order without wtjtten consent
of the Acting Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration.
Preliminary Determination by ITC
The ITC will determine by July 11,
1988 whether there is a reasonable
indication that imports of certain
head wear from the PRC materially
injure, or threaten material injury to, e
U.S. industry. If ils determination is
negative. the investigation will
terminate; otherwise, it will proceed
according to the statutory and
regulatory procedures.
This notice is published pursuant to
section 732(c)(2) of the Act.
funP. 15. 1938.
Joseph A. Spetrini,

Acting Assistant Secretary for lniport
Administration.
[FR D:ic. 88-139-18 Filed 6-Z0-88: 8:~5 am)
BILL.ING CODE 3510-DS-M
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APPENDIX B
CALENDAR OF THE CONFERENCE

A-55 ·
CALENDAR OF

TH~

CONFERENCE

Itive'stigation 731-TA-.405 (Preliminary) ·
SEWN CLOTH HEADlrlEAR FROM THE PEOPI$'S REPUBLIC.OF CHINA
Those persons listed below appeared at the United.States International
Trade. Commission's conference held in connection with .the ·subject
investigation on June 16, 1988, in the Hearing Room of the U.S. International
Trade Commission, 500 ESt., SW, Washington, DC.
In support of the imposition: of antidumping·duties
Taft, S.tettinius & Hollister-:- -Counsel
Washington, DC .
on behalf of-The Headwear Institute of America
Norman Rubenstein, President
. Par.amount Mat1ufacturing Co. ·
Quentin Hatfield, Vice President,
Marketing, K-Products, Inc.
Economic Consulting Services Inc.
Mark Love, Vice President
Kenneth R. Button, Ph.D.,
Senior Economist
Randolph J .. Stayin) - .;.OF COUNSEL
Marceia B. Stras )--OF COUNSEL
In. opposition to. the imposition of antidtimping duties.
Arnold & Porter--Counsel
Washington, DC
.on behalf. of-China National Arts & Crafts Import & Export Corporation
Ms. Huongwei Chen
China National Light Industrial Products
Ms. Gueifang Yao
Gary Bromberg, Midway Industries
Robert E, Herzstein)--OF CbUNSEL
Alan 0. Sykes
)--OF COUNSEL
Darina C. McKelvie )--OF COUNSEL

~mport

4nd Export Corporation
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APPENDIX C
MEMBERS OF THE HEADWEAR INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
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Allen D. Everitt Knitting Company
234 West Florida Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
American Hat Company
908 Live Oak Drive
Houston, Texas 77001
Annex Manufacturing Corp.
234 Sixteenth Street
Jersey City, New Jersey 07302
Apex Mills Corp.
8 Freer Street
Lynbrook, New York 11563
Arlington Hat Company, Inc.
47-00 34th Street
Long Island City, New York 11101
Bailey Hat Company
2558 San Fernando Road
Los Angles, California 90065
Barbisco Hats, Inc.
P.O. Box 728
Sparta, New Jersey 07871
Beatty-Page National Hatters
360 Furman Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201
Bee Hat Company
101225 Washington Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
Borsalino U.S.A., Inc.
41 Plymouth Street
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
Brizel Leather Corp.
180 Varick Street
New York, New York 10014
C.M Offray & Son, Inc.
39 West 32nd Street
New York, New York 10001
Cali Fame of Los Angelas, Inc.
2800 East 11th Street
Los Angeles, California 90023
Cap America, Inc.
500 Lincoln Drive
Fredericktown, Missouri 63645
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The Charles Townsand Corp.
201 East Main Street
Leesburg, Florida 32748
Crown Cap/Morris Harris
3758 Chouteau
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
Derby Cap Manufacturing Company
700 West Main Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40232
Doran Brothers, Inc.
30 Shelter Rock Road
Danbury, Connecticut 06810
Dorfman-Pacific Company, Inc.
7900 Edgewater Drive
Oakland, California 94621
Eagel Buckman Company, Inc.
8 Washington Place
New York, New York 10003
Eds West, Inc.
10 West 33rd Street
New York, New York 10018
Eleja Casual Corp.
225 West 37th Street
New York, New York 10018
Allaire, Inc.
1440 Broadway, Suite 1951
New York, New York 10018
Fran~

F&M Hat Company, Inc.
103 Walnut Street
Denver, Pennsylvania 17517
F.D.R. Industries, Inc.
670 Broadway
New York, New York 10012
Geo. W. Bollman & Company, Inc.
110 East Main
Adamstown, Pennsylvania 19501
Georgia Bonded Fibers, Inc.
1040 W. 29th Street
Buena Vista, Virginia 24416
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Jay Gerish Company
277 Fairfield Road
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
Gould Sales International
120 Maple
So. Plain Field, New Jersey 07080
Headwear U.S.A., Inc.
11700 Yest 85th Street
Lenexa, Kansas 66214
Henry the Hatter
1307 Broadway
Detriot, Michigan 48226
Idea Corp.
401 Main Street
Caldwell, Idaho 83605
International Hat Company ("IHC")
2528 Texas Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63104
Jason Mills, Inc.
200 Lexington Avenue
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601
Jay Lord Hatters
30 Yest 39th Street
New York, New York 10018
Jobre Cap Company
1630A Plant Avenue
Waycross, Georgia 31501
Julie Hat Company
Industrial Park Drive
Patterson, Georgia 31557
K-Products, Inc.
Industrial Air Park
Orange City, Iowa 51041
K-Studio/Diversified
5433 Eagle Industrial Court
Hazlewood, Missouri 63090
Korber Hat, Inc.
394 Kilburn Street
Fall River, Massachusetts 02723
Gold Star c/o Kraft Hat Manufacturers, Inc.
1230 Zerega Avenue
Bronx, New York 10462
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Lambert Manufacturing Company
105 Elm Street
Chillicothe, Missouri 64601
Langenberg Hat Company
320 Front Street
Washington, Missouri 63090
M&B Headwear Company
2323 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23223
Memphis Cap Company, Inc.
85-87 South Second Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
Milano Hat Company, Inc.
2701 Market Street
Garland, Texas 75041
Okefenokee Caps, Inc.
8641 Baypine Road, Suite 4
Jacksonville, Florida 32216
Paramount Cap Manufacturing, Inc.
1 Paramount Drive
Bourbon, Missouri 65441
Roberts, Cushman & Co., Inc.
119 West 24th Street
New York, New York 10011
Rockmount Ranchwear
1626 Wazee Street
Denver, Clorado 80217-0065
Sentry Unifrom Cap Company, Inc.
106 New Lots Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11212
Singer & Michaeli, Inc.
59 Fountain Street
Farmingham, Massachusetts 01701
Stylemaster Apparel, Inc.
801 North Oak Street
Union, Missouri 63084
Sunshine Cap Company
1142 West Main Street
Lakeland, Florida 33801

A-63
Swingster ·
5799 Broadmoor
Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66202
Trimore Distributors, Inc.
11969 Plano Road
Dallas, Texas 75243
United Backing Corp.
70 Flushing Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11205
Vogue Hat .Block & Die Corp.
252 Norman Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11222
Western Textile Products
3400 Treet Court
Industrial Boulevard
St. Louis, Missouri 63122
Worth & Worth Ltd.
331 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
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APPENDIX D
IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON U.S. PRODUCERS'
GROWTH, INVESTMENT, AND ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL
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Impact of.imports ori U.S. producers' growth, investment, and ability
to raise capital.,.. -The Commis~·iori requested

U.S.·

producers to describe and·

explain the actual' and potential negative effects, if any, of imports of sewn
·cloth headwearfrom the People's Republic of China on their firm's growth,
investment, and ability to raise capital.

*

*

*

·Their responses are shown below:

*·

*

*
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APPENDIX E
IMPORTS OF SEWN CLOTH HEADWEAR BY TSUSA CLASSIFICATION
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Table E-1·
Sewn cloth headwear of vegetable fibers: !/ U.S. imports for consumption, by
principal sources, 1985-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
January-March-..:~_

Source

1985

1986

1987

1987

1988•

Quantity (1,000 dozen)
China ......................
Korea ......................
Taiwan .....................
Hong Kong ..................
All other ..................
Total ..................

,1. 395
1,932
1,811
462
225
5,826

1,498
2,237
2,190
314
269
6,507

2,580
1,932
1,833
286
311
6,943

814
509
336
110
101
1,871

1,010
475
348
46
96
1,974

Value (1,000 dollars) 2/
China ......................
Korea ......................
Taiwan ....... : .............
Hong Kong ..................
All other~ .................
Total ..................

10,138
21,736
16, 931
4,656
3,108
56,569

10,346
25,787
19,246
2;970
4,177
62,526

18,969
23,838
19,108
2;438·
4,984
69,337

5,165
5,567
3,397
921
1,238
16,289

7,709
6,257
'4, 562
506
1,796
20,830

Unit value (per dozen)
China ......................
Korea ........... ·...........
Taiwan .....................
Hong Kong ..................
Al.l other ..................
Average ................

$7.27
ll.25
9.35
10.07
13.83
9. 71

$6.90
ll.53
8.79
9.45
15.55
9.61

$7.35
12.34
10.42
8.52
16.04
9.99

$6.34
10.93
10.10
8.38
12.22
8. 71

$7.63
13.18
13 .11
11.06
18.77
10.55

!/ Items 702.0600, 702.0800, 702.1200, 702.1400, 702.2000, and 702.3200 of the
· Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated.
~/ C.i.f., duty paid.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table E-2
Sewn cloth headwear of manmade fibers: l/ U.S. imports for consumption, by
principal sources, 1985-87, January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
1985

Source

1987

1986

January-March-1987
1988

Quantity (l,000 dozen)
China .....................
Taiwan ....................
Korea .....................
Philippines ...............
Hong Kong .................
All other .................
Total .................

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1,462
2,272
1,161
561
446
774

6,675

l, 911

2,527
1,050
703
347
584
7,122

3,291
2,405
1,335
436
193
542
8,202

707
565
318
124
64
144
1,921

885
428
318
76
41
89
1,838

Value (1,000 dollars) 2/
China .....................
Taiwan ....................
Korea .....................
Philippines ...............
Hong Kong .................
All other .................
Total .................

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

13,373
25,952
13,559
5,744
4,376
12,238
75,242

14,787
30,196
12°,999
6,110

2,610
12,105
78,807

24,066
30,180
15,582
4,612
1,784
10,897
87,121

5,202
6,571
3,246
880
490
3,468
19,857

6,914
5,398
3,576
676
225
2,033
18,822

Unit value (per dozen)
China .....................
Taiwan ....................
Korea .....................
Philippines ...............
Hong. Kong .................
All other .................
Average ...............

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

$9.15
11.42
11. 68
10.25
9.81
15.82
11. 27

$7.74
11. 95
12.38
8.69
7.53
20.74
11.06

$7. 31
12.55
11. 67
10.57
9.22
20.10
10.62

$7.36
11. 64
10.20
7.09
7.64
24.15
10.33

$7.81
12.60
11. 26
8.85
5.45
22.86
10.24

l/

Items 703.0540, 703.0550, 703.0560, 703.1000, 703.1640, and 703.1650 of the
Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated.
~/ C.i.f., duty paid.
Source:

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Table E-3
Sewn cloth headwear (visors) of cotton and manmade fibers, ·ornamented and not
ornamented: !/ U.S. imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1985-87,
January-March 1987, and January-March 1988
Source

1985

. 1986

1987

January-March-. 1987
1988

Quantity (1,000 dozen)
China ......................
Taiwan .....................
Korea .......................
Hong Kong ..................
All other ...................
Total .............. ,·, ..

56
250
100
78
13
498

143
531
211
132
17
1,034

336
504
193
86
33
1,153

89
199
43
40
8
379

161
131
33
32
2
358

Value (l,000 dollars) 2/
China ......................
Taiwan .......... ·...........
Korea ......................
Hong Kong ..................
All other ...................
Total ..................

325
1,928
847
548
180
3,827

802
3,553
·1. 502
821
324
7,008

2,015
3,690
1,530
833
504
8,572

539
1,399
332
332
80
2,683

1,017
l,201
305
303
31
2,857

Unit value (per dozen)
Chi~a ......................
$5.78
Taiwan ........ ·, ...... ·.......
7.70
Korea ......................
8.43
Hong Kong ..................
7.01
All other ........... ·....... 14.12
Average ...... , ...... ·..... · 7.69

$5.63
6.69
7.12
6.28
19.30
6.78

$5.99
7.32
7.92
9.70
15.14
7.44

$6.06
7.03
7.79
8.23
10.53
7.08

$6.30
9.20
9.38
9.54
15.46
7.98

!/ Items 384.0438, 384.0954, 384.2211, 384;2608, 384.3436, 384.5216, 384.8676,
and 384.9443 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated ..
C. L f. , duty paid.

Y

Source:

Compiled from official statistics-of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

